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DENISON CALENDAR FOR 1964-65
FIRST SEMESTER
September
September
September
October
November
November
November
November
December

12
17
21
17
7
9
25
30
5

December Ifl

1964

Saturday
Thursday
Monday
Saturday
Saturday
Monday
Wednesday
Monday
Saturday
Friday

New student days begin
Registration
Classes begin, 8 a.m.
Homecoming
Dad's Day
Mid-semester grades due
Thanksgiving vacation, noon
Classes resume, 8 a.m.
Early registration for spring semester
ends
Christmas vacation, noon

1965
January 4
January 8-9
[aiuiary 22
January 23-24
January 25

Monday
Friday-Saturday
Friday
Saturday-Sunday
Monday

January 30
January 31
February 4-6

Saturday
Sunday
ThursdaySaturday

SKCOND SKMRSTER
February 8
February 9
April 2
April 2
April 12
April 16
April 18
April 24
May 8-9
May 28
May 29-30
May 31
June 5
June 13
June 14

Classes resume, 8 a.m.
Craduate record exams (seniors)
Classes end, 5 p.m.
Reading period
Final examinations begin (Seniors exempt in major field)
First semester ends, 4 p.m.
Comprehensive reading period begins
Comprehensive examinations

1965

Monday
Tuesday
Friday
Friday
Monday
Friday
Sunday
Saturday
Saturday-Sunday
Friday
Saturday-Sunday
Monday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday

Registration
Classes begin, 8 a.m.
Mid-semester gradea due
Spring vacation begins, noon
Classes resume, 8 a.m.
Good Friday, classes end at noon
Easter
Early registration for fall semester ends
May Day-Mother*a Day
Classes end, 5 p.m.
Reading period
Final examinations begin, 8 a.m.
Second semester ends, 6 p.m.
Baccalaureate service, 3 p.m.
Commencement, 9:30 a.m.

Statement

of
Objectives
Denison aspires to IM- a communit) of intellectual excellence
and Christian ideals.
Denison intends that ii* itudents educate themselves
with the aid "f a Faculty devoted to teaching and engaged
in advanced scholarship and research.
In addition to providing students with a proficiency
in .1 single discipline, Denison hopes t<> give them a broad
knowledge of the majoi forms >>t intellectual activity and
to assist them in attaining an integrated conception of their
own intellectual, moral, and religious life.
Denison considers its students as men and women who
an- becoming free It envisions their future as a life hased
upon rational choice, a firm belief in the dignity of man.
and «harm and compassion unlimited by racial, cultural,
oi vi onomii barrier!
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Classroom Building is scheduled for completion this year
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DKNISON CALKNDAR FOR 1965-66
FIRST SEMESTER
September
Srptember
September
October
October
November
November
November
December

11
16
20
9
30
H
24
29
4

December 17

1965

Saturday
Thunday
Monday
Saturday
Saturday
Monday
Wednesday
Monday
Saturday
Friday

New student days begin
Registration
Classes begin, 8 a.m.
Homecoming
Dad's Day
Mid-semester grades due
Thanksgiving vacation, noon
Classes resume, 8 a.m.
Early registration for spring semester
ends
Christmas vacation begins, noon

1966
January 3
January 7-8
January 21
January 22-23
January 24

Monday
Friday-Saturday
Friday
Saturday-Sunday
Monday

January 29
January 30
February 3-5

Saturday
Sunday
ThursdaySaturday

SKCOND SEMESTER

February 7
February 8
April 1
April 1
April 10
April 12
April 23
May 7-8
May 27
May 28-29
May 30
June 4
June 12
June 13

Classes resume, 8 a.m.
Graduate record exams (seniors)
Classes end, 5 p.m.
Reading period
Final examinations begin (Seniors exempt in major field)
First semester ends, 6 p.m.
Comprehensive reading period begins
Comprehensive examinations

1966

Monday
Tuesday
Friday
Friday
Sunday
Tuesday
Saturday
Saturday-Sunday
Friday
Saturday-Sunday
Monday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday

Registration
Classes begin, 8 a.m.
Mid-semester grades due
Spring vacation begins, noon
Easter
Classes resume, 8 a.m.
Early registration for fall semester ends
May Day-Mother's Day
Classes end, 5 p.m.
Reading period
Final examinations begin, 8 a.m.
Second semester ends, 6 p.m.
Baccalaureate service, 3 p.m.
Commencement, 9:30 a.m.
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An Introduction to Denison
HISTORICAL SKETCH
1 UNISON UNIVKRSITY, an independently administered and financed, co-educational Christian college of liberal arts and sciences,
WU founded in 1831 as the Granville Literary and Theological
Institution by the Ohio Baptist Education Society, an organization

of laymen.
Established to train men, the college became co-educational
ifiadually after 1897 when the men from Granville College and
the women from Shepardson College began to attend some of the
same classes.
The first Commencement exercises were held in 1840 and
annually thereafter except in 185!! and 1855.
In 1856 the name Denison University was adopted, but the
institution has remained strictly an undergraduate liberal arts col-

lege,
In its 133 years the 14 Presidents of Denison have been John
Pratt, 1831-37; Jonathan Going, 1837-44; Silas Bailey, 1846-52;
Jeremiah Hall, 1853-63; Samson Talbot, 1863-73; E. Benjamin
Andrews, 1875-79; Alfred Owen, 1879-86; Galusha Anderson,
1887-89; Daniel B. Purinton, 1890-1901; Emory W. Hunt, 190113; Clark \V. Chamberlain, 1913-25; Avcry A. Shaw, 1927-40;
Kenneth I. Brown, 1940-50; and A. Blair Knapp, 1951-.
Granville, home of the college, is a village in central Ohio,
settled in IK05 by Americans emigrating from Granville, Massachusetts. For the first quarter century the college was located on a
farm one mile southwest of Granville, the present site of Middleton
House, which is now the College Guest House. In 1856 the change
in location took the campus to the hill at the north edge of the
village. A substantial addition to the college was made when the
campuj of Shepardson College for women was made part of the
Denison pro]>eriy in the merger about 1900, although it was not
consummated until 1927. The Shepardson campus is now the location for Denison's developing Fine Arts Center.
13
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I)' Knapp u Denison's fourteenth preiidenl
In I'll7 Col Edward A Deeds, alumnus of 1897, donated
to the college 280 acres <>1 farm landi adjoining tin* campus. Sub■equenl addition! to contiguous landi and other properties have
tncreated the present holdingi t" 650 acra of which approximately
250 .Mies .in- used in the normal day-tc-daj operation of the
i ollege,

LOCATION
i* situated seven miles west of the Courthouse Square
in Newark, which is the seal ol Licking County; and 27 miles east
ol tin- State Capitol grounds in Columbus. It is 22 miles from the
Columbus An|«>rt
Motorists "ill find thai Interstate 70 i- less than ID miles
somh ami Interstate 71 connects with Ohio 161 at Worthington
(26 miles west "I Granville and with Ohio 13 four miles south
of Mansfield. H> the latter route travelers i hange to Ohio 661 at
Mount Vernon Othei State routes intersecting at the environs oi
tin- \ illage air Hi .md i~.
GRANVILLI

ACCREDI1 VTION \\l> RECOGNITION
m 1- Vo RENTED I■•. the North Central Association of Colleges .md Secondary Schools, which \\as formed in 1913 and had
Denison on its original li-t Othei agencies recognizing and approvinti Denison .in- I lie Ohio College Association, The Ohio State
Department ol Education, American Association of University
DENIS

II

An Introduction to Denison
Professors, American Association of University Women, Creat
Lakes Colleges Association, and American Chemical Society. Denison is one of five Ohio liberal arts colleges accredited by ACS.
Denison's prcmcdical program is recogni/cd by all Class A
medical schools in the U.S.A.
Tin- Conservatory of Music which was established in 1890 is
currently a department of music. As such it is a liberal arts member
of the National Association of Schools of Music.
Denison's chapter of Phi Beta Kappa was installed in 1911,
and the Denison University Club of the Society of Sigma Xi was
formed in 19.r>7. Most recent indication of Denison's rank among
colleges of its type was its selection as one of 41 liberal arts colleges
to receive a Ford Foundation Challenge Crant. Only four institutions in Ohio were so honored.
CONTROL
b) a self-perpetuating Board of Trustees coin|H>sed of 36 members, 30 of whom are elected and reflected for terms of three years each. The remaining six members arc
DKNISON IS ADMINHTUED

chosen by the Denison Society of the Alumni, each being elected
for one six-year term. The President of Denison is an ex officio
member of the Board of Trustees.
RESOURCES AND FINANCES
As RKCORDBD April 30, 1964, the total market value of Denison's
endowment fund assets was $15,720,000 of which approximately
$3,300,000 represents annuity funds. The stated value of Denison's
land, buildings, and equipment is slightly more than $12,700,000.
This, however, is a conservative figure, since it is based on actual
building costs and has never Ix-cn updated to include replacement
i CMS. Several older buildings, which would cost $750,000 or more
each to reproduce today, arc on the books for as little as $75,000.
The balance sheet shows total assets of more than $25 million.
Endowment has been acquired through gifts and bequests.
Seven! modern buildings have been financed through capital-gift
campaigns. F.ndowmcnt income plus gifts and grants are necessary
15
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to underwrite the edui ational budget to the extent of approximately
$500 per student |K-I sear Nationwide wlicitaticfi called The Annual Support Program, %\hi<h involves both alumni and parents
of current and formei students, hai helped to ram- these funds.
'I'his yielded SI 15,000 in 1961-62. almost half »f which came from
parenti No college in the nation has, as yet, claimed comparable
parental supjx>rt.
In the college yeai I%2-6!1 educational and general expenses,
excluding auxiliar) enterprises, amounted to $2,774,248. Income
from tuition and feel totaled S1.H59.088. Thus, nearly 68 per cent
of these expenses were paid by student charge*. The remaining
32 per cent coma from endowment, gifts, and grants.
The increase in the total budget over the past several years
is an indication of Denbon'i growth since 1951 In that year the
total budget, auxiliar) enterprises inrludrd. was about $1,150,000.
The total budget for 1962-63 was about $4,400,000.
During 1962-63 $2(18.1X10 was appropriated for scholarship
assistance The iomsponding figure was $40,000 in 1951. In addition to tin- aid, there were Milistanti.il amounts of student loans
and a significant program of student employment. Neither of these
latter two forms of Student aid is im ludcd in the above figures.

sl'l-.t I \l

VSS< ICIATU INS AND RESOURCES

Tin COMPI IIK CENTER, made possible by the gift of a Burroughs
205 electroni, data-processing system from the Clevite Corporation ol Cleveland, Ohio, was establiahed in 1964 to meet the
growing research nerds of the fa< ulty and students. Located in
a leparatel) air-conditioned area in the new Classroom Building,
the centei houses, in addition to the main frame of the computer,
magnetic tape units with a combined on-line storage capacity of
12 million characters, a floating-point unit for scientific computations, card input-output units, a line printer, card punches, and
card -oil'!- Course! are offered by the mathematics department
in elementary programming tor the general student in addition
to advanced courses foi majors The center may be used by any
student enrolled in a 'lass requiring its use or by faculty or students engaged in resean h.
16
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established in
1942 by a gift from Elmer M. Jones, Class of 1903, fosters and
encourages constructive research in the arts and sciences by awarding Research Scholarships to men and women of promise—both
faculty and graduate students.
THE DKNISON UNIVERSITY RESEARCH FOUNDATION,

THE DENISON BUSINESS COUNCIL was formed to relate the classroom program more closely to vocational performance. By invitation a number of outstanding businesses have affiliated themselves with the University as members of the Denison Business
Council.
Among these firms are Battcllc Memorial Institute, Columbus,
Ohio; The Corrugated Container Company, Columbus, Ohio;
General Electric Company, Coshocton, Ohio; General Motors
Corporation, Dayton, Ohio; The Goodyear Tire and Rubber
Company, Akron, Ohio; Har|>cr & Row, New York, New York;
The F. & R. I.a/ams Company, Columbus, Ohio; Merrill Lynch,
Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Inc., Columbus, Ohio; McKinsey and
Company, Inc., New York, New York; The National Cash Register Company, Dayton, Ohio.
Others arc The Ohio Power Company, Newark, Ohio; The
Ohio Bell Telephone Company, Columbus, Ohio; Owens-Corning
Fiberglas Corporation, Toledo, Ohio; Park National Bank, Newark,
Ohio; Scars, Roebuck and Company, Chicago, Illinois; The Stand-

'I'albot Hall is oldest cUuiTQOtn building

MVI

I Mr*-

—

■ J

J J

D i i m / nirenU) Hull* tin
ard Oil Company
Ohio . Cleveland, Ohio; Stouffer Foods
Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio: Suburban Motor Freight, (loluni*
bus, Ohio; Thompson Ramo Wooklridge Inc . Cleveland, Ohio;
United Air Lines, Chicago, Illinois; and The Union Central I.ile
Insurant e (lotnpany, Ciiu innati, Ohio
Tin- Denison Business Council makes available to the ttudenti
the counsel ol policy-making officers ol tin- several companies, provides on request classroom speakers on special topics and case study
materials from company files, and encourages company visitations
foi firsthand observation "i various businesi operations.
& tENnrtc ASSOCIATION, established in 1887. issues
the Journal of thi k ■■• lifii Laboratories and meets biweekly for
the presentation of scientific pa|>ers by faculty and students. The
Journal, founded l»\ Professoi Clarence Luther lierrick in 1885,
has an internauona] reputation

THI DENISON

\I-<> PUBLISHES several other periodicals. Since I9V»
Denison has published the Psychological Rtmrd. quarterly journal
dealing with articles in theoretical snd experimental |»ychology.
A monthl) publication, at Denison, was established in 1941.
Enlarged in 1953, it circulates free of (harm* among alumni, trustees, faculty, students, parents of students, Baptist ministers of
Ohio, principals, headmasters and guidance officen of secondary
schools, and .t host ol othci friends "I Denison,
rhe Alumni offm- publishes a quarterly |oumal. Thi Alumnut, sent to graduates and former students.
DENISON

( OLLEOES ASSOCIATION was organized in 1961
as a cooperative venture foi tin- improvement of higher education
in its rnembei colleges, Denison i\ one of tin- original 12 private
liberal aits colleges which comprise the GLCA. Since its inception,
the t <I.( !A has established numerous programs sw h as 10 different
projects to provide opportunities foi facult) research) study, and
reinforcement ol specialized scholar!) pursuits; student studyabroad plans in established centers in Latin America, Japan, and
Scotland; special programs l<»i non-Western studies supported by
the Ford Foundation and -i new science-teachei program supported b) the Kcttering Foundation; and ("operative plans lx*ing
THI GREAI LAKES

18
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nude for the ]xx>ling of both faculty and physical resources in
many areas including libraries.
Other cooperating institutions in the CiLCA are Antioch,
Kenyan, and Oberlin colleges, the College of Wooster, and Ohio
Wedeyan University, all in Ohio; DrPauw University and Earlhain and Wabash colleges in Indiana; and Albion, Hope, and
Rul.una/oo colleges in Michigan.
I IIK OHIO FOUNDATION OF INDKPF.NIIF.NT COM.KOKS, INC., was
established in 19.r>l to raise funds cooperatively from corporations
(or hight-i education in private, liberal arts colleges in the State.
Denison is one of the original 19 charter members of the OFIC.
The OFIC now has 33 member colleges and each year has led
the nation's 40 similar state associations in contributions and
number of sup|x»rters.

CAMPUS
which consists of 650 acres on College Hill
and adjacent land in both the valleys to the north and the south
<>f the hill, provides ample space for expansion.
On the horscshoe-sha|>ed ridge the major academic buildings
arc .ii the .enter the library, classroom buildings and laboratories,
the college union, and the chapel. At the cast end are the women's
Klidence halls and dining hall, and the college hospital. To the
well ,ui- two men's residence halls and nine fraternity chapter
DKNISON'S CAMIM S,

hollies.
In the valley directly north of the ridge lie the extensive athletic and recreation fields and the buildings providing facilities for
jarious sports.
On the Lower Campus to the south of the ridge arc the buildings used for the Fine Arts, eight sorority chapter houses, and one
fraternity chapter house. The other sorority chapter home is in
the next block.
Bookstore has spacious quarters

/>>

MJ
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BUILDINGS
CHAFBL With its statrk town dominates the Denison
campui and serves as a landmark to travelers approaching Granville. The building, dedicated in 1924. was named in honor of the
donor. Dr. Ambrose Swasey The chimes in the chapel tower are
a memorial to his wife. Lavinia Marston Swascy. The original
organ was completely rebuilt and douhled in si/e in 1954. Swases
Observatory, built in 1910, stands directly east of the Chapel.
SWAM V

Tlu William Howard Dooms Library. This structure stands
at the head of the Academic Quadrangle. Erected in 1937, it replaced the original building prevnted by Dr. Doane in 1878. The
nruri strut tun- was the gift of his daughters. Mrs. George W.
Doane and Miss Ida Franca Doane. The library at the end of
]'*>\ will have in excess ol 150,000 volumes not counting government publication! or periodicals Periodical! received exceed 700.
The UK of the library l>\ students has quadrupled in the past 10
yean which necessitated the construction of an addition in 1958,
doubling the reading room and stack space. The library is the
workshop of the student. In older that it may l>est serve the total
need! of the student, tht wenaral bt»>k collection in tho stacks is
open to <:>'\ \tudcni [*he carreb and seminar rooms offer special
Facilities Foi independent Mud) and research. The Browsing Room
and the Denisoniana Room encourage the formation of good reading habits
lh>am Administration Building. The one-time academy building contains 'In- college offices. It was the gift of Dr. Doane in
1894
Uft Scunct Building Erected in 1941, it is used by the
department! ol biology, psychology, and philosophy. This building
was the gift of Miss Ida France! Do,me
Barney Sciena Hall It is used by the departments of geology
and geography, mathematics, and physics. It was the gift of Eugene
J. Barney as s memorial to Kliam K. Bainey, his father, and was
erected In IS 5
20
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Slayter Hall, the
(College Union, has
\f>aciou\ lounges
I above), private
wait boxes for
student* (right),
and Snack Bar
(below)
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I), nison I nil > nit) Hull, tin
Talbnt Hall This is a classroom and office building for the
departments of economics, education, government, philosophy, religion, sociology, and speech
Chemistry Labotatorias and Auditorium. This new complex
is < urrenU) under construction and s* heduled to IK* completed
for use during the 1965-66 academii yctr, Ii will replace the
present ChemtStT) Cottage and Chemistry Annex. Plans call for
the new centei u< have three floors on tin- lalMratory block, offices, classrooms, and a '-''2-scat circular auditorium.
Classroom Budding The departments <>f English, history, and
modern languages an- housed in this unit, completed in 196-4. In
addition, the CompUtei Centei n located in this building. The
unit is directly south <>f the Life Science Building.
SloyUi Hull I Ins College L'nion building, die gift of Dr. and
Mis Games Slayter, was built on the Academic Quadrangle in
l(»bl-b2 it contains the Bookstore, mail mom and individual
1H>V-S foi all students, lounges, bowling lanes and other recreational facilities, the college Sn.n k Bar, offices for student organizations and the Dean oj the Chapel, meeting rooms, and a
tOO-teal auditorium er|inp|»ed for motion pictures.
WhisUt Hospital Built in 1929. it is a memorial to Helen
Ainett Whisler, and is located near tin- Women's Quadrangle.
Cleveland Hall Located on tin- south SIOJM- of College Hill
neai the Lowei ( ampus, is tin* Women's gymnasium. Given by
friends of the college laving in Cleveland, it served as the Men's
gymnasium from die time it was built in 1905 until 1950. In the
neai future ii "ill In- converted to othei mes when the Women's
gymnasium umt is built to complete the Pl^sic.ii Education Center
I)<>an- Arr Buil'ling On the Lower ("ampus. this building
was erected in 1905 b) a gift from Dr. W. H. Doane to serve as
the ■•-. !
f« women In 1953 it was remodeled for its present
use It contains studios, classrooms, and an art gallery for the
display of exhibit material.
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Theatre Arts Building. Erected in 1956 on College Street on
the lx»wer Campus, it contains the workshop for building scenrry
Uld making costumes with ample space for storing both scenery
;md costumes. Its small 200-seat auditorium, known as the Ace
Morgan Studio Theatre, is named for a fonncr student, I-cRoy
Morgan, Class of 1945, who lost his life in World War II. Its
library contains the Ethel R. Outland Theatre Collection.
This building is the first new unit of the much larger Fine
Arts Center that eventually will provide a large air-conditioned
theatre seating 600, music classrooms and studios, and a recital
hall.
()thcr buildings in the Lower Campus group arc Recital Hall:
Million Hall, which houses the department of music; Shepardson
Hall, headquarters for the Air Force ROTC; King Hall, residence
(or upperdaMmen; and Stone Hall apartments for faculty, staff,
■Hid students.
Physical Education Center. Located just cast of Deeds Field,
it was completed in 1950. Primarily the center of physical education for men, it serves a variety of college and community uses.
The only section named when the building was erected was the
Alumni Memorial Field House. This portion contains the indoor
track and the undercover practice area for football, baseball, tennis, and volleyball teams.
In 1957 the remainder of the building was named the Livingston Cymnasium in honor of Walter J. Livingston, Class of 1909,
who served as director of athletics from 1911 to 1952. This portion
contain! a completely modern gymnasium with apparatus and
equipment rooms, classrooms, offices, and a spacious basketball
court capable of seating 3,000 spectators. Adding greatly to the
in national and cultural facilities of Licking County, the Center
provides adequate space for all major events such as lectures, concerts, commencement exercises, and other assemblies.
In 1962 the Gregory Swimming Pool, named in memory of
Mitchell O. Gregory, Class of 1929, an outstanding athlete, was
completed. It serves the needs of both men and women. An additional wing to serve as the Women's Gymnasium is to be erected
soon.
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I
oNizEa the experience "t group living as an imi:11 part ol a college education To iK.it mil thr I "Diversity
operatei residences and dining haili tor .ill women students and lor
.ill tn--.hni.iii men Mmt oi the roonu accommodate two itudenls
each, but man) ol the upperclast women live in niitoi for three
CM foui students I pperclassmen live in one "I Hi fratemit) chapter houses, in three college-operated residence kails aa accommodations are desired, a in approved private dwellings in the village.
DENH

it ■■' Quadrat
Located on College Hill, at the eastem
end ot tin- ridge,
ol seven residence halls accommodating
approximate!) 700 women Die) are sh.us 11 all. named in honor
of tin- late President and Mi* Aven \ Shaw Beaver Hall, named
in hona of Mar) rhmhei Beaver; Sawyet Hall, named for
Charles S.UWIT. an eaiK lienet.n to; ,,[ higher education for women: Deeds Hall, built in 1953 and named lor Edith Walton Deeds,
wife of Colonel Edward A Deed-. Class of 1897; Cilpatrick House;
and two balks huilt m I960 lie lattei are Crawford Hall, residence fen 200 freshmen, named fa Frederick C. Crawford: and
Huffman Hall, dining hall with rooms fa 77 women on the two
impel floors, named toi three generations of the Huffman family
ot Dayton, Ohm. who have served a- IVmson Trustees,

/

/..-.
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lluljrnan Hall /ia* dining facUUisi for 750 women and
rooms for 77 upptrclass women
Sororities maintaining chapters at Denison arc Chi Omega,
Kappa Alpha Tlieta. Delta Delta Delta, Kappa Kappa Gaiuma,
Alpha Phi, Alpha Omicron Pi, Delta Oainnia. Pi Beta Phi, and
Alpha Chi Omega. Their chapter homes are used for social purposes only, not as residences for students.
FRESHMAN MKN live in college-operated residence halls.
Curtil Hall, both West and East wings, accommodates 195 stuilt-nis. some of whom are upperclassmen. Dining facilities in
Curtis West, enlarged in 1958, are adequate to care for residents
in both wings and for 130 freshman and uppcirlasstnm in nearby
Smith Hall, and others not taking their meals at fraternity houses.
Curtis Welt, ini ted in 1940 as a memorial to Lanson Stage Curtis
of the Class of 18%, was made possible by a gift from his mother,
Mrs. Annetta R. Jewell. The East wing was added in 1946. Smith
Hall, built in 1953, was named for Franklin G. Smith, honorary
chairman of the Denison Board of Trustees.
Fraternities with chapters at Denison are Sigma Chi, Beta
Theta Pi, Phi Gamma Delta, Kappa Sigma, Phi Delta Theta,
American Commons Club, Lambda Chi Alpha, Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Delta Upsilon, and Alpha Tau Omega. All 10 chapter homes
an- residential units for most of the upperclassmen.
ALL

King Hall. On the Lower Campus, this building is also o|>erated as a living unit for uppcrclassiuin.
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knt<rtnf> \tudinl- ami uf>f>*rdaymen In i in Smith Hall

Dean Woodyard conduct*
chapel service every
Thursday evening

Activities
REI.IC.IOUS ACTIVITIES
Deniwn is a Christian college maintaining and developing Christian principles and ideals. Through
the rhapel services and the several religious organizations on the
campus, students and faculty actively share religious life. Academically, Denison provides instruction in religion through a basic
course required of every candidate for a degree and through regular course offerings in the departments of religion and philosophy
on an elective basis.
The religious program centers largely in the weekly worship
service In Swatey Chapel under the direction of the Dean of the
Chapel. These services are non-denominational hut seek to encourage the student to think through his own problems from the
(Shristian stand|xiint.
The Denison Christian Association coordinates the student religious activities. Included are vesper services; special programs
for the discussion of ethical and religious problems; the community
social Novice program; the Young Women's Christian Association
activities; Bonds of Friendship, which is the annual campus-wide
campaign for funds for foreign students at Denison and for other
philanthropies; and deputation teams which visit churches of many
faiths in the vicinity of Granville.
One three-day |>eriod in the second semester is organized as
Life-in-Focui during which students and faculty participate in
spa ial chapel programs and class discussions with a guest speaker.
BY IIF.MTAOF. AND CHOICE,

PERSONALIZED EDUCATION
IN AND OUT OF THE CI-ASSROOM, a Denison education is a personalized education which fosters intelligent and responsible living.
Recognizing that the personal achievement and |Misonal culture
■ >l our college students become the ultimate standards of our nation, Denison has planned its total educational program accordingly. In the classroom the student receives a varied and valuable
acquaintance with significant aspects of our American heritage and
27
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Activities
with current development! in our culture. In the extraclan program he has special opportunity to broaden this acquaintance and
10 pursue personal interests which will give him the enduring rcu.uils thai intellectual living can give.
STUDENT PUBLICATIONS
who is interested in writing, editing, or otherwise
anilting in the production of a publication has an opportunity to
join the staffs of The Denisonian, the weekly newspaper; Exile, the
semi-annual literary magazine; and the Adytum, the yearbook.
A limited number of students also submit papers to the
Journal of the Scientific Laboratories, the Journal of Biological
Si i, nets, and other publications of an academic nature.
ANY STI'DF.NT

CULTURAL ADVANTAGES
BmucHINO EXI'KRIENCKS offered by the fine arts are made available to every Dcnison student. Numerous art exhibits are held each
year, and student work is frequently shown. An Art Treasure Collection has been assembled, and valuable tapestries, paintings, vases,
and other objets d'art are on display. The Denison Art Ix»an
Collection makes available framed pictures, etchings, and prints by
world-famous artists to students for use in their rooms for a semester at a time.
Opportunities to hear and to participate in the production of
good music are provided by concerts by the Denison choral groups;
recitals by students, faculty, and guest artists; special programs by
choral groups, and the Denison String Orchestra. Musicians of
national reputation are brought to the campus in concerts arranged by the Qranville Festival Association in cooperation with
the c ollege.
Convocations with s|>eakers of note- are held each week. These
programs are scheduled for Mondays at 11 o'clock except when the
s|>eakcr or artist is to be shared with the public in a lecture or
concert or dance recital. On those occasions the program is shifted
to an evening at 8:15.
The Denison Society of Arts and Letters provides regular programs of literary and cultural pa|>crs and discussions open to the
29
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student IMHK and the public.
Dramatic production! of professional excellence arc presented
l>\ the two theatres University and Summer o|>e rated at Denison
Public speaking and debating have long been important cultural activities at Denison In addition to the vanity debating and
intramural speaking contests for nun. Denison lias intercollegiate
forensic] foi women and for freshmen.
The Denison Campus Government Association also operates its
itudent-owned radio station, WDUB, which is ■ member of the
Intercollegiate Broadcasting System.
Ever) Denison student is urged to take an extraclavs interest
in one oi more academic areai To encourage |H*rsonal contributions b) e.n li Student, di parttm tital < lubi > \i't in almo<l i; rry fit-Id
of ttudy,
MUSICAL ORGANIZATIONS
Concert Choir. This organization of 100 mixed voices presents
a majoi choral work each semester including Handel's Messiah in
alternate yean Recent performances have included Bacb's Magnificat and Ma U B Minor, Haydn's Creation, Mo/art's Maw in
( Mitt - and Brahi • R< \uu m.

Activities
Wind Instrument Ensemble. This is a flexible group from
v tin li is formed a band (o provide music for the football games,
1 brass choir, and/or woodwind ensemble or a concert band as
need arises.
The Denison String Orchestra. This orchestra affords the student the opportunity of playing in concerts and in both music festivals. Members are also invited to play in the Licking County
Symphony Orchestra.
The Chapel Choir. This group of 50 voices sings at student
chapel services, appears in a home concert, and prepares several
major works during the year. Non-credit.
Denison Madrigal Singers. This is a small vocal ensemble devoted primarily to the secular literature of the late 16th and early
17th centuries. Non-credit.

STUDENT GOVERNMENT
operate their own student organizations with
a great degree of freedom and are regular members on |x>liry-making groups of the University's administrative bodies, such as the
committees on admissions, curriculum, and activities. The principal
elective student officers direct the activities of the Denison Campus
Government Association and serve as the student representatives
on the Student-Faculty Council. This council recommends to both
the Student Senate and the Faculty improvements in the regulation
of campus activities.
The Denison Campus Government Association functions
through the Senate, the Women's Council, the Judicial Councils,
and Auto Court. Students arc also members of 10 faculty committees.
In each college-operated residence hall a House Council, made
up of elected students, is rcs|>onsiblc for hall activities in cooperation with the Assistant Deans of Women.
Responsibility for upholding the Denison code of social selfgovernment rests with each student. Under this system the student
can enjoy freedom within the limits of good taste and conduct;
DKNISON STUDENTS
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however, the effective functioning of the code require* that lie accepl fnIK the responsibilit) thai goes with it Attmdanct at Demon :
■
. not a right And Denison'i tradition! and principles, accepted by each itudent in In. act <>( voluntary registration,
require
lucl in keeping «nli the itandardi of y<x«l tociety, The
I nhei
I lession o< use <>/ alcoholic
the campt fi thi fraternity ami xorority housast <<>llegi buildings, and in any college-approved ojl-campul housing.
Kay Mudent who indicate! In- unwillingness en inability to accept
Ihii responsibilit) ma) be aikcd to withdraw at an) time. The
policies and regulations governing itudcnl life are printed in the
I) Book, itudent handbook,
I In- 111u-1 -1"i.111• 111n\ Council and the Panbellenic Council
work through the 10 fraternitiei and nine lororitlei In developing
an adequate social progi
Ml of thete organizadoni maintain
chaptei housei on oi neat the campus, generously sharing their
facilities with the students, faculty, and townspeople,
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Actiuitu i
SPORTS ACTIVITIES
at Denison is an integral part of the
physical education curriculum. Each Mudenl is encouraged to participate as fully in intramural and intercollegiate athletic* as his
academic program permits. The University provide! professional
coaching, excellent braining facilities, ami athletic equipment and
supplies. It carefully lupervises all intramural and Intercollegiate
THE ATHLETIC PROGRAM

SjMHtS.

Denison engages in intercollegiate football, soccer, basketball,
swimming, track, cross-country, baseball, tennis, golf, lacrosse, and
wrestling. It also has an lie Hockey dub.
In its intercollegiate program the University seeks to compete
with institutions of similar si/e and similar educational and athletic
standards
Denison is a member in good standing of the National Collegiate Athletic Association and the Ohio Athletic Conference.
The athletic policy of Denison University is controlled in its
entiret) by the faculty. The department of physical education
operates within the academic budget, and all receipts from and
expenditure! for intercollegiate contests are handled by the Univeraity controller.
Denison's intramural athletic competition is one of the most
extensive in the nation. It excludes men on varsity teams. Contest
in-.iv .ue football, ipeedball, basketball, track, wrestling, volleyball.
Mihb.ill. iwimming, tennis, golf, handball, paddleball, table tennis,
and bowling.
Women's Recreation Association abo sponsors intiaiinnal contests, Class work in various s|M>rts for women permits choices from
archery, badminton, bowling, square dancing, modern dance, fencing, golf, hockey, horseback riding, lacrosse, swimming, tennis, volleyball, and outing activities.
On the north campus at the center of the women's athletic
grounds is I.amson Lodge, named for the donor, Julius G. l.amson.
h lervM as a shelter house and recreation classroom.
Duds Fiild. This area was named for the donor, Colonel
Edward A. Deeds of the Class of 1897. It utilizes the natural
amphitheatre on the slope to the north of the Chapel. The football
field and stadium we're built in 1922.
33

Student Services
program functions lo help the student
make the ben possible adjustment to college lifo. In the classroom,
faculty members and students share the learning process in a way
possible only in a small college. Outside the classroom, every student has access to a complete counseling service. A program of
orientation for new students is provided during the week preceding
registration.
DKNISON'S COUNSF.LINI;

COUNSELING STAFF
CouNSILINO STAFF includes the Deans of Students, the Director of Graduate School Counseling, the Director of the Psychological Clinic, the College Physicians, specialists in family life
and religion, the Director of Student Employment and Placement,
f.ic ult> counselors, departmental chairmen, two Assistant Deans of
Women, senior residence counselor! for men. and student advisers
for men and for women.
THI

Counseling of Freshmen. A freshman is assigned to a selected
faculty counselor who works with him through his first two years
in until he chooses a major field. When he makes the choice of
a major field, the student is assigned to a faculty counselor in the
department in which he has chosen to major. A faculty counselor
helps the student plan an academic program consistent with the
aims and obligations of a liberal aits education, and a program
which is in keeping with the student's abilities, aptitudes, and aspirations.
Student Advisers. In the residence halls student advisers, a
■elected group of upperelaa students, help freshmen to understand
many aspect! of college life. Two Assistant Deans of Women serve
is counselors for women. The senior residence counselors in each
hall for men also advise students.
35
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Student Services
Veteran Counseling. Mailers involving students who have
been in a branch of the military service or those who are sons or
daughters of deceased veterans are handled by the Dean of Men.
Graduate School Counuling. Since a majority of the students
seek additional training in professional and graduate schools after
completing their requirements for a bachelor's degree from Denison. a faculty member has been selected to give guidance in
addition to that of the departmental adviser. His help includes
jHTSonal counseling on educational and vocational problems; information about advanced programs of study in graduate and
professional schools, and the opportunities for scholarships, fellowihipt, and assistantships. Many tests are available to the student-tests of intelligence, interest, aptitude, achievement, and
personality.

OFFICE OF STUDENT PERSONNEL
STUDENT PF.RSONNEI. has been established so that
students may turn to it in finding and using the various resources
at Denison. It is staffed by the deans of students (Dean of Women
and Dean of Men), the Director of the Psychological Clinic, the
Director of Craduatc School Counseling, and the Director of
Student Employment and Placement. In addition to providing
specialized counseling for individuals the Office of Student Personnel coordinates many student activities. It keeps for each student a cumulative personnel record; it helps each student to
discover his own interests and aptitudes so that he may wisely
plan his entire college program.
THK OFFICE OF

STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
work is made available to a limited number of
worthy students who need to earn a part of their expenses in college. Denison is thus maintaining a tradition established by its
founders. A variety of work is offered, such as assisting in the laboratories, residence halls, dining halls, and academic and business
GRANT-IN-AID

departments.
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Application foi Work. A Rudenl seeking employment on the
campus ihould applj to the Office of Student Employment and
Placement except freshmen entering in the fall The latter should
fdr the written request with the Office of Admissions aftei acceptamr as a student ami before college opens.
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE
DENISOM RscooNtztsa iti rcsponsibUit) for the health and wellbeing of its students by providing medical service, adequate health
instruction, and the efficient administration of dining halls and
residence halU Three l*fis^i< i.m*> comprise the staff of VVhialer
Memorial Hospital Five registered nursrs assist in maintaining
an up-to-date clink where prompt medical attention is asailahle.
The Physician! ma) !-■ consulted for examination and treatment
at S|H-( ified hours, and a trained nurse i\ ori duty at all times.

Instruction Offered. That students may develop habits of
good health, instruction in health is provided in the department
of physical education Programs of study and training are designed
to meet hygienic and recreational needs.
Fond Preparation. In administering the residence halls and
dining halls, Denison tales every safeguard to protect the health
of its student! ["rained dietitians supervise the choice, preparation, and serving of food.
,\/r (."i "I Pood Si r: u , OUtlim i dining hall jubs for Mr. Jai/uilh.
director "/ <tui!.nt employment

Dr. Tritt it director of psychological cliriie
MI [.MARY SERVICE
counsels a student concerning his obligation under Selective Service and makes the official statement (SSS
109—Student Certificate) concerning the student's enrollment at
Denison. In order to make the official statement the Military
Adviser must be given, by the student, his full name, home ad<lirs\. sHt'ctivc service number, and numl»er and |w>st office address
of tin- student's Selective Service Board. The Military Adviser also
makes available information concerning opportunitiei for securing
a commission in the Army, Air Force, Coast Cuard, Marine Corps,
and Navy. He serves in a liaison capacity between Denison and
its Air Force ROTC Unit.
THK MILITARY ADVISER

BUSINESS PLACEMENT
is res|X>nsible for counseling the student seeking full-time employment in business, industry, or governmental service after graduation. Alumni of Denison are also
eligible for this service.
TIIF. OFFICK OF PLACF.MKNT

TEACHER PLACEMENT
maintains a separate appointment service to assist graduates in seeking first teaching positions and in transferring to better positions u|x>n evidence of successful experience.
DKNISON'S DF.I-ARTMF.NT OF EDUCATION
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Scholarships and
Financial Assistance
DENISON Uffivzasm recognizes thai every student, accepted for
■dmtMion, is considered to be potentially eligible f«»r a scholarship.
Qualification! mnsidered for the award of a scholarship include
academii achievement and promise as indicated by class standing
and College Entrance Examination Board *>> <>rrs. ritirrnthip, and
leadership in extracurricular activities
Financial need, in addition to the qualifications mentioned
above, i- a vital tat tor in awarding M hnlarships and financial asMviam e, Application for s< holarship and financial assistance, based
on presumed finani ial nerd, is to Ix* made by the completion of
a Parents' Confidt nttal Statement. This form is to be obtained
from the student \ hiuh 01 preparatory school. When completed,
this statement is to In- MM to the College S<:holarship Service,
114.x 17b. Princeton. NJ 08.540, or Box 1025, Berkeley, CA 94701.
The College S« holarship Service will reproduce thr completed
statement and will furnish photostatic copies to all colleges designated by the student. In order that Denison's Committee on
Scholarships ma\ have adequate time to consider the statement,
it ihould be completed and mailed to one of the above addresses
no latd than March I, prior to the September enrollment anticipated h is suggested that tin- Vaunts' Confidential Statement be

Scholarships ami Financial Assistant*
completed and sent to tin- College Scholarship Service concurrently with the application for admission to Denison.
For a student already enrolled at Denison the Parents' Confidential Statement will l>e furnished by the Chairman of the
Committee on Scholarship!.
Tuition Scholarships. These scholarships are equal to Denison's tuition. For entering freshmen they are for four years, pro\ided the student maintains a 3.2!) cumulative grade-[H>int average
at the end of each academic year.
Honor Scholarships. These scholarships are of varying
amounts. For entering freshmen they arc for four years, provided
the student maintains a !I.O cumulative grade-point average at the
end of each academic year.
Founders* Scholarships. These scholarships arc of varying
amounts. For entering freshmen they are for four years, provided
the student maintains a 2.75 cumulative grade-point average at
the end of each academic year.
Grants-in-aid. These amounts vary. They arc awarded for
one year but may be considered for renewal for the succeeding
year by the Committee on Scholarships u|x>n completion of a
Patents' Confidential Statement sent to the student by the Chairman of the Scholarship Committee. The Committee reserves the
right to vary the amount of the grant-in-aid contingent upon the
financial need of the student.
Beginning with the Class of 1967 the renewal of a grant-inaid in any amount, in addition to the conditions set forth above,
will be based on the following requirements: 2.2 cumulative average at the end of the freshman year for use in the sophomore year;
a 2.4 cumulative average at the end of the sophomore year for
use in the junior year; a 2.6 cumulative average at the end of
the junior year for use in the senior year.
In every year, except the freshman year, all scholarships will
be terminated for the second semester if the academic average,
not cumulative, for the first semester is below 2.0. Exceptions may
be made by the Scholarship Committee in cases involving significant service to Denison or extenuating circumstances.
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Sons and Daughli •• ••/ Baptxt MinisU " tn Miisionarit >. These
.lie four-yeai scholarships with an annual stij>end of $500. They
are awarded in recognition ol Denison's hrritagr from tin* Baptist
denomination throughout the history of the institution.
SPBI HI

General Motors These scholarships, one for a student in each
of the tout classes, are foi Com yean They are made potable by
the General Moton Corporation, Detroit, Michigan. The recipients are selected by the Denison Committee «n Scholarships.
Th, Grand Lodgi of Prei and Accepted Masons of Ohio.
Tins scholarship i^ tot one yeai but nia> U* renewed by the Committee oi) Scholarships I he annual Stipend is $-100.
GranuiUt Centennial Scholarships. Tin"..- an- four-year scholanhips with an annual stipend of $150. It is awarded to the
highest ranking student in the eraduatiny class of the (iranville
Hk-h School, exclusive of the suns and daughters of Denison
University1! faculty and staff members. This scholarship was cstahlished in recognition of contributions made hy residents of
Granvilie to the Centennial Endowment Fund in 1931.
Thi Howes Key CM These scholarships are for members
of the Key (luh of Licking County, Ohio, or. in the ahsence of
so. li members, members of some othei Ke> Club. The recipients
must have financial nerd to be determined hy the completion of
the Parents' Confidential Statement.
Tht William I- Miller and Anm, ScheidUt Millet Memorial.
This scholarship is tot the freshman year only and is to be awarded to a graduate of tin- Newark. Ohio, Ilit'li School. Preference
i-. to !M- given to a man hut it may he awarded to a woman.
LaV'erm Noyes Scholarships. These scholarships are for students who need financial assistance and who are blood descendant, oi those who served in tin- Army or the Navy of the United
States in World Wai I Applications an- available from the Admissions Office. A Parents' Confidential Statement must also be
completed

♦2

Scholarships and Financial Aisistance
Procter and Gamble. These scholarships, one for a student in
each of the four classes, are for four years. They are made jiossihlc
by the Procter and (Jamblc Fund, Cincinnati, Ohio. Recipients
are selected by the Denison Committee on Scholarships
Spencer Memorial. This is a four-year scholarship and is to
lx' awarded to a graduate of the Newark, Ohio, High School.

SCHOLARSHIPS FOR

ENROLLED

STUDENTS

HONOR SCHOLARSHIPS

Kenneth I. Brown. This scholarship, established by the Danforth Foundation, Inc., Saint Louis, Missouri, to honor its executive director (1951-61) who also served as the 13th President
of Denison University (1940-50), is awarded by the Committee
on Scholarship to a senior or junior man who is interested in a
college teaching career. The annual sti|x-nd is not less than $1,200
nor more than $1,500. Selection is based on high scholastic ability,
character, and |>ersonal qualifications.
Walter Isroy Flory. This scholarship is for a senior man
who may be expected to graduate with bis class, and be adjudged
by the Committee on Scholarship to show promise of professional
success and leadership.
Phi Beta Kappa Golden Anniversary. This scholarship was
established by the Theta of Ohio Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa
on the 50th anniversary of its installation at Denison University.
Students of outstanding scholarship within the fraternity are designated by officers of the chapter.

Phi Beta Kappa
Scholarship Cups
go to top-ranking
social groups
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Ebt 'ii :•t Thn xhir, Thil u holarship, one (or a student in cadi
OJ the l<-ii! i laSSCS, II awarded to a man by the C lominittoe on
Scholarship*. Qualifications lor selection include an outstanding
academic record, promise of usefulness, and unquestionable moral
character \warded at tin end of the fiin lemester, the scholarship
is renewed fen each succeeding semester provided the student maintains a 1.0 cumulative grade*point average

DBPARTMENTAI

SGHCM UUHIPI

Grrtrudi Carharti Brtbford. These scholarships are awarded
recommendation of the Department of Music.

UJM»U

Mary Hartuiil Cat her wood. These M holaiatnpe are awarded
upon recommendation of the Department of English to a junior
or lenioi definite!) planning a career in writing.
\i'tlli\ A. and Franc \ W. Chambtrlm. These scholarships are
awarded to Students of hinh scholarship majoring in the humanities.
(leorgt K. Gouldtng Memorial, These scholarships are awarded ii|>on recommendation of the Department of Music.
LubruoL This s« holarship. sijpjxtrted by the I.ultri/ol Foundation. Cleveland. Ohio, is awarded upon the reconunendation
of the Department of Chemistry to a student majoring in that
department
E. Clark and hma H. Matron. TbeSC scholarships are awarded, upon recommendation of the donors, Mr. and Ma Morrow,
to juniors or seniors \%ho are taking prc-law courses and intend
to enter law M hool. Scholarships are to be granted on the basis
of need to students who submit, prior to June 1, an essay on the
subject, My Philosophy of Can
Peopli i Stall Bank of Granvillr, Ohio. These scholarships are
awarded, upon recommendation of the Department of Economics,
to students majoring in that department.
/V. \$er Mtuit Foundation. An annual stipend of $400 is made
available by the I'resser Music Foundation to students planning
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to make their living by music. Selection of the recipienti is made
u|K)ii recommendation of the Department of Music.
Juliet ISarki i San it. These scholarships are awarded to students who have shown general excellence in their academic work.
particularly in English and in Theatre Arts. They arc awarded
at the end of the junior year upon recommendation of the respective department!.
Cora Whitcornb She pardwn. These scholarships arc awarded.
u|>on recommendation of the Department of Visual Arts, to students who have shown proficiency in courses in that department
ElUa Smart Shepardson. These scholarships are awarded, u|xin
recommendation of the Department of Music, to worthy students
enrolled in that department.
Francis Waylarnl Shepardson, These scholarships are awarded,
upon recommendation of the Department of History, to students
who have shown proficiency in American history.
Stephen I). Tuttte Memorial. This scholarship is awarded to
c worthy music student upon recommendation of the Department
of Music.
Edward A. Wright. These scholarships are awarded, upon
recommendation of the Department of Theatre Arts, to students
who have made a significant contribution to thai department.
GRADUATE HONOR SCHOLARSHIPS
The Denison University Research Foundation Scholarships.
These scholarships of varying amounts are awarded annually to a
few graduating seniors for one year of graduate study. Selection
is based on financial need, intellectual ability, and leadership qualities.
The Denison University Tuition Scholarship of The Ohio
State University. This is one of the Ohio College Tuition scholarships established by the trustees of The Ohio State University and
is open to a graduate of Denison for one year. Nominations for
ibis scholarship arc made by the President and the Dean of the
College.
■15

Denison I niveriity HulUun
Rhuil,. Scholarships. The Cecil Rhodes scholarship!, tenable
loi three yean u Oxford University in England, an open to men
who have completed their tophomore year in an American college rheae icholanhipi are made available annually on the combined basil of character, Kholarihip, athletics, and leadership in
extracurriculai activitiei. Men interested in competing for this national award should consult the Directoi of Graduate School
Counseling.
The Denison University Scholarships for Tht University of
Chicago I (iu s,k,.nl and Vanderbilt University Law School. Two
scholarships "ill !>•■ awarded upon recommendation of Denison
University to two students in the graduating class for ihe study
of law for the next academk year, one to each of these law
schools, provided the applicant meets all requirements for admission. 1 he s, !io!.irshi|is provide full tuition for one year and
are renewable upon satisfactory completion of the year's work, for
tin- last two yean of the Law School course. Application is made
through the Denison Directoi ol Graduate School Counseling,
Other Scholarships. Ihe Fulbnxht scholarships of the United
States Educational Exchange program, authorised hy Puhlic l,aw
584 in the 79th Congress, known as the Fulbright Act, are designed to promote better understanding ol tin- United States in other
countries, and to increase mutual understanding between the people of the United States and tin- people of other countries. The
Din.tor of Graduate School Counseling submits the completed
applications ol qualified and interested students.
The National Woodrow Wilson Fellowship, the Dan/orih
Foundation, ami other Foundation grant] are available to Denison
candidates for graduation. Application is made through the Office of Graduate School Counseling.
Ihe Mm hall scholarships, established hy the- British Government in 1953 .is a ".stun of thanks for Marshall Plan Aid,
enables \mericani to study for degrees at British universities.
Applications are made through the Director of (iraduatc School
(Counseling.
It.

Dr. Scha/I advtSM M
graduate frUowihips

ENIX)WED FUNDS FOR SCHOLARSHIPS
AM) FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
(Amoiinls shown arc invested principal)
HONOR SCHOLARSHIP FUNDS

Kenneth I. Brown Fund ($30,000)
Waller L. Flory Fund ($2,500)
Phi Beta Kappa Fund ($2,030)
Ebenezer Thresher Fund ($10,000)
DEPARTMENTAL SCHOLARSHIP FUNDS

Gertrude Carhartt Hrclsford Memorial Fund—Music ($2,333)
Mary Hartwell Catherwood Fund—English ($2,000)
Willis A. and Frances W. Chamberlin Fund Humanities
($5,865)
George K. Goulding Memorial Fund—Music ($15,000)
E. Clark and Irma H. Morrow Fund—Pre-Law ($3,500)
The People! State Bank of Cranville Fund—Economics ($8,500)
Juliet Barker Sarett Fund English and Theatre Arts ($10,000)
Cora Whitcomb Shepardson Fund—Art ($5,000)
Eliza Smart Shepardson Fund—Music ($2,700)
Francis Wayland Shepardson Fund—History' ($5,080)
Stephen Davidson Tuttlc Fund—Music ($608)
Edward A. Wright Fund—Theatre Arts ($17,780)
FOR MEN ANII WOMEN

The American Baptist Convention Fund ($83,145)
The Win. T. and Maude Firth Bawden Scholarship Fund
($26,391)
The Blanche I). Beattie Scholarship Fund ($18,570)
The John W. Beattie Scholarship Fund ($349,073)
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/). niion I 'nit ■ nily llullt tin
Flu- Frederick P. and Mar) I Beavei Scholarship Fund
| 0,843
I In- Mar) F and Fred W Benjamin Memorial Scholaiihip
Fund si.000
The Ernest C and Marie Tappei Brelsford Scholarship
Fund $500
The Millard Brebford Memorial Scholarship Fund ($1350
The Samuel B Brierl) Scholarship Fund 1276,702
The Lena ( and Nell S. Bush Fund $10,1
The Wells \ and Cynthia AJdrich Chamberlain Scholarship
Fund Sr<«xHi
The Class of 1913 Scholarship Fund $1,000
The Clan ol 1917 War Memorial Scholarship Fund '$3,414)
lii.- ( Ian ol 1929 Scholarship Fund $6,750
The Edward layloi Clissold Memorial Scholarship Fund
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Blanche Lemert Copeland Scholarship Fund $21,942
Denison Memorial Scholarship Fund $1,631
John II Doyle I
$2 500
Elizabeth S Swan Scholarship Fund ($2306
Frank (• Ewart Memorial Scholarship Fund ($4,000)
Minnie Farner Miller Scholarship Fund S~">"
I.I'II.i Milward Firth Scholarship Fund $1,000
Ra) (.:. Fish Fund $120,750
Dora A Forsythe Scholarship Fund $9,738
Clarence I. Fox Memorial Scholarship F'und f$l.23l)
Robert K Fox Fund $!
Ceneral Scholarship Fund $1,887
David B. Green Memorial Scholarship Fund '$3,637)
U 'i Griswold Scholarship Fund $5,000
Masuo s and Kiyo Hoshide Scholarship Fund S(,22
II Rhodes Hundle) Memorial Scholarship Fund ($5,600)
I.
x \\ Hum Scholarship Fund $82358
Charles I. Lewis Scholarship Fund SVIKKI
Matthews Scholarship Fund $4,063
Blanche McCoy-Humphrey Scholarship Fund I$2..TO0)
l.r-lii' I! M..- Scholarship Fund $25,641
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The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

N. W. Neptune Scholarship Fund ($200)
LaVcmc Noycs Scholarship Fund ($45,508)
C. F.. Ronneberg Fund ($1,028)
Ccorge M. and Harriclte MrCann Roudebush
Scholarship Fund ($30,823)
Fxlson Rupp Memorial Fund ($400)
Francis W. Shepardson Memorial Fund ($3,011)
George H. Shomcy Scholarship Fund ($7,500)
F.ri J. Shuinaker Memorial Scholarship Fund ($814)
Franklin (i. Smith Scholarship Fund ($26,000)
Amanda S|M*rry Scholarship Fund ($1,000)
Herbert F. Stilwcll Scholarship Fund ($32,121)
Chaplain Thomas B. Van Home Memorial Scholarship
Fund ($1,720)
Daniel Van Voorhis Scholarship Fund ($500)
Charles G. Waters Scholarship Fund ($17,495)
Charles (iardner Waters and Clara Ferris Waters
Scholarship Fund ($30,036)
F.arl F. and Irene L. Wells Fund ($2,388)
Welsh Hills Prices Scholarship Fund ($2,000)
Wlml.-r Family Scholarship Fund ($30,000)
Katherinc Ccar Wightman Scholarship Fund ($500)
Russcl H. Williams Memorial Scholarship Fund ($1,260)
W. C. Woodyard Scholarship Fund ($4,246)
FOR MEN

The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Maria T. Barney Scholarship Fund ($11,000)
A. F. and A. A. Bostwick Scholarship Fund ($1,000)
Harry Thurston Crane Scholarship Fund ($5,000)
David and Jane Har|Kter Fund ($5,000)
Hawcs Key Club Scholarship Fund ($2,971)
John H. Hislop Memorial Scholarship Fund ($25,000)
Eugcnio Kincaid Leonard Scholarship Fund ($1,000)
William E. Miller and Annie Scheidler Miller Memorial
Scholarship Fund ($10,000)
The Mary Arnold Stevens Fund ($500)
The Robert Vandcrveer, Jr., Memorial Scholarship Fund
($3,000)
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Charles T Chapin Scholarship Fund $2,000
Harry ThurMon Crane Scholanhip Fund '$3,000)
Ida Saunden Fisher Scholanhip Fund $2,000)
Flora Price Jones Scholarship Fund > $1.0001
J. W. King Scholanhip Fund $12.000>
Hannah Snoti Lewis Scholanhip Fund ($16,000)
Lide-Shepardson-Marsh Scholanhip Fund < SI .0001
Martha V Lust Scholanhip Fund SI.OOOi
Ja I McClurg Scholarship Fund ($1,000)
Mar] Millei Scholarship Fund [$8,282
Mortal IW>.ud Scholarship Fund $*><MI
Philomathean Scholarship Fund Sl.ooo
Robinson Scholarship Fund $3,500
Agnes Wilson Weavei Scholanhip Fund ($1.000|
FOR

"FlulluThe
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Charles Edwin Barker Scholarship Fund ($1,000)
William Howard Doane Scholanhip Fund |$10,000)
M. F.. Cray Fund ; $5,000
Abigail T. Houck Fund $31,717
Joshua and Gwennie Jones Fund ($1,357)
Mar) K Monroe Fund SIO.IKKI
David Thatchei Fund Sl.VHi

SCHOLARSHIP FUNDS INCREASED
Since the 1963-64 tl.it.due was printed these funds have l>een
mi reased:
The American Baptist Convention Fund
$ 5,800
Flu- Gertrude Carhartt Brebford Fund Musi)
333
The Samuel H Brierly Memorial Fund
36
Tin- Willis A ..ml Prances U Chamberlin Fund
2.H65
llu'I'lir
III.Hi.The
3d

David F. Green Fund
Masuo S .mil Kiyo lln-lu.li- Fund
II. Rhodes Hundley Memorial Fund
Emory W Hunt Fund
Hawes Key Club Fund

100
20
3,600
500
SO

Development 0/fict hcadi'd by Mr. Print' raises funds for Denison

The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

E. Clark Morrow Pre-Law Fund
Peoples Slate Bank Economics Fund
Robinson Fund
C. E. Ronncberg Fund
George M. and Harrieltc McCann Roudcbush Fund
Edson Ru]>|) Memorial Fund
Francis W. Shcpardson Fund
Earl F. and Irene I.. Wells Fund
Russel H. Williams Memorial Fund
Edward A. Wright Theatre Arts Fund
Total Increases

1,500
2,500
1,000
178
7,187
125
50
510
650
6,813
$33,817

NEW SCHOLARSHIP FUNDS ESTABLISHED
The William T. and Maude Firth Bawden Fund. This fund
of $26,070 was established by the bequest of Maude Firth Bawden
of Santa Barbara, California. Her husband, William T. Bawden,
D.U. '96, was a distinguished educator. The income from this fund
is to be awarded to such deserving students in such proportions
and at such times as may from time to lime be determined by the
Board of Trustees.
The John W. Brattie Fund. This fund of $349,073 was established by the bequest of John W. Boattie '07 who for many years
was director of the Conservatory of Music of Northwestern University. The income from this fund is to be used to aid needy
and deserving students.
The Ernest C. and Marie Tapper Brelsford Fund. This fund
was established by an initial contribution of $500 from Ernest C.
Brelsford, D.U. '24. The income from this fund is to be used to
aid needy and deserving students.
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Th. CUrtnci 1. Fo\ Memorial Fund. This fund of $1,231
was eittbhihed in manor]! of Clarence I- Fox, D.U. '15, a member of the Board of Trustee) I 1938-471 and original promoter of
the Denison Fellow rVogram. The income from the fund is to be
used to aid needy and deserving students.
77). (linital Stholanhip Fund. From time to time Rifts are
received to l>e added to the scholarship funds of the University.
Such gifts during the past war. totaling $I.HH7. have been placed
in a general scholarship fund. The income <>f this fund is to be
used to aid need) and deserving students.
The tV.org. K Gouldmg Memorial Muiic Scholarship Fund.
This fund of $15,000 was established bv the bequest of Betsey K.
Trumhull. The income from the fund is awarded to recipients
sel.t trd by the Department "f Music.
Th, Matthttm Fund This fund of $4,063 was established by
Mr and Mrs K. Curtis Matthews. The income is to be used to
aid needs and devrvim! students.
7Vic Francis It'. Shcpardton M* mortal Fund. Some years ago
alumni of Beta Theta Pi ri>ntributed to a fund in memory of
Francis W Shepardson. first as a loan to the fraternity. Now
repayments of principal and accrued interest in the amount of
$3.011 establish ibis memorial fund. The income from this fund
is In IK- used to aid needy and deserving students.
Tin F.ri I Shumal.tr Memorial Fund. This fund of $814 was
established b) relatives and friends of F.ri J. Slmmaker D.U. '15,
a member of the faculty of Denison University (1916-57). The
income of this fund is to be used to aid needy and deserving
students.
Thi W. C. Wooiyard Memorial Fund. This fund of $4,246
was established by gifts of family and friends as a memorial to
W. C. Woodyard D.U. 16, a trustee of Denison (1942-44). The
income of the fund is to be used to aid needy and deserving
studentTotal of new Scholarship Funds
$405,895
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LOAN FUNDS AVAILABLE
LoANf arc available to worthy students who have completed at
least one semester of residence. A loan may be used only to defray
expeDM specifically ]>ertaining to a college education. The applicant is required to furnish information regarding the purpose of
the loan, any outstanding obligations to the college or to other
sources, the amount of financial aid received from his parents or
guardian, the total sum earned annually toward his college expenses, and the amount of life insurance carried. The promissory
note must be made and co-signed by a parent or guardian, not by
a fellow student or a faculty member. The application blank should
l>c obtained from the Dean of Men or the Dean of Women.
Approximately $20,000 for student loans is available from the
following established funds:
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Fletcher O. Marsh Fund
Edward LcGrand Husted Fund
Ida S. Fisher Loan Fund
C. L. Williams Alumni Loan Fund
Class of 1927 I-oan Fund
Asher King Mather Loan Fund
Edward Gear Ewart Loan Fund
Charles F, Burke Memorial Loan Fund
Avery A. Shaw Memorial Loan Fund
Burton Memorial Loan Fund
Joseph M. and Amy W. Collins Loan Fund
Miller-Exman Loan Fund
Millard Brclsford Memorial Loan Fund
Barrett Loan Fund
Hugh Glynn Price Memorial Fund

Denison University participates in the National Defense Student Loan Program under Title II of the National Defense Education Act of 1958 (Public Law 85-86.4).
Additional Sources. Foundations, fraternities, and sororities
make scholarship and loan funds available to Denison students. Information may be obtained by addressing the Cashier of the University or the Secretary of the Denison Board of Trustees.
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Academic Honors and Prizes
GRADUATION WITH HONORS
Graduation with Highest Honors. This highest distinction is
accorded any student who earns a cumulative grade-point average
of 3.7 for the last six semesters and receive! an A grade on both
his Honors Project and the Comprehensive Examination.
Graduation with High Honors. This second highest distinction is accorded any student whose cumulative grade-point average
is 3.5 for the last six semesters and who earns an A grade on
either his Honors Project or the Comprehensive Examination and
at least a B grade on the other.
Graduation with Honors. This is the third distinction accorded any student whose cumulative grade-point average is 3.5 for
the last six semesters and receive! an A grade on the Comprehensive Examination, or who earns a cumulative grade-point average
of 3.0 for the six semesters and at least a B grade on both the
Comprehensive Examination and his Honors Project.
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DEANS LIST OF ANNUAL HONORS
A STUDBNI KADNINO » Ci MULATTO ■■ I ,nli i>.-int avenge of :1.0,
provided no grade in his vear*i record is below C. ii placed on the
Dean's List Those attaining this honor are given public recognition .it tin- Annual Honors Convocation.
HONORARY SOCIETIES
/i Phi 1l< la h. .' ' i S iety. This group, founded in 1776
to recognize and encourage scholar!) pursuits, installed tin- Thcta
of Ohio chapter at Denison in I'M I. Annually new members arc
elee ted from itudentl in tin* senior or junior c lasses rankint; highest in scholarship.
Tlu Phi s
', Tin* body originated at Denison Univenity
in 1926 when the Theta of Ohio chapter of Phi Beta Kappa formed the sea ietj ,i- a means of giving recognition to high scholastic attainment by freshmen To !»• considered for this honor early in
liis sophomore year a student must have earned at least 112 grade*
|M)ints during the freshman year
.\af:i»!nl Honorary Soeietiei Organizations with chapters of
national honorary sen-ties at Denison include Alpha E|«ilon Delta.
premedical; Alpha Kappa Delta, sociology; Crossed Kevs. junior
women's service Delta Phi Alpha. German language; Eta Sigma
Phi, i la-si,.,! language Kappa Delta I'i. educational; Mortar
Board, «mn women's leadership; Omicron Delta Kappa, senior
nuns leadership; I'i Delta Epsilon, publications; I'i Delta Phi,
From !; lane tage I'i Mu Epsilon, mathematics; Pi Sigma Alpha.
political science Psi Chi. psychology; Sigma Delta I'i. Spanish
ltd Delta SiL'ma Rhc-Tau Kappa Alpha, forensies.
I
Hoi
■
.' • Other groups represented at
Denison. all local in nature, include the Air Honor Society, inilitary; Alpha Rho Tau, art; Chemical SCMICIV: D Association, athletic ; Dance Club, modern dance-: History Honorary Society;
Lambda Mu. women's music; Mu Sigma, men's music: FrancoCalliopean Society, • native- writing; Kh<> Beta Chi. radio hroadcasting: .'mi Masquers and University Players, theatre honorarics.
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National Service Fraternity. Alpha I'hi Omega, Boy Scouts'
fraternity, organized a chapter at Deniion in l%4.

KNDOWF.D PRIZKS AND AWARDS
Ki ciM-.NiziNr. that true culture is largely the result of individual
effort, Denison University offers a number of prizes to reward students for S|M*cial excellence. Students are eligible to compete for tin'
following prizes:
(See also HONOR SCHOLARSHIPS.)
The Crocket Public Speaking Award. The income from this
fund established by B gift of $3,000 from Dr. Lionel G, Crocker is
to 1M- used for prizes in an annual contest in public speaking.
The Thomas Hamilton Crocker Auard. The income from
this fund provides an annual award to the student who excels in
(he oral interpretation of literature as a function of the Department of Speech. Thil award was established by a gift of $1,000
as a memorial In their son by Lionel G. Crocker, professor of
ipeei h at Denison University, and Mrs. (ieraldine Hamilton
Crocker, M.I).
The Ebaugh Auard. The income from this fund of $617 provides [or membership in the American Chemical Society and for a
subscription to a chemical journal to be awarded to the outstanding senior majoring in Chemistry. It was established in memory
of William Clarence Ebaugh. professor of chemistry (1917-44).
The Fannie Judum Farrar Memorial Music Auard. Cifts
from an anonymous donor have provided this fund of $1,378.
The income is to be awarded annually by the music faculty to
the most promising and worthy student in piano. Miss Farrar
taught music (1924-371.
The Sam Gelfcr Memorial Music Award. The income from
this fund of $2,6311 is awarded annually to one or more students.
irrespective of race, creed, or color, preferably to players of stringed instruments, providing they have demonstrated excellence in
music and have contributed through their music to the University
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Atademii lli>iun\ atul Prizes
Ttu Annie Mary Mai Si ill Poetry Prizes. Prizes an awarded
in tin* student with high standing in F.nejish who is judged by
the Department of English the most proficient in the writing of
poetry, and to the junior or senior who ranks hiehrst in the course
devoted to the study of Victorian poets. An endowed fund of $2,000
provides these prize- Mis- Mai:Neill taught F.nglish (1921-45).
The Jaunt B. Sayers, jr.. Memorial Award. This fund of
$2,520 was established by Mr. and Mrs. James IV Savers in memory
of their son. Tin- income is to IK- awarded to the senior lettennan
attaining the highest academic standing during his college career
at I )enison.
The Daniel Shepardum Manorial Award. The income from
this fund of $2..r)00 is awarded to the junior woman showing promise of Outstanding leadership in the field of religious activity. Selection is made by the alumnae group administering the fund.
The Sperry and Hutchinson Economies Award. This award
was established by tufts of $3,750 from the Sperr) and Hutchinson
Company, The income from the fund is used to provide an annual
award for scholastic achievement by majors in tl"' Department of
Economics and is to be administered by the chairman of the
department in consultation with his colleagues.
The Samson Talbot Bible Reading Contest. This endowed
fund of $1,000 yields prizes of $25, $10, and $5 for the best readin': of the Scriptures. The annual contest is o|x'n to seniors and
juniors.
Th. Visual Arts Fund. The income from this fund of $1,123
donated by friends and members of the departmental faculty is to
be used for grants to students or for social items needed by the
Department of Visual Arts.
The Forbes B. Wiley Memorial Mathematics Award. An animal award provided by the income from this fund of $2,439 is
given to a member of the sophomore class recommended by the
Department of Mathematics for excellence in that subject. This
fund has lx-en established by friends and members of the family
as a memorial to the chairman of the department (1913-50).
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Th* C. />. Williams Memorial Award This fund of $1300
was established 1>\ Hurt T. Hodncs of the Class of 1**20 in memory
of Charles Luthej Williams, professor of English (1894-1921). The
income from the fund is used to aid students contributing, through
active participation, to some phase of tin- religious program of the
I taiversit) 01 the * ommunity.
Tht Woodland (
Prizes A first and a second prize,
amounting to $150 and $50, are awarded annually to two junior students in regulai standing who prepare! under the direction of
the chairman oi the Department ol Chemistry, the best theses on
phase of chemistry in its relationship to industrial or everyday
life. These prizes were esl iblishcd as a memorial to William Henry
Woodland in a bequesi <»i (5,000 \A In- son, J. Krnest Woodland
of the Class of 1891.

NON-ENDOWED PRIZES AM) AWARDS
/
!■ •inn Institui
i I'•".■••,'■ Medal A broruc medal
is given by the Ohio Chaptei of the American Institute of Chemists i" be awarded to an outstanding Chemistry major who has signified his intention of entering the fn-ld of chemistry professionally.
The winnei is a?le< ted h\ the Department of Chemistry.
Tht David A < hamb • H '■ p /'••
I his annual award of
(200 goes i" a membei of the junioi class on the bails of superior
interest and excellence in the field of Biology. This prize was established bj a Cleveland physician, Charles K. Kinney, M.I)., in
honor of a Cleveland i u ■• on, I hn id A. I Chambers, M.I).. Class of
1923. Selection ol die recipient is made by the chairman of the
department and two other members of the faculty named by the
President of the t ruvi i
Tht TUeston F. (ihatnbtrs Entfish Prize, A Ixwtk pri/c is
awarded annual!) to the senioi majoi in the Department of English
whose comprehensive examination on American and English writers is judged the most interestingly written. This prize, originally
offered by T. F. Chambers, membei of the hoard of Trustees
(1916-47 . is now maintained l>> his son, David A. Chambers,
Ml). Class of 1 ■
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The Manetta Chao Prize in Chinese Philosophy. This book
award is given to the student judged by the course instructor as
having done the Ix'st work in Chinese Philosophy. It was established
in memory of the staff member of the first Institute in Chinese
Civilization held at Ttmghai University, Taiwan, in 1962.
Chi Omega Social Studies Prize. A prize of $25 is awarded to
the senior woman with the highest scholastic standing concentrating in a designated field of social studies, including a major in Economic s, (lovernmcnt, History, Sociology, or a transdepartmental major. The prize is offered annually by the Delta Camma chapter of
tllii Omega at Dcnison University.
The Delia Phi Alpha Book Prize. A book prize is awarded to
the student in the Department of Modern Languages whose work
in the Cerman language has been outstanding. The book is the
gift of the local chapter of the Cerman language honorary fraternity. Delta Phi Alpha.
The Freshman Chemistry Prize. A book prize is awarded annually by the Dcnison Chemical Society to the highest ranking
freshman in Chemistry 116.
The Hamilton Watch Award. The gift of an engraved electric
watch is made to the graduating senior candidate for the Bachelor
of Science degree who has made the most successfully combined
proficiency in his major field of study with achievements—cither
academic or extracurricular or both—in the social sciences and
humanities. Selection is made by the Dean of the College.
The Robert W. Ij-vering Award. This annual award of $50
is made to the debater judged the best by the faculty of the Department of Six'ech. The award was established in 1959 by Robert
W. I-evcring, Class of 1938, then a member of the Congress of
the U.S.A.
The Lewis Literary Prize Contest. Four prizes, totaling $100,
are awarded to the four men ranking the highest in the annual
contest for excellence in public speaking. The prizes were originally
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presented to the Franklin and Calliopean LUerar) Societies by
Charles T. Lewis, formei president ol the Baud <>f Trustees. They
were continued by his ion, Howard Lewis ol the Class of 190O,
and now b) the grandson, Melvin P. Lewis.
I'h. M.r.l. and Company Award in Chemistry. A copy of the
M rck In.l. «, a reference work covering biological and medirinal
chemistry, is presented to the Department of Chemistry to be
awarded i" a student majoring in Chemistry in recognitioi] of
excellent work and to encourage an interest in chemistry.
Distin
lir Forci ROTC Graduates. Cadets who. durint; Ail Force ROTC training, have distinguished themselvei academically, and have demonstrated outstanding qualities of lcadcrship for service in the Air Force, will l>c designated I )isiiniruishe<i
Air Force ROTC Cade) at graduation, and will. u|>on application
and selection, IT offered Regular Air Force Commission.
I'h. Clasi ..I 1954 Scholastic Tr.>/.>,v (Military). This trophy
is awarded to the graduating advanced AFROTC radii with the
highest over-all cumulative four-yeai grade*point average.
Othi r AFROTC A:, an!' APR! >TC ■ adcts who arc outstanding in the basic and advanced comses arc eligible for consideration
for various military awards <>l merit and medals by the Air Force
Association, Ah /•'■ >.. Thus, Chicago Tribune, General Dynamics
Corporation, Reserve Officers' Association, and Sons of the Aineri, an Revolution.
I'h. Phi H.ia Kap/.a Scholarship Awards. In 1954 the Theta
of Ohio »hapter of I'lii Beta Kappa at Denison University established three spei ial sc holarship awards. Two rotating scholarship
cups .ue awarded each semester to the fraternity and to the
sorority having the highest academfa standing in all subjects. An
annual award of Ix.iks valued at $13 is made to the highest
ranking student at the end of his sophomore year.
'I'll. Pi Delta Phi /!■»■'. Prises. Annually Imoks are awarded to
the two students ranking highest in Beginning French and to the
four ranking highest in Intermediate French by the local chapter of
tin- French language honorary fraternity, I'i Delta Phi.
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'/'/(<■ Pi Sigma Alpha Book Award. This pri/c is awarded to
the major student who has contributed most to the field of political
H ience, either by his scholarly work or by promoting interest in
government. Selection is by the departmental staff.
The Laura F. Plaits Scholarship Award. This annual award of
$60 is made to a senior woman who gives unusual promise of
Krvice to mankind. Selection is based on her college record.
The Psi Chi Book Prize. A book prize is awarded to the senior
in the Department of Psychology whose term paper is selected as
outstanding by the faculty of the department. The award is made
by the local chapter of the national honorary fraternity, Psi Chi.
The Ray Sanjord Stout English Prizes. Two prizes, $20 and
.$10, arc awarded annually for excellence in short story writing.
Manuscripts should be submitted to the chairman of the Depart63
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meni erf English rbesc iwudi were establohed by Henry S. Stout
<»( the (-lass ni lr,l") in memory of his mother.
Tht fudge Ctydi S. Shumsker Trophy, This trophy for excellence in jMihU speaking has been established by Judyc Clyde S.
Shumaker of the Clan of 1990. Selection of the recipient is made
In the Department of Speech.
Thf Signal Dilta Pi Medmh. Four official awards of the
American Association of Teachers of Spanish and Portuguese are
offered by the Denison chapter of Sigma Delta Pi. They are awarded io the two students making the best record in Beginning Spanish
and in Intermediate Spanish
the ('hard < Eawmfd Silbt mmgcl Memonml Prut, This annual
prise of $l2ri is awarded to tin- senioi prernedical student who, in
the judgment of the adviser to prernedical students, has shown the
greatest aptitude in prernedical subjects. In order to IK- eligible
for this award the student must complete Ins lenioi year at Denison. Ihe recipient must have been admitted to the first year of a
Class A Medical School The prta was established by Wynne
Silbernagel, Ml). Oats of 1926, and his mother, Mrs. (>. C.
Wrist, in memory of Dr. SUbernagei'i father.
Tht Harold Hopper Titus Prut in Social Philosophy. A book
prize is awarded annually to the student judged by the course inItructoi as having done the beat work in Social Philosophy. This
award honors Harold Hopper Titus, professor of philosophy
64
Tht Willtarn 7. l'lt<r Memorial Book Prise, A l>«H>k is awarded to the student whose research papei in the Department of History is deemed the most worthy by the departmental faculty, who
have contributed the prize in memory of William Thomas Utter,
professd of histor) 1929-611.
Tht Wall Strut Journal Achievement Auard. This award is
made to the lenmi Economics major chosen by the faculty on the
basis o| scholastic achievement and/or vocational interest in the
field of corporate finance and investments. The medal and one
year's subs, npuon to the Wall Stret t Journal are furnished by Dow
Jones and Company, IIM
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College Costs
COST EACH SEMESTER
Tuition
Activity Fee
Board
Room

1964-65
$625.
$ 75.
$255.
$175-190.

1965-66
$700.
$ 75.
$255.
$175-190.

EACH STUDENT ON FULL TUITION normally pays only 70 per cent
of his actual educational expenses. (lifts from alumni, parents, and
friends supplement endowment and other income to enable the
I niviTsity to meet this difference. How long Denison and similar
college* and universities seeking to provide an education of high
iiuality can postpone additional charges for tuition is clearly deliendrnt upon the increasingly generous support of alumni, parents
"f present students and other friends.
In view of the economic uncertainty of the times, the University reserves the right to make changes in costs at the beginning
of any semester by publication of the new rates for tuition and
activity fee three months in advance, for board and room one
month in advance of their effective dale.
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Tuition. The $625 tuition permits a student to take from 9
to 17 iemetter-boun of credit An additional charge of $38* is
made for eacli registered hour in excess of 17 hours. Any student
desiring to take in excess of 17 semester-hours may petition the
Committee on Academic Status for |>cniiission. A part-time student pays tuition at the rate of $38* for each semester-hour of
credit.
Activity Wet The $79 activity fee paid by degree candidates
and certain speiial students Includes various academic services
such as library' and laboratory facilities (except deposit for breakage It also subsidizes the Student Health Service. College Union.
and intercollegiate athletii contests
Health St rvict. This service includes hospitalization up to
three days a semester (exclusive of medical and surgical costs such
as X-ray. services of special nurses and consultants, doctor's or
nune'l calls to a student's room, supply of special medicines, or
the use of special appliances |. Pot hoipitalization in excess of three
'/mi a charge of $10 a day u made. A group accident and sickness
plan is also available to students. Details of this plan are mailed to
the student with the first semester billing.
Other Service' Covered by the Activity Fee. The activity fee
also sup|x>rts the I Vnison Campus Government Association and
certain other student organizations. Its payment admits the student to plays, concerts, and lectures, and entitles the student to
receive the campus weekly newspaper, the literary magazine, and
the yearbook.
Auditing Classes. The privilege may be granted to any student.
A regularly-enrolled, full-time student may be permitted to audit
one course each semester without additional fee and without academic credit. In all other cases, an auditor shall pay a sum equal
to one-half the tuition paid by a part-time student.
Room Rent. If two or more students room together, the rent
for each student is $175 a semester. The price of a single room is
$190 a semester. iVo room U rented \or a shorter period than one
• $42 ISO in 1965-66
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trmester. The cost of any damage to the furniture or the room
beyond ordinary wear will be assessed to the occupant.
Board. Meals arc served in the college dining halls throughout
(In- academic year except during vacations. The charge for board
is $255 a semester.
Books and Supplies. The cost of books and supplies is estimated at $50 a semester.
DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC FEES
MUSK FEES are required of a student taking private lessons in
Voice, Organ, Piano, Violin, Viola, Violoncello, Harp, Brass, and
Wind Instruments, unless the student is majoring in music. On
the basis of one private lesson a week including the necessary
practice-time, the charge is $38* a semester. (If the private lessons raise the registration to an excess of 17 semesterhours, the student is subject to the fee for excess registration.)
Any student paying regular tuition may attend classes (not
private lessons) in voice or instrumental music without extra
charge.
A noncollegiatc student pays $60 a semester for one lesson a
week and $110 for two lessons. If he takes courses other than
private lessons, the student pays the part-time tuition fee of
$38* a semester-hour of credit.
PAYMENT OF BILLS
in the Cashier's office. To help develop in
the student a sense of responsibility and a greater appreciation of
the educational opportunity, the University has a policy of collecting semester bills from the student rather than from his parents.
Semester bills are due August 20 for the first semester and January
10 for the second semester but may be paid in advance. All other
bills are due within 10 days from the date presented. Bills past
due are subject to a service charge of $2. On request, a receipted
bill is issued when the statement is returned.
A student is ineligible to attend classes unless his bills are paid
when due. A student will be denied an honorable separation, an
ALL BILLS ARE PAYABLE

$42.50 in 1965-66.
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; i.' reiord of < " (lit*, or a diploma until all college bill\ art- paid
m lull
Drlermrnt. Deferred payment of one-half of the net bill for
the first lemetter is permitted until November I, and for the second semester until April I. provided the request is made to the
Cashiei on 01 before the due date.
Ai .1 convenience t<> parenti of students. Denison makes available a monthly pre-pa\ment plan which also provi<les insurance
for continued payment of educational expenses in case of death or
disability of the parent. Details of this plan are sent to the student
as soon as he has been accepted for admission. Anyone wishing information in advance of this lime should write to Insured Tuition
Plan, II-' Watei Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02109.

REFUND <>K DEPOSITS
\Vn miRAW.M. from tlu University at any tim* it official only upon
written notict to tin appropriate D-an of Students. A request to
th> R< iiutrar for a transcript of credits shall neither be considered
a notice of uithdraual from tin ColUgl nor a conciliation of a
Room and/or Board reservation.
Cancellation of reservations or registration for the fall semester by a student enrolled at Denison during the previous spring
semester must IK- made b) women prior to May 1 and by men
prior to May IS. Itoth the Registration Deposit of $25 and the
Room DetKisit of $25 are forfeited if the lime limit is not obser\ed. If a student does no) preregisler or indicate withdrawal by
the c .mediation date, lioth deposits shall 1M- forfeited.
An entering student should See /•'• ■ I and Deposit* under ADMI-*>I>'.S tor regulationi pertaining to l>> posits
Except in tin- case "I withdrawal during the second semester
which lesults in no refund of semester charges, a student withdrawing for any reason or dismissed from the University during
the academk year shall forfeit his Registration Deposit, and a
student moving out of a college residence hall during the academic
sear for an\ reason shall (orleit his Knom Deposit
I he room deposit of ,, student who cancels his room reservation within the time limit indicated above will be credited to his
t,«
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bill for the fall semester. In the case of a senior, or a withdrawing
student entitled to a refund, room and/or registration deposits will
normally be refunded in June.

REFUND OF TUITION, ACTIVITY FEE,
ROOM AND BOARD
after the due date of semester bills but before Registration (or for the entering student before the first day of Orientation Week): Except in cases of illness continued by a physician, the
charges for withdrawal from the University or cancellation of a
dining hall or residence hall reservation after August 20 for the fall
semester or January 10 for the spring semester shall be 25 per
cent of the semester tuition, 25 per cent of the semester board
charge, and full semester rent for the residence hall room. (In case
of illness there shall be no refund of deposits.) In no case shall the
activity fee be refundable. These policies apply to both the returning and the entering student.
WITHDRAWAL

Withdrawal during a semester: After Registration (or for
the entering student after the first day of Orientation Week):
There shall be no refund of room rent or board charge, except in
the case of a student withdrawing from the University because of
illness. Such a student shall be charged 10 per cent of the semester
room rent and board charge for each week or part thereof.
A student voluntarily withdrawing or dismissed for disciplinary reasons from the University during a semester will be
charged 25 per cent of tuition (not to exceed the semester charge)
for each week or part thereof enrolled (enrollment begins the first
day of classes).
A student withdrawing from the University during a semester
because of illness shall be charged 10 per cent of tuition (not to
exceed the semester charge) for each week or part thereof enrolled.
In no case shall there be a refund of the activity fee.
The excess hours fee, fees for applied music lessons, or other
course fees shall not be refunded in the case of a student withdrawing for any reason from the University or from a course.
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Ad mission
which hoar upon the applicant's likelihood of success at
Denbon arc carelully weighed hy the Admissions Committee. It
then makes its selections accordingly. An applicant may l>c admitted as either a freshman or a student with advanced standing.
In evaluating an applicant, the Admissions Committee takes
into consideration the quality of his academic record, aptitude test
scores, recommendation*, school and community activities, his possible academic and personal contrihutions to the University, and
his |H'rsonal statement of his reason for attending college. Although
not compulsory, a personal interview is highly desirahle.
FACTORS

desiring consideration at Denison should suhmit a
preliminary application, which will he sent in response to his initial
request for the Catalog or other information.
Upon receipt of the preliminary application, the Admissions
Committee places the applicant on the mailing list, and sends him
a Formal Application hy Octoher of the year prior to entrance.
If a prospective student suhmits his preliminary application after
October, but before February 15, he is sent a formal application
iniiiiediatelv.
AN APPLICANT

KF.QUIKEMF.NTS FOR ADMISSION
EVERY APPLICANT—freshman

or transfer—is ex|>ccted to meet the
following minimum requirements:
Graduation and College Certification. These must be furnished by an accredited high school or preparatory school showing
at least 15 acceptable units of credit as follows:
4 units of college preparatory English
2 units of college preparatory Mathematics (3 units are highly recommended, especially for the applicant planning to
major in Science)
2 units in one Foreign Language
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1 unit of History
2 units of Science
1 remaining units (at least 2 units should be in the areas
named above or in related subjects^
Exceptions, Exceptions to these requirements may be made by
the Admission! Committee. Special consideration will be given to
applicants planning to earn either the degree of Bachelor of Fine
Arts or Bachelor of Music.
Entrants EsemtMfioili. The Scholastic Aptitude Test and
three Achievement Testa of the (lolleue Entrance Examination
Board are required of all applicants. The SAT may be taken in
May of tin- junior war. in Julv between the junior and senior years,
or in December or Januarv of the Minor yew. The Achievement
Tests ma) also be taken on any of these dates. It is recommended
that Achievement Testl be taken in the junior year in those courses
not being lontinued in tin- senior year If extenuating circumstances
prevent the applicant from taking these tests, he must make other
arrangements with the Director of Admissions
Recommendations by the secondary school principal, headmaster, or guidance officer (as prescribed in the formal application).
Recommendation b\ the clergyman or other religious leader
'as prescribed in the formal application).
Personal Information including a listing of school, church, and
community activities las prescribed in the formal application).
Statement of Purpose in attending college (as prescribed in
the formal appln ation
H-alth Report from applicant's physician (to be filed on the
form furnished by Denison after the applicant has been accepted).

FEES AND DEPOSITS
As APPLICANT must pay fees and deposits as follows:
1. A nontetutnabU fte of $1(1 to accompany the formal application.
2. A registration drpnni of $25.
3. A ti«)Tn reservation deposit *>f $25 unless a local commuting
student who does not desire residence hall accommodations.
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These dc|x>sils arc to be paid by the applicant accepted for
admission to Dcnison on or before the College Entrance Examination Board Candidates1 Reply Date about May 1. Both deposits
arc refundable until May 10 upon written notice of withdrawal of
the application (addressed to the Office of Admissions).
An applicant from the waiting list, or a transfer student accepted after May 10, is allowed two weeks to make the payment
of dc|>osits.
ADVANCED PLACEMENT
Tma PROGRAM of the College Entrance Examination Board was
developed to give recognition to the applicant who takes collegelevel courses in his secondary school. Thus he may be excused
from certain college requirements by satisfactorily passing the Ad\ .ui( cd Placement examinations in English Composition, Literature, Foreign Languages, American History, European History,
Biology, Chemistry, Physics, and Mathematics.
Credit and Waiver will be issued to successful applicants earning a score of 4 or 5 on any of these examinations. Credit and/or
waiver may be issued for a score of 3 upon recommendation of the
Director of the Testing Service.
For information on Proficiency Examinations see under PLAN
OF STUDY.

EARLY ACCEPTANCE OF FRESHMEN
A FRESHMAN APPLICANT is generally admitted on the basis of
grades for seven semesters of secondary school work, and the completion of the requirements listed above. Special consideration for
acceptance on the basis of six semesters is given top-ranking applicants who take the May, July, or December series of College
Board Examinations (as described in the formal application blank).
Otherwise, the Admissions Committee makes its initial selections
by April 15 and establishes a waiting list from those applicatioas
which are then complete. Any openings occurring after that date
arc filled from the waiting list.

SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS FOR TRANSFERS
A TRANSFER STUDENT eligible for advanced standing must meet
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the requirements for a freshman and is expected to submit the
follow ing :
1. Offiual Transcript of hn complete college record to date,
ihowing honorable dismissal from the college previously attended.
2. R<n>tnmt ntlatwn from a deal) of tin- college last attended.
ACCEPTANCE OF TRANSFERS
A TftANaraa Sn DB.NI who wishes i<> enter Denison as a sophomore will be considered for acceptance onK after his complete
first-yeai record is available except in those cases of outstanding
performance in the first icmester. One who wishes to enter as a
junior ma) In- accepted provisionally during his sophomore year
when his record ol three semesters ol college work is available. A
studeni accepted foi admission with Advanced Standing must complete at least four semesters in residence .it Denison as a full-tiiwc
student to be eligible for .1 Denison degree.
Advanced Standing A student accepted for admission with
advanced standing will be allowed credit without examination for
liberal arti subjects taken at a college accredited by the North
Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools or an accrediting bod) ol suiulai rani dasa standing at Denison is based
on the number and qualit) of credits accepted for transfer. A
graduate ol an accredited junior college will be classified as a junior on admission, and will be required to earn at least 66 semesterhours of credit (a normal program for two years) at Denison in
fulfilling graduation requirements. A transfer student is required
to earn at least a V. avenge at Denison to qualify for a degree.
Any requirements foi graduation at Denison not satisfactorily completed a! the college previous!) attended must be taken in normal
sequence.
Good Standing. The Admissions Committee expects transfer
students to !>«■ in good academk and disciplinary standing at the
< ollege |>ie\ IOIINK attended Semester-hours of credit but not actual
grades are transferable for all liberal arts and science courses
similar to those offered at Denison. Courses (tearing below C grades
are not accepted for transfer.
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Registration
RKHISTRATION is the formal enrollment in the college, and in
registering, the student subscribes to all the regulations, terms, and
conditions- academic and financial—set forth in this Bulletin. A
student must, therefore, register in person during the scheduled
registration period each semester.

Normal Registration. A normal load is set at 16 semester-hours
of credit. To register for 17 semester-hours a student should be in
good scholastic standing. This total should include the appropriate
requirements in Physical Education. (Sec PLAN OF STUDY.) The
normal academic load enables a student to meet the graduation
requirements within eight semesters. A student who pays regular
tuition charges is permitted to audit, without additional cost, one
i oiirsc a semester for which no credit may be claimed.
Reduced Registration. This classification is recommended for
a student who for any reason cannot carry a normal schedule satisfactorily. If reduced registration is advisable, a student may be required to carry a schedule of 12 to 14 credit-hours and be asked
to devote an extra semester to fulfill the graduation requirements.
Without special permission from the appropriate Dean of Students,
12 hours shall be minimum registration for any regular student.
With special permission a regular student may register for 9 to 11
credit-hours.
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Ei tu Registration. U|x>n petition to and approval by the
Committee en Academic Status a student may take in excess of 17
. redit-houn |>er semester.
Partial Registration. A regular student, with the permission of
the appropriate Dean of Students, may take a part-time schedule
of eight or fewer academic wmeMer-houn of credit.
Special Registration. Persons living within commuting distance
of the campus, certain foreign students who wish to take for credit
or to audit certain courses of special interest but who are not
degree candidates, and to certain graduate! wishing to take postgraduate work special registration is oj>rn. A \peiial student may
not register for more than 6 credit-hours of academic work except
hy permission from the Committee on Academic Status. A special
student desiring credit must submit appropriate i redentials to the
Office of Admissions.
Changes in Registration. A change is not ordinarily permitted.
If made after Registration I)a\. a fee of $5 will be charged, unless waived by the Registrar for sufficient cause.
Withdrawal from Course*.. To withdraw from a course a
formal report must be signed by the student's adviser and presented
to the Registrar. A student who withdraws from a course without
official permnrion will receive a grade of F (failure) on his permanent record. (Sec Scholastic Requirements under PLAN OF STUDY
for grades recorded ii|x>n withdrawal from courses.)
Withdrawal from the University. A student who finds it necessarv to leave Denison before the close of the semester must, in
oidi'i to re <-ivr an honorable dismissal. re|x>rt to the appropriate
Dean 01 Students and arrange for an official withdrawal. Except
in < am of illness and/or by permission of the Committee on Academic St.ituv grades of W'l* with Fail penalty or WF with Fail
penait) ^ill !*■ entered on the permanent record of the student
who withdraws from Denison after the dale when midsemester
grada are due.
The college may, whenever in its judgment such action is for the best interest either of the student or of the
Student body, dismiss or refuse to enroll any student.
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REGISTRATION PROCEDURE
A STUDENT must complete his early registration and also final
registration at the times scheduled to avoid payment of a fee for
late compliance.
No student will be admitted to any class later than the
second week of the semester.
Early Registration. All enrolled students prepare a detailed
M hedule of courses with the assistance of a departmental chairman
or faculty counselor during a designated week in the preceding
semester. Freshmen register early by mail in the summer preceding
entrance to Denison.
Registration. On Registration Day a copy of the final detailed
II hedule of classes is deposited with the Registrar's Office providing
payment of the prescribed fees has (wen made that day or earlier
it the Cashier's Office.
Late Registration. Failure to complete registration at the time
si heduted entails payment of a s|>ecial fee of $10. Early registration
not completed at time scheduled is subject to late fee of $10. The
itudenl who has not completed his early registration by January 10
in the first semester or by the de|H»it refund deadline in the second
semester shall forfeit his deposit (s). (Sec OoLUOl COSTS.)
Transcript of Record. A first transcript of a student's record
shall lie issued free of charge. Additional copies will carry a charge
of $2 each. Apply to Registrar's Office for copies of records.

CLASS RANK
CLASSIFICATION of students is determined by the amount of academic credit earned.
Freshman Standing. A student is classed as a freshman unless
lie is deficient in more than one unit of preparatory work.
Sofihomore Standing. A student must have 27 semester-hours
of credit including required courses in English and in Physical
Education.
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/unioi Standing
»redit

\ student muM have 62 semester-hours of

Senioi Staiuhriz A student must base 97 semester-hours of
. redit
Eligiblily Rul< A regularly enrolled student registered on a
full-time basis (normally 12 semester-hours or more) shall be eligible to participate in all college and intercollegiate activities. The
student whole scholastic record falls Mow a 2.0 average shall
participate only aliri consultation with his counselor, the director
of tin- activity, .mil the appropriate l)ean of Students, regarding
the extent of his participation in extracurricular activities.
By rule of the Ohio Conference freshmen are eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics.

RECOGNITION OF CREDIT EARNED ELSEWHERE
RWDBNl TlMNara ( Hinn will be honored only if taken at an
accredited college or university and only if the student submits an
official tr.ins. ri|>t of credit prior to or at the time of the next succeeding registration at Deniaon. (This applies especially to summer
school credit! earned elsewhere
Grades h.arnrd Elsewhere. Grades received at another institution shall not he computed into the Denison quality-point average,
or be used to remove IVnivin quality-point deficiencies except by
petition to and favorable action by the Committee on Academic
Status Denison will not accept below C grade work on transfer
from another institution.
Exttnsion or Correspondence Study. Courses taken by exten-i"ii in an officially designated extenston center of an accredited
college in univertit) an- credited on the same basis as resident
transfer credit lee above Courses taken by correspondence are
not accepted for credit at Denison. In exceptional cases a student
may petition the Committee on Academic Status for consideration
ni credit for correspondence study.
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Plan Of Study
DF.NISON OFFERS A PLAN OF STUDY which insures that all students
earning a degree shall have an opportunity to obtain a minimum
level of acquaintance with the chief areas of human knowledge, the
separate disciplines of the areas, and their unique or complementary
methods of discovery. In addition, the program provides for adequate concentration in a major field and for a reasonable choice
of elective courses.
The degree earned may be Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Science, Bachelor of Science in Education, Bachelor of Music, or
Bachelor of Fine Arts.

DEGREES IN ARTS OR SCIENCE
A STUDENT who satisfies the following requirements will receive
the degree of Bachelor of Arts, except that a student who majors
•n one of the natural sciences (Astronomy, Biology, Chemistry,
(ieology, Mathematics, Physics, or Psychology) may elect to receive the degree of Bachelor of Science. (For additional requirements for this degree see DEPARTMENTAL COURSES: Major in
< themkliy.) To obtain either of these degrees the student must satisfy certain conditions.
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Tin Sn Htm MUST EARM 124 semester-hours of crrdit including
counei in General Education, the Field of Concentration, and
Phvsical Education, plus credit for Convocation and Chapel, or its
equivalent. A student ■mslii| certification to teach must also take
certain required lourses in Education.
His work must conform to certain scholastic requirements.
These include a SJM-C ified giadr-point airragf in courses, the passim: of a comprehension < xamination in his field of concentration,
and latisfactOf) M"in on the Graduate Rreord Examination. He
muii show proficiency in English.
A student who meed these rei|uircments with an outstanding
record is eligible to become a candidate for a decree uith Honors.
Detailed requirements in all of these areas are explained in
the section Iwlou

SPECIFIED REQUIREMENTS
■ General Education. Thete '>.isi, courses (See
Eot ( MI'IN must !«• completed by every candidate for
a decree These ban requirements will he adjusted for an upperclass student transferring to Denison. In some instances, courses he
baa previously taken will be accepted as the equivalent of the
1 tenison requirements.
( mi

GBNERAI

Tm Fulil >>f Concentration. The student is enabled to specialize in .i particular field of learning, either in one department or in
two or more departments.
1 ' ." fafi ' - thi Bachelor <>f Art\ Degree. A student may
concentrate in an) <>f the fallowing fields: Area Studies (The
Americas, France, and Gci::..i:r, I lansdepuitmental . Astronom\. Biolog) Botan) and Zoolog) . Business (see Economics),
Chemistry, Economics, Education, Eiudish fin Literature and in
Writing , Geology, Government, History, Mathematics, Modern
Languages French, German, and Spanish . Music (tee Bachelor
of Musk degree . Philosophy, Personnel Administration (see Psychology . Physical Education, Physics, rVycbology, Religion, Social
Studies uransdepartrnentaJ . Sociology, Speech, Theatre Arts, and
Visual \nA candidate f<>i the Bachelor of Aits degree who concentrates
(or majors in one department must successfully complete from
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24 to 40 nmoittMlOUn of work with at least a C average in the
department chosen. If the student earns credit in a given department in excess of 40 semester-hours, the excess must be in addition
to his normal graduation requirement. A total of 60 hours may be
earned in the major field and ipecified related area requirements.
A Candidate for the Bachelor of Science Degree. A student
may concentrate in any of the following fields: Astronomy,
Biology (liotany and Zoology), Chemistry, Geology, Mathematics,
Physics, and Psychology.
A i andldatC for the Bachelor of Science degree may earn a
maximum of 70 semester-hours in the major field and specified
related area requirements. At least 24 hours must be earned in
the major field.
A student who wishes to concentrate in a general field, rather
than one department, shall take a minimum of 36 semester-hours
with at U'ast a C average from two or three closely related departments, with not less than 13 semester-hours, ordinarily in sequence,
in one of these departments. (See also the Transdepartmental Majors. I A student who wishes to avail himself of the privilege of
concentrating in a general area must make his choice not later
than the l>cginning of the junior year. Ordinarily the choice of
.i major in a single department is also made not later than the
luijinning of the junior year.
K.i! h department shall appoint an Adviser for each student
In M- field of concentration is within that department. An appropriate faculty representative who will outline a suitable sequence
of courses will be appointed for each student whose field of con' entration crosses departmental lines. Such appointments will be
made by the Dean of the College in consultation with the chairmen of the departments concerned.
Each student is urged to make definite choice of a field of
concentration before entering his junior year. // a student decides
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to chang- his field of concentration during his junior year, he may
br required to take an ixtra ternurtlet to meet graduation requxrements. Any \tud*nt it ho change tin field of concentration during
his water yam :< i// ordinarily h. required to take at least one extra
semester t<> meet graduatx •
nts.
Physical Education Requirement Except those students who
elect the AFROTC program, .1 iludeni is required to earn one
credit-hour in Physical Education in each seraeatcf in the freshman
and aophomore yean \ itudeni who successfully complete* the
first two yean basii
f AFROTC b required to enroll
for only one yeai of Physical Education, which may be taken in
either the freshman m the lophomore year. I'pon successful completion of the first two yean haaa program] of AFROTC, a
student who chooses to lake onrj one year <>f Physical Education
will In- granted an aoViitionaJ two hours' credit toward graduation.
Any ^tudtnt who IS excused from thi Physical Education requiremeal for reasoi
health must >arn an equivalent amount of
credit in other courses Poc credit in military service see Physical
Education under DIKHIMIMM COUUU
Convocation and Chapel Attendance are recognized. Both
build up at '!'' rate of one-half credit-hour for each semester of
weekl) Convocation attendance and one-half credit-hour for each
semestei of week!) Chapel attendance, providing the record shows
the student lias no more ih.m thro absences from the programs
01 services Any ttudent who d-» 1 not accumulate such credit
in any semester must >ain for graduation an equivalent amount of
en dil in • It t tu • t out ■■
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Kltctivr Coursrs. Additional courses of study may complete
the total number of semester-hours of credit to satisfy the graduation requirements. Both the student and his adviser shall strive
constantly to choose the courses that will tend to develop a wellrounded and balanced personality. Lack of acquaintance with a
subject or a field constitutes a strong reason for undertaking its
study.

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
A STUDENT who satisfies the prescribed requirements will receive
the degree of Bachelor of Fine Arts. The field of concentration
shall be Theatre Arts or Visual Arts.
A candidate for the degree of Bachelor of Fine Arts must
meet all General Education (basic) requirements except that
such a candidate who is not also a candidate for a teaching ccrtifii .iti- may. with the consent of the departmental chairman, substitute
u|> to nine hours from the recommended list for the specified requirements (See Table of Recommended Courses in SUMMARY OF
COURSE KKQUIRF.MF.NTS in COURSF.S OF STUDY for students enter*
ing on or after September, 1964.)
Candidates for the Bachelor of Fine Arts deg "ee may earn a
maximum of 70 semester-hours in the major field and specified
related area requirements. At least 44 of these hours must be earned
in the major field.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION
INK STUDKNT preparing for the Bachelor of Science in Education
degree shall normally meet the same requirements as stated above
for students who major in other departments. (See under DFXIRF.ES
IN ARTS OR SCIENCE.) He shall complete from 27 to 36 semesterhours of credit in Education with at least a C average.

SECONDARY SCHOOL TEACHING
A TEACHING CERTIFICATE that will permit a student to teach in
grades 7 through 12 is issued to any qualified student providing
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he meets tin- requirement! for a degree at Dcnison. the requireMn-tits of tin- Department of Education of Ohio and the State in
which In- plam t" leach, and achieva a satisfactory rating on a
ptyi hologil al test and on tests in English, handwriting, vocabulary,
and S|*'e< h
In Ohio, as in urn-i states, a Itudenl usually earns eertifiration
m two different leaching areas Certification, in at least two arras,
is desirable to facilitate placemen! One of these teaching areas
will be the area in which the student majors for graduation. In
addition to the COUTSCS required lot the teaching arras, each prospectise teacher must take m semester-hours of credit in Education.
The State Department of Education in Ohio prescribes Education
21S, 217. 420. a <omse in Methods of Teat bing either in a teaching area 01 in Education 126 . and Student Teaching.
A itudenl interested in teaching should consult the Department oi Education ..> earl) as possible Early planning will help
him to meet the requirement! fot certification in any State in
ss III' !l he 1 n.is w ivh to teai h.
HI
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DEGREES IN MUSIC
A STUDENT who desires to earn any of the degrees in Music should
make this decision known, if possible, when he is admitted to
I teuton, and certainly not later than the end of the freshman year.
Teaching Certification. A student planning to teach Music in
the public schools will elect Education 213, 217, 315-316, 415-416,
and 420.
Diploma in Applied Music. This diploma is granted to the
student who fulfills the requirements as outlined for a degree in
MHSU and u|M>n recommendation of the Music faculty presents a
public recital in his senior year.
(.'. m ml Education. The requirements are basically the same
for all degrees earned at Denison. (See Specified Requirement!
,ii tin' In-ginning of this chapter.) In addition, the student will
satisfy the Physical Education requirement (4 hours) and earn
Chapel and Convocation credits or their equivalent (8 hours).

FIELDS OF CONCF.N I RATION
FOR MUSIC DEGREES
BACHELOR OF MUSIC
Major in Applied Music. Music (78 hours)—Music 102, 115116, 201-202, 215-216, 311-312, 331-332; and Ensemble (4 hours) ;
Applied Music (24-28 hours); Electives (13-17 hours); and a
< Graduating Recital in the major field.
Major in Music Education. This major enables the candidate
to undertake the regular undergraduate plan in preparation for
public school music teaching, leading to both the Bachelor of
Mufk (Music Education! degree and the Ohio Provisional Special
Certificate (Music).
UKQIIRF.MKNTS; Music 102, 115-116, 141-142, 151-152, 161-162,
201-202, 215-216, 307-308, 311-312; Applied Music (16 hours),
and Ensemble (I hours> ; Education 213, 217, 315-316, 415-416,
and 120. Careful planning of the schedule will enable the student
to elect one or more courses in music literature.
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Thi eompreh* nsive > \am\nat\on fot this <i> ff#< WW be divided
b-::it.fi Musi* anil Mwii F.iiuiation. Piano proficiency requirements »;!*■/ '»- met at th. time of tht comprehensive examination.
htttjof in Theory an<i Composition, Music (78 hours^ — Music
102. 115-116. 141-142. 151-152, 201-202. 215-216, 307-308, 311312. 331-332. 341-342. 141-412. Applied Music (16 hours); Ensemble (4 hours' ; and a course in music literature (3 hours). In
addition, the student will have three COmporitiOM ready for perform.ime at the end <>f the junior year and will compose a work
of major proportion! during the icnioi yen

BACHELOR OF ARTS WITH MUSIC MAJOR
REQUIREMENTS; Music \(\ hours including Music 102, 115-116,
215-216. 311-312. 331-332. and Applied Music {13 hours). In
Related Areas (20 hours including Musu 201-202. two courses
in music literature '6 hours . and K additional hours to be pres* ribed by the majoi ads isei
Tlii'' degree requires ■• Graduating Recital or the composition
of a work of major proportions.

SCHOLASTIC REQUIREMENTS
in force al Denison follows:
A tExcellent) 4 points for each credit hour.
B (Good) 3 points for each credit-hour.
C (Fair) 2 points for each credit-hour.
I) (Pairing) 1 point for each credit-hnur.
F (Failure) 0 |>oints for each credit-hour.
I / IncompUte)
WK I Withdrawn Failing)
WP (Withdrawn Passing)

TIIK GKAOE-PODTI SYSIIM

Incompult is recorded only ujnin recommendation of the instructor and approval of the appropriate Dean of Studenti in
cases of illness or other emergencies. The student will be granted
an extension of time to I
plele the course hut normally no later
than tht middle oj the next semi ster in residence.
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Nil grade will be recorded if a student receives permission to
withdraw from a course before the end of the second week of
, l.isvs
Withdrawn Failing or Withdrawn Passing is recorded when
a student officially withdraws from a course during the third,
fourth or fifth week of a semester without incurring an academic
penalty. Thereafter, a WF or WP shall count as a Failure. However, if a student withdraws from the University before midsemestir, no courses are entered on his |>eniiancnt record. (Sec WITHIIRAWAI. FROM THE UNIVERSITY Under REGISTRATION.)

Atadrmic Probation. If a student's cumulative grade-point
avenge is less than 2.0 at the end of any semester, he will be on
academic probation. He will be continued on academic probation
until his cumulative grade-point average is 2.0 or above.
Junior Standing. A sophomore on academic probation shall
admitted to the junior year only through petition to and favorable action by the Committee on Academic Status. (This refers
to any student on probation at the end of his second year at Denifon, whether or not he has sophomore standing as determined by
credit-hours.) The Committee's usual policy is to demand evidence
of acceptance of the student by a department willing to permit
him to major in that field before favorable action on the petition
is taken.
IK-

Residence Requirement. To be a candidate for a Denison degree a student who enters Denison as a freshman must complete
six semesters at Denison, and a transfer student must complete the
last two full years (or the last four semesters) at DeniJon. All students, except those in recognized pre-professional 3-2 programs,
must complete the last two semesters at Denison. Exceptions will
Ix- made only by the Executive Committee.
Special Student. Registration as a special student is open to
|HTsons living within commuting distance of Granville, to certain
foreign students who wish to take or audit courses of special interest to them but are not interested in a degree, and to certain
graduates wishing to take post-graduate work. A special student
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ma) not ragistei fa man than six hours of academic credit except
In permission "' the (Jornmittee on Academk Status. If academic
credit is derired, appropriate credentials must I"- submitted to the
Regis trai
Academit Suspfi
\ student failing to make a C average
while on academk probation will !*■ suspended. At the end of the
first semester the student nun petition the Committee on Academk Status lot deferment of Ins suspension until June and request permission to enroll for the second semestei If tiis sus|>cnsion
is deferred b) the Committee, the student must, during the second
semester, reduce Ins jMunt deficiency by one-half to In- cliyihle for
return in tin- fall Any Student who fall- below a 1.0 grade-|x>int
average in am semester will lx- suspended
EligibtUy f<>i H- •• nroUnu ft A student on academic suspension uli" hat shown marked improvement ovet Ins Denison record
in ssoik taken al sunn- othet at i redited college 01 university or can
present evidence of a maturing non-academii experience may pe>
tition the Committee on Academk Status for reinstatement, this
petition to In- lubmitted through the Office of the appropriate
Dr.in of Students
A formei student, who .v.is in goad academic and social standin" when In- left the University, ma) In- readmitted to Denison by
writing to tin- appropriate Dear: of Students and by repayment of
itration c!r|>osit
Qx luation lo u- eligible f'>i graduation a student must have
a cumulative grade-point average of at least 2 0. This means that
his entire cumulative record, including ionises passed, failed, repeated, left incomplete, must average .it least 2.0.
Gradual! /<.. .r-/ Examination. At par! of the series of nationalls used achievement tesu in General Education, every student is
required to take tin- Graduate Record Examination in his senior
v .IT The tetl ■cores, which .in- interpreted to the student, give
valuable information as to Ins standing with reference to students
MI several hundred collegei and universities throughout the country,
ami m comparison with Ins Denison classmates. The scorn are required t" admisiion to most gradual! and iiro/csnonal schools,
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and art increasingly requested by industrial and commercial firms
considering Undents for employment.
A senior whose scores on the Graduate Record Examination
fall in the lower |>erc entiles may expert his total record at Denison
to he carefully considered.
Any senior who fails to appear for the Craduatc Record Examination, unless excused by reason of illness or other emergency,
will forfeit all credit for the semester in which the examination is
offered.
Comprehensive Examination. This device is used to measure
the ability of a student to correlate his knowledge effectively. Durintr his senior year, a student shall be examined on his command
of the facts and principles in his field of concentration and on his
ability to use this knowledge in new situations. At the discretion
of the department or departments concerned, a part of the comprehensive examination may take the form of a recital, thesis, or
project. The comprehensive examination must be passed in its entirety if tlu Undent is to be graduated.
The comprehensive examination will be arranged by the student's adviser in ccx>]>cration with the other members of the department. The comprehensive examinations of transdepartmcntal
majors will be arranged by the student's adviser and such members of the departments involved as the Dean of the College in
cooperation with the departmental chairmen shall designate.

PRIVILEGES OPEN TO THE
SUPERIOR STUDENT
To ENCOURAGE A SUPERIOR STUDENT to make the most of his
abilities Denison offers a number of special opportunities.
Advanced Placement. A recently developed program to give
recognition to the student who takes college-level courses in secondary school is Advanced Placement. Denison welcomes such a student who may be excused from certain college requirements by
satisfactorily passing the Advanced Placement Examinations of the
College Entrance Examination Board in any of the following:
English Composition, Literature, Foreign Languages, American
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History, European History, Biology, Chemistry, Physics, and
Mathematics
Credit will IK- given to a student who completes Advanced
Placement FAaininations with scores of 4 or 5. ('redit may be given
for a score «>i I upon recommendation ol the Directoi of the Testin'.: Service,
Proficiency Examination> l'hesc examinations are regularly
scheduled 1>\ the Office of Testing Service ai the beginning of
each academk year at Denison. When an entering student demonstrates In examination his ur.»p ol tin- subject matter in any course
in basic education, he will !»• excused In the Director of the Testing Service from taking that course. If he passes the examination
with a ur.ule ,.j \ ,.1 H. the student will receive the 1 orrcs|>ondinK
graduation credit V 1 ••• it charged /•" proficiency examination!
in basic education coursei :..'.<»; h\ freshmen.
\m student ma) take a proficienc) examination in any DvniBOn course provided that the student Ins net completed an equivalent ,.i .1 men- advanced course in the same area. If he passes
the examination with a grade of A or B. he will receive the
corresponding course credit toward graduation. If he passes the
examination with .1 trade of C, no credit will be iriven but, if
the course it required, it may be waived with the approval of the
departmental chairman concerned and the Director of the Testing
Service. A non-refundabU fee of $5 per credit-hour will be charged
for all proficiency examinations .»(</>/ as proiidid for in the pret eding paragraph.
A strident may take a proficiency examination in Oral Communiiallon during either the freshman or sophomore year. A
Student who fails to meet the proficienc) requirement by oral
examination must earn credit in Sjx-ech 101 or in Theatre Arts
101.
Directed Study. A superior student is |iemiitted to work intensivel) in .it'.s' of special interest under the Directed Study plan
in the sophomore or junior year and to continue to do Individual
Work for Honors in the senior year. A superior student is defined
ai one whose rnord during the three semesters preceding this ap~
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[dilation for Directed Study or Individual Work for Honors shows
at leatt a 3.0 grade-point average with at least 3.4 in the field of
coneentration. The chairman of a department is privileged, however, to recommend a student who has not met these requirements.
Honors Project This privilege is open to any senior who fulfills certain requirements. When recommended by his academic
adviser and approved by the Curriculum Committee, the student
investigates a selected topic in his field of concentration. If his
work is of high quality, he will be granted six credits toward graduation. If in addition to receiving an honors rating on his project,
In- passes his comprehensive examination with a superior rating,
In- will be graduated with Honors. (See Graduation with Honors
under ACADEMIC HONORS AND PRIZES.) A student wishing to
undertake an honors project should make application to the Dean
of the College.
junior and Senior Fellows. Several departments of the college
utilize- the services of selected students who have demonstrated unusual capacity in their special field to assist the faculty in various
aspects of the instructional program.
These students are paid a modest annual sti|>cnd. Their selection is com]»etitive. Junior fellows normally advance to senior
status in their senior year with increased opportunities and res|H>nsibilities. The responsibilities of being a junior or senior fellow are es|>ecially valuable to students who expect to go on to
graduate school in preparation for college teaching.
OFF-CAMPUS PROGRAMS
BY PETITION to the Committee on Academic Status the superior
student may qualify for one of the off-campus programs of study
described in the following:
Washington Semester Plan. This program is a means of introducing superior students from a limited number of colleges to the
source materials and governmental institutions at Washington,
D.C. An agreement for this purpose exists between Denison and
the American University in Washington, D.C. Under this plan
■elect students from Denison spend the first semester of their junior year (or other semester by special arrangement) at the School
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oj Social Sciences and PuWk Affairs of tin- American University,
receiving credit toward i degree from Denison.
This stud) include! three regulai counei al the School of
Social Sciencei and Public Affairs of the American University, a
seminar, and a directed, independent investigation on a subject of
particular interest to the student Undei inter-institutional contract
those participating in this plan continue to pa) their tuition at
Denison. While in Washington the) meet the expenses of travel,
room, fees, meals, and incidentals direct!) Application for the
Washington Semestei should I*- made t<* tin- chairman of the l>cpartmeni of Government but the plan is open to students interested
in othei majoi Gelds
Junior Van Abroad. This officiall) sponsored and supervised
program by recognised American colleges and universities is open
to an) Denison student who meet* certain requirements. He must
ha:. i ambit f' <i 60 h "'■ •!> r-houfi of academic work with an overall average of B. He must give evidence of adequate preparation in
the foreign language needed, and '-■ recommended by the appro*
priate Dean >•{ Students and b) the chairman of the department
in which he is majoring at Denison He must arrange a program
of studv which meets the approval of his major adviser. Finally, his
appointment must be approved by the Executive Committee of the
Faculty. All information must be in the hands of the Committee
by April 1.
A student interested in spending the year abroad should investigate carefully all of the "iln-i programs available in the rounu\ of his choice. If he plans to study fodepenrJently, he should
make a thorough investigation of the institution he wishes to
attend.
All tourses for which < redit is to IK- yiven must IK- validated
either b) a transcript "f credits, oi by a certificate of satisfactory
work) including the number of class hours and/or tutorial sessions
attended. It is expected that students embayed in a program of independent study will take the course examinations at the univcrsity, Undei the exceptional circumstances, for which approval is
necessary, credit may 1M- given by examination here. Thirty semester-hours a yeai "ill l>e the maximum for which Denison credit
is given.
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Upon hit titurn to Denison the student must jilt- with the
I): nn tif tin Colltgt and the chairman of his major department a
report of his year abroad and his own evaluation of his educational
experience in the foreign institution.
Any student who fails to comply with these procedures will be
I ODlidered to have withdrawn voluntarily from the University. His
return in a stil>sequent year will l>e dependent upon the availability
of housing. In such a case, a request for transfer of credits from
abroad will l>c considered by the Committee on Academic Status.
Mi rrill-Palmer School. This Detroit, Michigan, school offers
in opportunity for a limited number of superior Denison students
interested in work in the areas of human development and human
relations with particular emphasis on family life. The student
should plan to take one semester in residence in Detroit during
the junior year. Application should be made to the chairman of
the department in which the student is majoring or to the Dean
of the College.
Student Exchange. Arrangements for any Denison student,
usually for one semester, are in effect with Hampton Institute,
Howard University, and Fisk University. Students of high academic
standing may apply for this program of intergroup relations which
awardl full credit toward a degree at Denison. The cost of a semester at one of these colleges involves little additional expense for
the student other than travel. Application should be made to the
adviser of the Intercollcge Community Council of the Denison
Campuj Government Association.
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COMBINED ARTS-PROFESSIONAL COURSES
COMBINED AKTS-PROPBMK>NAL COUMU enable the I>enison student to obtain a degree M abwntia if he has uood reason to shorten
the normal time required For ■ profcattona] decree, I'nder certain
conditions, Denison awards tin- bachelor*i decree upon the successful completion of tin- firtl year in a recognised ichool of engineerin'-, law, or medicine To qualify for this privilege, a student must
successfully complete the specified requirementi for graduation at
Denison with ■ total credit of 96* \tmestfr~houfsl at th>- graduating
rat, of tWO Ot mOTi bOtHti for • u< h hour. He must also successfully
complete all the specified requirements for idminion to a school
of engineering, law, 01 medirt ine Acceptable to the Denison faculty.
()n this basis, a Student may earn | bachelor's decree from
Denison and A degree in engineering in five yean; a hachelor's degree from Denison and ■ degree in la* in six yean; a bachelor's
degree from Denison and medical degree in seven years.
\ student should reCOgnue, however, that under present conditions of admission to professional schools, particularly medical
*.< lir-i|s. ,i candidate who lias earned a bachelor's decree has a
decided advantage, and that admission without a bachelor's decree
is granted onl) to applicants of outstanding record.
With Tht Unit*
| Chicago Students in certain fields
may follow a continuing program leading 10 the hachelor's decree
from Denison and the master*! degree from the University of Chii Ago in a normal at ademu program of five years. In this program,
a student spends Ins first three yean at Denison and the last two
at the Universit) of Chit ago During his three years at Denison the
student must complete all the specified requirements for graduation except that he need not take more than foui minnitCI courses in
his field of concentration and ma) complete his major requirements in his first year at the Universit) of Chicago. If he follows
this plan, he will take his Denison comprehensive examination at
the end of Ins fourth year. Upon satisfactory completion of his first
yeai al the Universit) of Chicago the student can normally expect
to receive Ins bachelor's degree from Denison; and. u|x>n satisFactory completion of his second year, the master's degree from the
I diversity of Chicago Any student interested in this plan should
consult the chairman of the department in which he wishes to do
graduate work.
94

Plan of Study
Denison University is one of 37 liberal arts colleges in the
University of Chicago Cooperative Program to recruit and prepare
able students for careers as college teachers.
With Duke I'niversity in Forestry. Denison University offers a
program of forestry in coo|xration with the School of Forestry of
Duke University. Upon successful completion of a 5-year coordinated course of study, a student will hold the Bachelor of Science
degree from Denison University and the professional degree of
Master of Forestry from the Duke School of Forestry.
A student electing to pursue this curriculum spends the first
three years in residence at Denison University and the last two
yean of his program at the Duke School of Forestry.
A candidate for the forestry program should indicate to the
Director of Admissions of Denison University that he wishes to apply for the Liberal Arts-Forestry Curriculum. Admission to Denison
II granted under the same conditions as for other curricula. At the
end of the first semester of the third year the University will rec"i end qualified students for admission to the Duke School of
Forestry, Each recommendation will be accompanied by the student's application for admission and a transcript of his academic
record at Denison. No application need be made to the Duke
School of Forestry prior to this time.
With Colleges of Engineering. In order to facilitate the combination of liberal arts and engineering education and to give a student planning a career in engineering an opportunity to secure a
broad basis for his specialized courses and thereby enhance his
worth as an engineer and as a citizen, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute has entered into a combined arrangement with Denison for
,i five-year course. In this program, a student spends his first three
w.tis at Denison and the last two at the engineering college in accordance with the provisions described in the preceding section. Upon successful completion of the combined program, the student will
hold both a bachelor's degree from Denison and a Bachelor of
F.ngincering degree from R.P.I. A similar arrangement is available
with other approved colleges of engineering. In this program a student must complete all the specified requirements at Denison except that he need not take more than four semester courses in his
major field at Denison. On this plan he may take his comprehen95
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Courses <>l Study
■ - !> .t si i n!i HI in achieve the s|iei ia It/at ion needed for
liis « IIIIMII \oration and to acquire the Keneral knowledge
Id ill Urll-rilili .Id i| [Hi si His In tllCSC eilds, .1 Student is l<"■ i it rale in our ••: more fields "\ learning see I 'i PART1
RM-.JS Kinds ol Major; and to comph with the listed
-Hi- in (ninr.il Kducation hasii courses .

' Ol RSKS l\ (.I.M.KAI. INDICATION
\\ i i i Mi* vi t> ii I'hRMiN needs certain ski IK and an underil v ideas, |• i iiit iples, and methods whii Ii are commonly
! areas "I modern knowledge In recognition *'l tins
ny co cues in recent vears ha\e instituted .1 |>rvH^raiii "1 genitioi
I Ins.- (nurses are ba*i* l)e«ause the) represent the
l.i 1 ion <>t ih. curriculum which is requiiTd <>l ever)
, ifi/j at ion I he\ .H'- required
1h.1i he ma\ have .1 foundation U|KHI which i<► build an
KM iali/ed lareei and in ordei thai If ma\ more in■ mix assume his rcsiMinsihililics .is .1 . iti/en
\ Ii

ol tin follow inu ficncral Kdiuation courses continue.
iKlifiialiou iourses which have lony bmi offered in
. . n| HIHI.TI .HIS Others urns traditional departmental

Del

■

I ■

I/) Hull-tin

sive examination .it the end of his first yew -it an engineering
n IHH.1
With Ucking Count) Hospital in Medical Technology. Denison University offen .1 program of medical technology in cooperation with Licking Count) Hospital's School of Medical Technology, Newark, Ohio. A itudeni in this program completes three years
toward .1 majoi in biolog) .ii Denison University, followed by a
12-month training period in the Hospital, l'j>on successful com*
pletion of tins training .mil certification 1>\ the Hoard of Registry
of Medical Technologists under the auspices of the American
Societ) ol Clinical Pathologists tin- student may qualify for cither
the Bachelor ol Science "i Bachelor of Arts degree at Denison.
With Univei
Offering Ph\*ual Therapy. Denison L'niversit) offen a student majoring in otology the opportunity, after
completing subject degree requirements in three years and passing
the comprehensive examination at Denison, to qualify for a bachelor's degree on successful completion of the first year's requirements at Duke University, the University of North Carolina, and
others. Permission for tins arrangement should IM- made with the
Dean of the College not latei than the beginning of the junior
year.
Synchronized twimming group performs

i, % :.,

Siudentt taking final examinations

Courses of Study
11 NUON expectl a Itudent to achieve the socialization needed for
succeai in his chosen vocation, and to acquire the general knowledge
common to all well-educated persons. To these ends, a student is required to concentrate in one or more fields of learning (sec DKPARTMI M \i COURSES: Kinds of Majors) and to comply with the listed
course requirement! in (Jcncral Education (hasic courses).

COURSES IN GENERAL EDUCATION
needs certain skills and an underItanding of ihe ideas, principles, and methods which are commonly
used in the chief areas of modern knowledge. In recognition of this
fai t. many colleges in recent years have instituted a program of gen' lal education. These courses are boiit because they represent the
common foundation of the curriculum which is required of every
itudenl regardless •>/ //i. field "/ ipecialuttiion. They are required
in order that he may have a foundation u|Hin which to build an
enduring specialized career and in order that he may more intelligently assume his rcs|>ousihilitics as a citizen.
EVERY WELL-EDUCATED PKRSON

A lew of the following General Education courses continue,
with slight modification, counei which have long been offered in
ever) college of liberal arts. Others cross traditional departmental
<I7

Drnuon I 'nit ■ riity Bulli ii»
linos to investigate brood ATOM of knowledi*e. All of them air
designed to contribute to vocational mcceM and to provide the
lltilb, undentanding, and sense of values necessary for intelligent

living.
ROTO trainees who complete the two-year hasic program will be |>ennitted to meet the Phssical Education requirement
b) '.oning two hours" credit only.
AIR FORCF.

Hyphenated course* are year courses: credit indicates amount
to be earned each umetter.

PHILOSOPHIC AND THEOLOGICAL IDEAS
GENERAL

18 IMROIH <:HON TO PHILOSOPHY AND
ay
Staff. 3
A study of basic philosophic and theological ideas. Emphasis is
placed on certain significant issues which the student will meet
in other fields of siuth. and lo which he may elect to return in
the advanced companion course in this field. Attention is directed
lo the Bible and to textbooks in Philosophy. (To be taken in the
freshman year cithri semcstci
F.III C:SIU>N

THF.OI I

ITION Bl ( >\ it SII ORARY PHILOSOPHIC: AND THEOI ■ >I \Staff. 3
A study of contein[x»rary philosophic and theological ideas which
purposes to serve an intagrativc function for one's knowledge and
experience. This course strives to further the student's formulation
of a meaningful philosophy of life [To l>c taken in the junior or
senior \car either semester.
Under the Old General Education Plan one 3-crcdit course
in Philosophy or in Religion may be substituted for C!E 81. Under
the NVw Plan tins count is rr< ommended but not required. One
3-eredit course in the other discipline (Philosophy or Religion),
not taken as a substitute (or GE 18, ma) be substituted.

GENSSAI EDUI
LOGICAL

!

1
<
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Mi Sihagrin supervises
,il Si i. mi rxprrimrnt

PRINCIPLES OF
SCIENCE
I"

AIQI IRK AN APPRECIA-

• >K SCIP.NCK. in our
modem culture and in all
lilMI ol human thought, a
student should take Physical Science (53-54) and the Life Science
Sequence (Biology 101 and Psychology 101). If a student prefers,
In* may sulntitute an introductory physical science course with
laboratory for Physical Science 53-54. Physical Science majors may
• In I tubttUuttt. The Life Science Sequence in its two separate
""iiv- actually rovers the basic first semester of General Biology
(1011 and (irneral Psychology (101) so that no substitutes may
In- offered.
MI IN

EDUCATION 53, 54. PHYSICAL SCIENCE
Staff. 3
luo separate courses presenting the history and the philosophy of
the physical sciences by an integrated presentation of selected topics
which emphasize the fundamental principles of physics, chemistry,
and astronomy. The laboratory work consists of a number of
project! which bring out the methods of the physical sciences and
give the student some experience with the scientific method. An
emphasis is placed on the social and philosophical outcomes of
modem science. Three lectures and one laboratory session each
week. Either course may be taken to meet the new requirement
lor one unit of Science, and both courses may be taken to satisfy
the requirement! for two units.
GUWUL
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SUMMARY OP COURSE REQUIREMENTS IN THE NEW
GENERAL EDUCATION PROGRAM required In every student entering as .1 Freshman on n iftei September, 1964)*
Reqmemmti fm Bochtlf of Arts, Btcheloi "I Scitnct, Bailulur
0/ /•'in.-- Ailt." and Hat lit in of tiusu /)•!,"•"**
Rr.purtJ

BNOUSH 101
FINI AKTS

Musk 101 or 102, Theatre VrM
mi or 105, .mil Visual Arts 101.
la rc-ir*

m

3
cj.h .*

LmotATUM in English .it 200-level 01 in .1
Poreign Language at 100-level

18

1111 in 1-.11

Introduction

M

Anil

3

IDEAS

H

Philosophy

101, of Religion 101, 102 ->r 103 . to be
taken in Prahman yeai

GE 81

2

'•

mi or PHILOSOPH* l *'

OSOPHIC IND

GE

J

11

MATHBMATIOI

11

3,3
r«h«T

6

FORHI.N LANOI IOI

I'II

Rtc.imMrn.lrd

3

3

Contemporary Ideas lobe taken

in Junior or Senior yeai

3

u 01 SCONCE***
GE 53,54 in > Introductory, one-seraestei
couran in i dillerenl departments Astronomy 111, Biolog) 101, 103, 01 21 l|
Chemistr) 105 Geology 111, Physics 121
,., 221, 01 Psychology 101
SociAj SCIENCES Choose - Economics 211.
Govemmenl 211, 01 Sociology 207
WESTERN CIVILIZATION
History 101-102 to
In- taken in Freshman 01 Sophomore year
I'RIM.H'I

9
6

3

6
39
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> at lh». plan

1 id»■ Bcsdwln pi

3
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■ thr lonarnt <s1 hit at'
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Courses oj Study
SUMMARY OP COURSE REQUIREMENTS IN OLD
(iENERAL EDUCATION PROGRAM
Rtquirtd If lltithelor oj Arts and Bachelor of Science Degrees
by <tudtnt\ m t<\id<nn prior to Si pttmbtr, 1964 (unless they
choose lo Innifa in tin- New Plan outlined above)
ORAL COMMUNICATION (choice oj one)

2

OE KK PUBLIC SPEAKING
2
(May substitute 3-hour introductory Speech course)
OB nit DRAMATIC INTERPRETATION
2
(May substitute 3-hour introductory Theatre Arts
course)
t (IMPOSITION (No substitute and no waiver)

6

CE 11-12 INTRODUCTION TO COMPOSITION AND
I.I I I KM IRK

6

PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION
GE in INTHOOUCTION TO PHILOSOPHY AND
REI.IOION (No substitute and no waiver)

6
3

GE HI BASIC PHILOSOPHIC AND RELIGIOUS IDEAS 3
(May substitute Philosophy 303 and Religion 303)
HISTORY OF WESTERN CIVILIZATION (No substitute and
no waiver)
°
GE 21-22 HISTORY OP WESTERN CIVILIZATION

(I

FORMS OF FINE ARTS (choice of two)
GE 31 VISUAL ARTS
2
(May substitute Visual Arts 205-206 or
121 or any two 3-hour art history courses)
OE 32 or 32a Music
(May substitute Music 201 and 202)

2

GE 33 THEATRE ARTS
(May substitute Theatre Arts 111)

2
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Denison University Hull-tin
FORMS OF THINKING (choice ><l ,.,., I
GE 40a MM lit MATH s
4
(May mbttitutc Mathematics: 121 or 211)
GE KM. LOOM

4

PRINCIPLES OF SCIENCE

Met) MM ') crtdit-hours)

12

<IE "> *."> t I'm -ii M Si IENCI
6
(Covrrs Ailronomy, Chemistry, and
Physics Yea* coune in any one of the
ifiicr or Gcolog) ma) be used as Bubftilute
GE 55,56 I HI SCIEMCI SEQIKNCI
GE 55

General Bioiog)

6
1 <r«iiis)

GE 56 General Psychology
(No sub'tilulnl
SOCIAL SCIENCE (eh

I credits)

•/ two iron: regular departments)
6 or 7

1
'- Mil - 211
GOVUINMBNT 211

So. IOI oov 207
FOREIGN LANGUAGE
6 or 8
LITERATURE fin English ot a Foreign language 300-level
oursi
3

• • *
Mist /..:.;

Total

..,...' Iilrraturi class "'< iambus

'■JUr

57 or 60f

Courses of Study
Required \or Bachelor of Fine Arts Degree
For the Student majoring in Theatre Arts or Visual Arts who
entered prior to September, 1964:
GE 11-12

INTRODUCTION TO COMPOSITION AND

LITERATURE

GE 18

6

INTRODUCTION TO PHILOSOPHY AND RELIOION

(IE 21-22 HISTORY OF WESTERN CIVILIZATION
8
For additional requirements see Departmental Courses—Theatre
Art! and Visual Arts,

» • •
Requited fur Bachelor of Music Degree
For the Student majoring in any of the three areas who enured prior to September, 1964:
Applied Music
(iF. 11-12 INTRODUCTION TO COMPOSITION
I -ITF.RATURF.
Klr( lives may be drawn from CE courses)
Musii Education
GE 11-12 INTRODUCTION

TO COMPOSITION

AND

6

AND

I.ITKRATURE

6

(IE 32a MATERIAL! OF MUSIC
Foreign Language or Literature
Pine and/or Applied Arts or Philosophy and/or
Religion

2
6

GE 21-22 or Social Studies
Theory and Composition
GE 11-12

INTRODUCTION TO COMPOSITION

6
6-8

AND

1.11 KRATURE

6

GE 21-22

8

HISTORY OF WESTERN CIVILIZATION

Foreign Language
6 or 8
For additional requirements see Plan of Courses—Degrees in Music
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Courses <>f Study

DEPARTMENTAL COURSES
Coi MB8 BY DEPARTMENTS indicate the areas of specialization open
to a student Departments of instruction an- presented in alphabetical order.
Count Numbers. Courses offered are listed with the descriptive due and semester-hours of credit. Courses numbered 1(10-199
are intended primarily for freshmen; 21)0-209, for sophomores;
100-399, for juniors; and 100-499, for seniors. Odd-numbered
course- .in given in the first semester and the cvcn-numbcrcd ones
in the second semester unless otherwise indicated. Hyphenated
courses are year-courses; credit indicates amount to he earned each
lemestcr.
COUTH I Off* nil. Denison plans to offer the courses listed helow hut reserves the right in any year to withdraw those of interest
to only a few students.

Kindt of Majors. Three kinds of majors arc offered: (1) dcpartmental, (2) transdepartmental, and (3) combined. Requirements for a major in a single department are stated under each
department. A major involving a study of subjects relating to more
than one department is listed Mow as a transdepartmental major.
A combined major differs from a departmental major in that the
field of concentration involves courses from more than one department and In several closely related fields. Arrangements for a cornliined major may IK* made with the Dean of the College. Transdepartmental majors described below require the study of related
subjects in several departments.

INTERDEPARTMENTAL COURSES
301. History of Science
Mr. Schagrin. 3
The history of the emergence of modem science from medieval
thought. Attention is fin used on the interrelations of this movement with the philosophy and the social, political, and economic
■ li.niiics occurring then. A survey of the historical foundations of
modern science. Prerequisites: Junior standing and completion
of two semesters of General Education science requirement*.
IMHRIIKI'ARTMKNIAI.

105

I >> nu m (nil • rsit) Built (in
in.' Histon ol St ience
Mr. Schagrin. 3
Intensive stud\ ol s|>ecific cases of innovations in the sciences in
the period from Newton to the mid 19th century. A detailed examination of examples of research in the e\|>erimental sciences. An
attempt i<> understand the conditions for progress and the forces
.11 \\<>ik in the evolution of s* ientr. Prerequisites: Junior standing
and completion of two semester! of General Education science
requirements Intrtdtpartm, ntal 301 is not required.
[NTBKDEPARTMKM M

TRANSDEPAR1 MENTAL MAJORS
MAJOR; Latin America, France, or (Jcnnany. A
major in Latin America. Prance, or Germany coordinates courses
dealing with foreign countries, regions, .md civilizations in various
departments of the universit) The courses are chosen from Modern
Langus
'
[raphy, History, Government, Economics, Philosophy Sociology, and English This major provides background for
a career in foreign service, business enterprises dealing with foreign
countries, teaching, journalism, international relations work, or
related -u u\ ities
A student interested in enrolling for Latin America should see
Mr Steele; foi France, Mr Secor; and for Germany, Mr. Hirshler.
AREA STUDIES

SiM IVI STI DIES MAJOR: The major in Social Studies is designed
to give the student a broad cultural background in the various
subject areas of the social scienCCI A Student selecting this major
would satisfactorily complete 50 to 60 hours in the departments
of Economics, Geography, Government, History, Philosophy, Psychology . Religion, and Sot iolog) He < hooses one of theae departments
for his major emphasis, thus taking 15 to !H hours' credit under
the guidance <>t a facult) member from iii.it department who serves
as nil Advisei in planning .» program oi related courses from four
<>i tin- above departments in the social studies areas that will most
fulh meet Ins lricli\ iilti.tl needs

Field, Stadium, ami Ph%aal Education Center

Courses of Study
\STKONOMY
MR. WHFKI.KR, MR. GAMBLE
CHAIRMAN

(1963-66),

MR. WHEELER

111 and 112 arc intended primarily for the student
who desires an elementary acquaintance with the physical universe.
ASTRIINOMY

Major in Astronomy
for a major in Astronomy arc courses 111, 112,
211-212; Mathematics through Calculus; Physics 121-122 or
221-222. with 12 additional hours of Astronomy and Physics in
1IKI and 100 courses.
REQUIREMENTS

ASTMNOMV 111.

DESCRIPTIVE

ASTRONOMY

Staff. 3

(Hrstial sphere; coordinate
s\sirnis and constellation study;
ifir solar system—motions of
tin- earth and moon; latitude,
longitude, and time; planets,
corned, and meteors; three 1hour lecture! and one 3-hour
laboratory or observation |>cri<K! each week. No previous
training in Physics or College
Mathematics is required.
ASTRONOMY 112. DESCRIPTIVE
ASTRONOMY
Staff. 3

I lie Galactic System—the sun
as .i siar; distances, motions,
luminosities, IV|M-S and classes
"I stars, and their spectra;
extra-galactic systems, Cosrnologj Prerequisite: 111 or consul o( instructor.

I'i Swasey Observatory

I ■

B ■

tSTRONOM> 211-212 I.IMKU AlTRONOMS.

^t.lff. 3

A secondan comprehensive course t* »T majors in Astronomy and
related science! Prerequisites: 111. 112 M consent of instructor.
ASTRONOMY

Prerequisites:

215 snn \w ASTRONOMY
III. 112, and consent ol instructor.

AsTRONosn Jin 1111 ■ -K% IMI PKACTICI or OBSERVATION
Prerequisites: 111. 112, .mil conseni oi instructoi
ASTRONOM>

3

Arr.

Staff. 3

161-362 IIIKII mi STUDY

111 CELESTIAI MECHANICS
Prerequisite: 1 he ( all ulus.

ASTRONOMY

3

ASTRONOMY

ill. ASTROPHYSICS

Staff. 3

ASTRONOMY

161*462 [MDtvmi M WORK FOR HONORS

Staff. 3

BIOLOGY
MR

TRUMAN, MR

ARCHIBALD, MI

HAUBRICH, MR THORNBOROI-OH
MR. HKI NNEB
CHAIRMAN

NORBISJ, MR. ALRITZ, MR.

on leave 1964-65 . MR. WILSON,

196346 . Mi Auti i/

lni BIOLOOY i ' HKI! i ii M include! prerequisite courses for professional training in Medicine, Dentistry, Medical Technology,
Nursing and Foresuy It tupplies training foi the teacher and the
laboratory technician .mil provides .i well-rounded balk preparation to; graduate stud) and investigation in various areas of the
field, as well as contributing to general cultural background.
Each student's sequence is arranged in consultation with the
staff members with whom the student i hofw-. to do his advanced
work, oi with the chairman of the department.
108

Courses of Study
Major in Biology
\ STUDENT MAJORING in Biology will elect a minimum of 12
M-imsiii-lioius of Credit in Biology, including 101 (General Biology
11 or 103 (General Botany), ISO (Biology II) and 401-402 (Senior
Seminar).
A Itudent majoring in Biology for a B.A. degree will also elect
one courte from 103, 215. 216, 218, or 232; and one year of
('hrmistry (recommended), or Geology or Physics.
A itudent majoring in Biology for a II.S. degree will elect one
courte from each of the four groups: A --103, 215, 216, 218, and
232; B 120. 213, 211. 222. 227. and 240; C—225, 232. 234, and
Jit. and I) 151, 211, 218, 223, and 224. His related subjects
include two years of Chemistry, one year of Physics, one semester
of Geology, and one year of French, German, or Russian at the
intermediate level.
Pu u quisites fur all advanced work in the department and
creatUa toward a major are Uil (General Biology I), or lO'.i
('„ in tal Botany) and 150 (Biology II), which comprise the basic
liar COUTH in Cineral Biology, or then equivalent, unless waived
by proficiency or advanced placement examination.
BIOLOOY 101 (OLD GE 55). GENERAL BIOLOGY (I)
Staff. 3
A banc course which aims to develop, through the application of
the scientific method to the various problems and demonstrations
presented, a working understanding of the important principles and
ideal of Biology. Devoted principally to the human organism, the
course is concerned with the physiology, behavior, reproduction,
embryology, and genetics of vertebrate animals. (Offered each
semester.)

Dr. Abut: conducts
campus lii Id trip

Denison University ttulliiiri
103 GBNBAAI BOTANY
Mr. Truman. 3
The fuiHl.uitfiit.il Motogical principle! ol metsboliuu, growth, and
reproduction as expressed in Ihe plant kingdom, Recognition of
major plant groups and field identification of common trees or
ipring flora according to the reason
BIOLOOS.

BiOLOOV 120 LoCAl KIORS
Mr. Truman. 3
Taxonomil Mud) of lixal flora including identification of spring
flowering species, common trees in winter and rummer conditions.
and, through .i consideration ol vegetation associations, its position
in the plant geographx ot tin- I'nited States.
BIOLOOY ISO GENHBAI BIOLOOY II
Staff. 3
This course is a continuation ol Bioloys lnl 'Biology I with the
principal emphasir ui\'-" lo a i tore thorough study of the world of
life. both plant and animal, from tin- evolutionary and ecological
frame of reference Prerequisite GE S5, Biology 101 or 103. (Offered each remestei

BrOLOOV Til INMKIIIIRMI ZOOLOOV
4
A study of tin- morphology, physiology, life histories, and classification of the invertebrate animals (Protozoa through Protochordates
I In- course ii designed to provide further knowledge of
tin- invertebrates foi no) onl] the >N|»iiiir first year student but
also upperclass Biolog) inajon Prerecjuiritc: 150 or consent of
instrw tor.
BIOLOOY 201. ANATOMY ANH PHYSIOLOOY
Mr. Haubrich. 4
Human anatomy and phytiolog) based u|K»n a consideration of
tin- cat Certain other anas such as comparative physiology,
behavior, aspects of cellular physiology, and physiology of activity
an- linifly considered in conjunction with the study of the human
IHKK Prerequisite: GE 35 or Biolog] IUI. or consent of instructor.
BIOLOOY -Ml COMPAKATIVI ANATOMY
Mr. Haubrich. 4
A
iparative study of tin- anatomy ami physiology of chordate
animals with a dote s. tutiny of function and its |x*sible relevance
a- an indicatoi of selective forces applied In the evolution of

110

Courses of Study
structures. Laboratory work is chiefly detailed dissection and study
cf certain protochordates, the lamprey, the shark, Necturus, and
the cat Prerequisite: 150 or consent of instructor.
BIOLOGY 213. FIF.LD ZOOLOGY
Mr. Alrutz. 3
The biology and identification of local organisms, emphasizing
techniques of collection, preservation, preparation, and identification. (Offered first semester in 1964-65 and in alternate years.)

214. ECOLOGY
Mr. Alrutz. 3
An introduction to the fundamentals of Ecology. Class work is sup|xntcd by frequent field trips and individual projects. Prerequisite:
150 or consent of instructor.

BIOLOOY

BIOLOGY 215. MICROBIOLOGY
Mr. Truman. 3
An introductory study of micro-organisms related to human welfare
with laboratory emphasis on the bacteria including fundamental
techniques of isolating, culturing, and staining. Two lectures, one
scheduled 2-hour laboratory, and one unscheduled hour for reading
results and recording data. Prerequisite: GE 55 or Biology 101
or 103.

BlOLOOY 216. GF.NF.RAL BACTFJHOLOGY
Mr. Truman. 4
An advanced course emphasizing the physiology of the bacteria,
with laboratory techniques in identification, |x>pulation control,
en/ymatic action, and serological relations. Two lectures and two
2-hour laboratories. Prerequisites: 215, or 103 with consent of
instructor, and one year of Chemistry which may be taken concurrently.
BlOLOOY 218. PLANT MORPHOLOGY
Mr. Truman. 4
Comparative study of the structure and life cycles of representative
ipeda of major plant groups with consideration of theories of
their evolutionary relationships. Prerequisite: 103 or GE 55.
BlOLOOY 222. PARASITOLOGY
Mr. Alrutz. 3
An introduction to the biology of animal parasitism with special
consideration of those organisms affecting man. Lectures and
111
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iated visual aids emphasize the inteiTekitcdiMii of tinman
> and [ui.iMtw adaptations Laborator) studies lead to an
understanding ol structure and racilit) in identification. Prerequisite: 150 01 consent ol instructor.
limiiHA J_' > HISTOLOOV
Mr. Norris. 4
Tin- minute anatomj of vertebrates, chief!) mammals, including the
making of mirroscopii preparations Prerequisite: ISO.
BKMXWV

224 EMBRVOLOO^

DEVKLOPMENTAI

ANATOMY)

Mr Archibald. 4
\ course based mi a laborator) studs of tin- comparative development <»l the vertebrate hods .IS illusttated by the lower chordates,
the frog, (link, ami pig. The lectures endeavor to present embryolog) as .i single science in which the descriptive, rDorphologlcal approach ami the experimental, physiological approach are integrated, since l*>th contribute t>> the understanding of the ontogenetic
development of organisms Prerequisite; 13". 211, or consent of
mvlmi tor.

225 GENETICS \M> EVOLI noN
Mr. Archibald. 4
A basic course dealing with the principlei of heredity, their importance in human life, and their bearing u|*>n evolution. The relations ol living organisms, the probable origin of existing species,
and theories <•< organii evolution air studied Prerequisite: 150 or
»onsent ol instrui id
BK>LOOY

227 ENTOMOLOCV
Mr. Alrutz. 3
Introductory stud) ol insects, utilizing field and lal>oratory cxperiences Prerequisite: 150 n consent of instructor. (Offered first
set ester in 1965-66 and in alternate Mars
BIOLOOY

232 PLANI PHYSIOLOGY
Mr. Truman. 4
A lecture, laboratory, and greenhouse stud) of the functional relationships, c.l th.- plant bod) in which absorption and transfer of
materials, photosynthesis, respiration, and transpiration are treated
with spinal attention to tin- problems of plant growth, development, and propagation Prerequisites: lot or ISO and consent of
instrui tor
BK>LOO>

112

Courses of Study
BlOLOOV 234.

3

CELLULAR PHYSIOLOGY

A study of function with emphasis upon the structure and biochemistry of the cell. The laboratory will include wide use of
modern physiology techniques. Prerequisites: 150 and one year
of chemistry.

BIOLOGY

236.

Mr. Norris. 4

RADIATION BIOLOGY

A study of radiation, its interaction with matter, and its application
in biological systems. Concepts relative to unstable nuclei, units of
measurement, detectors, and statistics of counting will be applied to
tracer work of plant and animal processes and metabolic pathways.
Prerequisites: 150; one year of chemistry; and junior standing or
consent of instructor.

BIOLOGY

240.

Mr. Haubrich. 4

BEHAVIOR

Analysis of individual behavior patterns and patterns of group behavior in organisms with consideration of relations between population size, behavior, and physiology of individuals. The possible
significance of behavioral factors as selective forces is also considered along with certain aspects of behavioral evolution. Prercquisitr: 150 or consent of instructor.

BIOLOGY

361-362.

Staff. 3

DIRECTED STUDY

Opportunities for the qualified student to extend his interest besond the limits of course offerings.

BIOLOOY

401-402.

Staff. I

SEMINAR

A consideration of the history of Biology and contemporary research. Required of all majors.

BIOLOGY

461-462.

INDIVIDUAL WORK

roR

HONORS

Staff. 3

(Does not count toward meeting minimal departmental requirement.)

TEACHING OP SCIENCE

(See

EDUCATION

311.)
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lni ( HEM1STRY DBPARTMENI H among thosr en ihr list of colapproved b) the Committee on rYofeattonal Training of the
American Chemical Society to offei ■ Certificate of Professional
ruiimii' in Chemistn t<> the itudeni who satisfies certain minimal
requirements
( ouRSEfl i\ ( ifBMUTftY provide .i general cultural background;
preparation foi entering chemical industry or for graduate study
in pure Chemistry oi chemical engineering; and banc preparation
for professional work in the Heidi <>t Medicine, Dentistry, Medical
Technology, Geology, Physics, and Engineering.
A itudeni who plans to teaih Chemistn in a secondary school
is advised to consult with the chairman early in the fiesluuan year
n carding various ]M«s\il»lr combinations of Chemistry courses to
meet teaching certificate requirementi
A deposit each lemcstei for breakage and nonreturnable supplies is required foi each laboratory course.

Majoi in Cht mistry
I'm DEPARTMBNI PROVIDES two curricula leading to the bachelor1!
degree A Bacheloi ■>! Science program for the student wishing
.in intensive Hud) ol Chemistf) and related sciences in preparation
111

Mr. 11 of I man
i \ plaining data

obtained from a
Mj , hrimiatugraph

(or a professional career or graduate work, and a Bachelor of
Artl program for the student interested in Medicine, secondary
ichool teaching, or other fields requiring a good background in
Chemistry. The B.A. degree does not preclude a professional scientific career, although an additional year of undergraduate study
may be required for graduate degrees.
A student may graduate with a B.A. degree on fulfillment of
general graduation requirements and completion of the following
counei: 105. 116, 209, 234-235, 236-237, 341-342; Physics 121-122
or 221-222; Mathematics 121-122 and 221-222 or 211-212. A student electing to receive the B.S. degree must also complete 317, 331,
and 344. A major who elects German for the language requirement and takes certain advanced courses will be certified to the
American Chemical Society.
CHEMISTBV 105. (I) INTRODUCTION TO CHEMICAL PRINCIPLES
Staff. 4
A study of the basic principles underlying the science of Chemistry: Atomic and molecular structure, periodicity of chemical
properties, states of matter, and selected examples of chemical
reaction!. Three class periods and one laboratory period a week.
i iiiMisTRY 106.

CHEMISTRY IN MODERN LIFE

Staff.- 4

A terminal semester of general Chemistry presenting a well-rounded
view of the field of Chemistry and its application to modern life.
Three class periods and one laboratory period a week. Prerequisite:
105.
116. (II) INTRODUCTION TO INORGANIC CHEMISTRY
Staff. 4
A study of inorganic reaction Chemistry with emphasis on correlation of this material with generalizations, periodic relationships,
CHEMISTRY

115

I), nifon / 'ii:. rjtfy Rulli tin
and iheor) Laboralots mil includes synthetic inorganic Chemistry
■lid methodi of Kparation of ion\ in aqufom solution. Three class
periods and two laboratory periodl .1 week, Prerequisite: 105.
CHEMISTRY 209. (Ill

CUON IO QUANTITATIVE TECHMr. Hoffman. 4
A consideration of the equilibrium situation rc|>rcscnied by ionic
leu nous in aqueous solution Treatment includa precipitation,
iirutrali/ation. ceddation-rediM tkm, and comnlai ion tractions. Laboratory \*otk emphasizes simple techniques of quantitative measurement applied to the determination of ]ierccntagc com|>osition, equilibrium i oust.mis, and to reliability of data. Two lectures and two
laboratory periodl a week Prerequisite: 116; concurrent registration in Mathematics 121.
IMROIII

SICJI'ES

CHEMISTRY

234-21*>

IV

AMI

V

ORGANIC CHEMISTRY

Mr. Spessard. 4
The Chemistr) of aliphatM . aromatic, and heterocyclic compounds
of carbon. Three lectures I nveek. Registration mutt be accompanied by a concurrent laboratory course, 236-237 or 238-239.
Prerequisite: 209.
CHEMISTRY

236-237.

OMANIC CHEMISTRY 1-ABORATORY

Mr. Spessard. 2
Techniques of organic lajborator) practice, preparation of typical
organic compounds to illustrate the reactions discussed in 234-235,
and an introdui lion to qualitative organic analysis. Two laboratory
periodl • week, to be taken concurrent]) with 234-235 by all students intending to major in Chennstrs
CHEMISTRY

238-239.

ORGANIC CHEMISTRY LABORATORY

Mr. Spessard. 1
Laboratory work in organii Chemistry similar to that in 236-237.
Our laboratory period a week, to In- taken concurrently with 234235 b) a Muii.nl not planning to major in Chemistry.
CHEMISTRY (17

IMIKSII IMAIE

INORGANIC CHEMISTRY

Mr. Gilbert. 4
A study of bonding, structure, and reactivity in inorganic compoundl Laboratory work include! the preparation and chararteri116

Courses of Study
/at ion of representative inorganic species. Three lectures and one
laboratory |xriod a week. Prerequisites: 235 and 342 or taken concurrently.
331. ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY
Mr. Hoffman. 4
A discussion of the theoretical background of selected topics in the
treat of absorption s|>ectroscopy, electrochemistry, and phase
change or partition processes. Laboratory work includes a practical
introduction to spectrophotomctry, jtolarography, and chromatography. Two lectures and two laboratory periods a week. Prerequisite: 342 or taken concurrently.

CIIF.MI.STRY

341-342. PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY
Mr. Brown. 3
A study of the description of and prediction of the characteristic
of chemical systems and their interactions with respect to transfer
of man and energy. Laboratory course 344 should l>c taken concurrentl) with 342. Three class periods a week. Prerequisites: 209;
Physic! 222 or 122, and The Calculus. A non-major is accepted on
raconuneitdatton of his adviser.
CHEMISTRY

CHEMISTRY

344.

PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY LABORATORY

Mr. Brown. 2
Quantitative measurement! on physical-chemical systems. Experiments are selected to illustrate the theories discussed in 341-342.
Two laboratory |wriods a week; to be taken concurrently with
312.
('.III.MLS-IRY 361-362. DIRECTED STUDY
Staff. 3
Offered to juniors and seniors. Prerequisite: 235 or 342 or content
of instructor.
CHEMISTRY

415. QUALITATIVE

ORGANIC ANALYSIS

3

(Not offered in 1964-65.)
( in MISTRY 421. INTERMEDIATE ORUANIC CHEMISTRY
Mr. S|>essard. 3
A study of certain theoretical aspects of organic Chemistry and
■penally selected topics dealing with some of the more complex
compound! of the aliphatic, aromatic, and heterocyclic series, in117

I), nison I nil ■ rsity Hull, tin
eluding compounds of biological ngnificanoB The laix»rau»ry work
involves tin* separation of mixtures, preparation o( com|>ounds, and
qualitative and quantitative methods ft characteriang organic rompounds l»s \|K'I i.il techniques, includinsj infra-fed s|>eetroscopy and
L'.IS chrornatography, not covered in the elementary organic course.
Libran sources will be wed extensive!)
441. IMKRMHIIAIK PHYSICAL Cunumw
Mr Brown. 3
A selection of topics from the areas of crystal structure emission
spectroscopy, atomii and moleculai structure, wave mechanics,
statistical mechanics, .mil colloid chemistry. Normally meets for
three < lass periods .• week, but selected expeiimeiital projects may
be substituted for equivalent class noun. Prerequisites: 342 and
S44.

CHKMISTRY

461-162 iNDtvtDUAL WORK FOR HONORS
Staff. 3
Research for qualified seniors under faculty HincifiiMl. A thesis
is required.

CHEMISTRY

TBACIIINO OI SCIIMI

See EDUCATION ill.)

CLASSICAL LANGUAGES
MR.

I.. K Df.AN, MR Eiaumu
I. K DEAM PAStT-TIMI

CHAIRMAN. MR

Cnur.,. vi Classical Civilization
ThtSl courses do not require the use or study of Greek or Latin
lartnuai;< i. A student desiring any court, should consult the chairman.
(imiK 101. C;RKKK CIVILIZATION
2
Topical study of the chief aspects of ancient Greek life and thought.
May be included in a History major, (Not offered in 1964-65.)
I.Alls |f)4. ROMAN CIVILIZATION
2
Structure of Roman customs and institutions as a legacy to the
modern world.
118

Not offered in 1064-65.)

Courses oj Study
201. GREEK DRAMA
2
Fifteen tragedies and comedies arc read and discussed. Allcrnatcs
with 203. (Not offered in 1964-65.)

(,KIIK

(,in i K 203. GREEK LITERATURE IN ENGLISH
2
( ioss-sc<lion of tile varied forms of literary expression, exclusive
of drama Alternates with 201. (Not offered in 1964-65.)
GltEBK 204. MYTHOLOGY-RELIGION
2
A Rirvey of the principal myths and a study of their use in Euro|M'an and American literature and art. (Offered in 1964-65.)
206. LATIN I.ITF.RATURF. IN ENGLISH
2
Selection from the leading writers. Alternates with Greek 204.
(Not offered in 1964-65.)
LATIM

Courses in Language
An\ .»/ the following courses will be given if demand warrants.
111-112. BEGINNING GREEK
3
Forms, grammar, and elementary reading. 0|>en to students of all

GREEK

211-212. GREEK NEW TESTAMENT
3
One of the Gos|>els (first semester); one of Paul's Epistles (second
■emetter), Prerequisite: 111-112.
GREEK

101. SELECTIONS FROM CICERO
3
Prerequisite: Two or three years of high school Latin. (Offered
on demand.)
LATIN

3
LATIN 102. VIROIL
Selections from the first six books of the AF.neid. Prerequisite:
Three years of high school Latin. (Offered on demand.)

LATIN

211-212.

SELECTIONS FROM LATIN LITERATURE

3

Principally comedies, lyric, elegiac, and satiric poetry. Prerequisite:
Four years of high school Latin. (Offered in 1964-65.)
119
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:i Hull, tin

LATIN 111 C* > R>> 1--M Sight reading Prerequisite 211-212

112 Pi un IND I u n i >
Letters and essays Prerequisite -'II

3
Offered in 1964-65.)
3

LATIN

LATIN 111-412 Vtaon
A stud) of .ill the poemi ol Virgil
TEACHINO

oi I.MIS

Offered in 196445.)
3
Not offered in l(*>l-t>~>

See EDUCATION 133.)
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1964-67 . MR LEHMAN

\ STI MINI IN K' ONOMK S ma\ rhoose either a major in Eronomi< i or ., ma oi in Busii
Ma'joi in E( onomit i
A STI MM MAJORING IN K ONOM* a i- required to takr 211-212,
and should take additional counes in the department, with
emphasis in the I
in i foi a total <»t 10-39 M-mester-hours,
including 211 Pot a broader background in tl»- Social Science
Field, he ii required t<> take Government 211 and S<x iology 207.
rhe majoring student must also fulfill the following departmental
enti Histor) 222; Mathematics 101, 102, and 103; and
twool these related courses Geography 225, 226; Government 221,
341; History 109 Philosophy 221 126, H)3 Sociology 208, 416.

MTV ,
Dr. /,» hman meets
u-tmnar in rconomii'i

Courses of Study
A Student Who contemplates graduate study in Economics is
nd: iud to complete a modern foreign language through the intermediate hnl, and to mbstitUtt Mathematics 121-122 for 102 and
lot.
Major in Business
A STIUKNI- MAJORINC. IN BISINESS is required to take 211-212,
,iml should take additional courses in the department, with emphasis In the Business area, for a total of 30-39 semester-hours, including 211, For a broader background in the Social Science field,
he is required to take Govenunenfl 211 and Sociology 207.
The majoring student must also fulfill the following departmental requirements: History'222; Mathematics 101, 102, and 103;
and two of these related courses: Government 231-232; Philosophy
221, 32b. UK; Psychology 320, 417; Sociology 415.
211-212. PRINCIPLES AND PROHLEMS
Staff. 3
This course, primarily designed for Social Science majors, is oriented to present an explanation of how the private enterprise system operates, and to provide fundamental economic principles and
working titols prerequisite (or economic analysis.
ECONOMICS

223-221. ACCOUNTING SURVEY
Mr. C'.hao. 3
A survey of accounting designed specifically for liberal arts students
interested in Business, Economics, Law, and Government. Introduction lo the principles of financial statements, costs and revenues,
cost accounting, consolidated statements, and analysis of financial
statements.
ECONOMICS

311. HISTORY OF ECONOMIC THOUGHT
Staff. 3
The development of significant economic doctrines, their content
and methodology, their application and influence, and their rclalion to the main stream of current economic thought. Prerequisite:
-i 11 -212.
ECONOMICS

ECONOMICS 312.

COMPARATIVE ECONOMIC SYSTEMS

Mr. Westbrook. 3
A study of alternate economic systems as conceived by theoreticians
and a comparative strrdy of economic systems as they exist in re121

/>. nil m I 'nit • "tri Hu
klity I In course emphasizes the devdopraeni and current |«rrorraance of the n»»ni>u systems ol the United States, England,
and the Soviet Union. Prerequisite: 211-212 or consent of inMiin mr.

ECONOMICS
113
CONTROL OI

rHi PIBLIC
Mr. Green. 3
An evaluation of governmental |HI1I« ies to entourage or restrain
competition in view ol I the general problem of economic power
in a capitahstk society, aiul 2 the modem industrial structure
and tin- types ol business behavics ami performance which it implies.
INDUSTRIAJ
HI BINES!

ORGANIZATION

MID

a >l l M\KKI MM.
3
An analyst! of tin- function! and agencies involved in marketing,
and of tin- structure of marken A theoretical study of the effects
of distribution on prio •
BCONOMH

115 MONES. IND BANKING
MI Lehman. 3
Principles ol money, credit, and banking, including a study of the
institutions and financial organization! designed to supply society
with adequate media of exchange Development of American
monetary .mil banking practices ami |xili<ies Prerequisite: 211212 "i consent ol instructoi
ECONOMICS

ECONOMICS

116

CORPORATI OBOANIZATION AND FINANCE

Mr. Pease. 3
Principles underlying tin- promotion, organization, financial structiur. control, failure, and reorganization of corporate enterprise.
Prerequisite: Jll-.TJ M consent ol instructor. It is highly desirable tli.it student! registering foi tins course shall also have had 223-

224.

1

ECONOMICS 317. LABOR ECONOMICS
Mr. Westbrook. 4
The Economics of the labor market, tin- assumptions u|x>n which
divergent theories about ami j»oliiies in regard to -the labor market rest, and an anaKsis ol significant empirical studies. 1 he union
movement is viewed as an outgrowth of the problems the worker
faces from the supply side of the market Schemes foi minimizing
economii insecurity are also analyzed.

122

Courses of Study
ECONOMIC! 321-322.

INTERMEDIATE ECONOMIC. ANALYSIS

Mr. Green, Mr. King. 3
Application of the tools of economic analysis to problems of production, pricing, distribution, income, and employment. Prerequisite: 211-212.
H32. ECONOMICS FOR CONSUMERS
Mr. Pease. 3
An analyiil and evaluation of consumers' role in the economy, followed by consideration of forces affecting consumer demand such
.is custom, fashion, and advertising, concluding with a study of
ways in which consumers can perform their functions more effectively.
ECONOMICS

ECONOMICS

361-362.

DIRECTED STUDY

Staff.

3

110. PUBLIC FINANCE
Mr. I-chman. 3
Public revenues, cx|>enditurcs, debt, and financial administration,
with special attention to the theory and practice of taxation and
to problems of fiscal policy. Prerequisite: 211-212 or consent of
instructor.
ECONOMICS

413. READINGS IN ECONOMIC JOURNALS
Staff. 3
Bawd on readings in current economic journals. Consent of inECONOMICS

structor.
414. SENIOR RESEARCH SEMINAR
Staff. 3
Introduction to principles and methods of research. Each student
will write an original paper. Consent of instructor.
ECONOMICS

ECONOMIC* 419. PRINCIPLES OF INSURANCE
Mr. Pease. 3
Survey of property, casualty, and life insurance and a special emphasis on social insurance, including basic concepts and principles
of protection for business firms. Open to seniors; to others by

consent of instructor.
ECONOMICS

424.

PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICF.S

Mr. Lehman. 3
The social implications of investments; the problem of investing
funds from the individual viewpoint; analysis of types of securities;
OF INVESTMENTS

123
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methods I>I analyzing ipedfii tecuritles; evaluation of forecasting
methods Prerequisite: 211-212 or content of instructor, It is highly
deniable that a rtudent registering for this coum shall also have
had 223-224
ECONOMIC*

125

FLUCTI ITIONS IN

rm LBVBI Of PRICKS,

3
A Mud) oi national income accounting, major theories of prosperitv and depression, the rale of special interest groups in economic
fluctuations, and stabilization proposals. Prerequisite: 211-212, 315
oi consent of instructor. 'Not nffen-d in 1964-65.)
INCOME, AND EMPLOYMMTI

ECONOMICS

131

INTERNATIONAL THADB AND FINANCE

Mr King. 3
Bases of trade among nations, the theor) and inechanism of international financial transactions evaluation of international commercial and financial policies, with special reference to those of the
United States Prerequisite: -'11-212 or content of instructor.
ECONOMICS li.' ECONOMH DBVELOPMENI
Mr. Chao. 3
A survey of the Mm. tun and prohlems of the underdevelo|)ed
economies, with particular emphasis on tl"' major determinants of
economii growth. Prerequisite: 211-212.
ECONOMICS MO WASHINGTON Finn TRIP
Mr. King. 2
A trip to observe the federal government perform its economic
functions Conferences are arranged with individuals prominent in
formulating or administering governmental economic |x>licics.
Spring vacation Content of instructot
ECONOMICS

152

SEMINAI IN MATHEMATICAL

Mr Kin
K 3
Application of differential calculus and other mathematical methods to economii analysis Consent of instructor,

BOONI

ECONOMICS

161-462 [NDIVIDI U WORK FOR HONORS

TEACHING OI SOOAI

124

STUDIES

See EDUCATION 320.)

Staff.

3

Mi llolton direct! practicetetuhing and Dr. Carter
handles teacher-placement

EDUCATION
MR. CARTER, MR.
CHAIRMAN

HOLTON

(1962-65),

MR. CARTER

Teacher Preparation
is accredited by the State Department of
Education in Ohio in the teacher-preparation field of secondary
education, including junior and senior high schools. A Special
Ci'ii/icalc in Music (See Music CURRICULUM) may be obtained
<>n completion of the required courses of this curriculum.
A student registering for courses in Education may be expected
to demonstrate at least mean performance on a nationally standardized achievement test, demonstrate competence in oral and written English, and in handwriting and vocabulary. The student may
be required to submit to a speech test given by the Department
of Speech and, if found deficient, must register for appropriate
courses.
DF.NISON UNIVERSITY

A student expecting to become a teacher or a coach of athletics should confer with the members of the Department of Education as early as possible on planning an effective four-year
schedule.
A student who takes student-teaching must meet the requirements for teacher certificates in the State of Ohio. A student who
plans to meet the certification requirements of other States should
confer with the members of the Department of Education as early
i< |*>ssil)Ic in order to elect the proper courses.
Student-teaching assignments arc made in the various schools
in Granville, Newark, and Licking County. These assignments are
made by the Department of Education but responsibility for transportation to the school rests with the student.
125
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At.ijin m Education

A Sn DENI MAJORING IN EDUCATION ma) qualify for the Bachelor of Aiis <>i the Bachelor oi Science in Education degree.
The requirements foi the Bacheloi ol trts degree include 24
■erncstcr-hoiiis <>( courvs in Edm.itmn including PN\cholot»y 101
i General Psyt holog)
The requirements U>T thr BachekM of Science in Education
degree include ~ semester-hours »»t courses in Education plus
General Psyi oology
EDUCATION

213 SECONDARY SCHOOI CI HRKI HM

Mr. Carter. 3
A general orientation in the Held of the sctondan school cuiriculum to aid tin- itudenl in the understanding of factors influencing
the curriculum and ol the environment in which he will teach.
Km i uii»\ 215. HISTORY OI EDUCATION
3
This course places son* i
basis upon education in the United
States
217 CHILD IND ADOLESCENT DEVELOPMENT
Mr. Carter. 3
Psychological development especially during early periods of
growth, Listed also as PSYCHOLOOT 217
Prerequisite: (Jencral
Psst holog)
EDUCATION

HI TEACHING oi SCSENGI
Mr. Truman.
Prerequisite: 217 Offered in 1963-66 and in alternate years.)
EDUCATION

3

EDUCATION 115 METHODS OI MUSIC KOR
ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

Mr. Hunter. 3
The psychology and problems of teaching public school music applied t<» present da) practices Alternates with tl6. Prerequisite:
217. (Offered in 1964-65 and in alternate yean.)
316 METHODS OP TEAI HUM MUSK IN
HftDH S< HOOl
Mr. Hunter. 3
Alternates with 115 Prerequisite: 217. (Offered in 1964-65 and
ni alternate yean
EDUCATION

126

Couria of Study
318. EDUCATIONAL SOCIOLOOY
Mr. Valdcs. 2
LUled .i* SOCIOI.OOY 318.) Prerequisite: 217 or Sociology 207 or
iu equivalent

EDUCATION

320. TEACHING OF SOCIAL STUDIES
Mr. Valdcs.
Prerequisite: 217. (Offered first semester each year.)

EDUCATION

3

EDUCATION 325. EVALUATION OF TF.ACHINO
3
Construction and use of tests; selection of standard tests; and interiretation <>f test results.

Education 326. TEACHING OF GENERAL METHODS
IN 1 In.ii SCHOOL
Prerequisite: 217.
EDUCATION 331. TEACHING OP ENGLISH
Miss Lewis.
Prerequisite: 217. (Offered first semester every year.)
333. TEACHING OF LATIN
Mr. L. R. Dean.
Prerequisite: 217. (Offered only on demand.)

EDUCATION

3
3

2-3

335. TKACIIINC OF MATHEMATICS
Mr. Stcrrett. 3
Prerequisites: 217 and Mathematics 122. (Offered in 1965-66 and
in alternate years.)

EDUCATION

EDUCATION 339. TEACHING OF SPEECH
Mr. Hall. 2
History of rhetorical thought, psychology of language, phonetics,
the shaping of speech curriculum. Prerequisite: 217.
EDUCATION 341. TEACHING OF PUBLIC SCHOOL ART
3
Prerequisite: 217. (Offered second semester in 1965-66 and in
alternate years.)
EDUCATION 343.

TEACHING

OF MODERN LANGUAGES

Mr. F. L. Preston. 3
Prerequisite: 217. (Offered in 1964-65 and in alternate years.)
345-346. SPECIAL PROBLEMS
Staff. 2-4
Independent work on selected topics under the guidance of staff
members. Consent of chairman.
127
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152 PHYSICAL EDUCATION i"H ELEMENTARY
isu 11n;11 S.iiiiiu PROCRAMS
Miss Van Morn, Mr. Seils. 4
Principle!, Curriculum, methods and materials, tests and measurements tin the dementarj and secondar) school programs. Prerequisite: 217
Offered in 1964-65 and in alternate years.)
EDUCATION

EIH'C:AIION

i">l

Prciv(|iiisiir: 21"

IN RECREATIONAL DANCE

Miss Van Horn. 2
Offend in 1964-65 and in alternate yean.)

rm MAJOR FIELD
Director and Staff. 3
Eligibility Residence .it Denison for one year; an average grade
of B in his teaching field; .1 recommendation from the department
of the subject's in which student ex|>ects to leach: tonienl of the
staff of the Departrn, nt of Education; and acceptance by the school
officials at the school in u hich the student teaching is to take place.
EDUCATION

415.

Minions

STUDENT TEACHING IN

416. STUDENT TEACHING IN A MINOR FIELD
Eligibility: Same as EDUCATION 415.
Sole: Education 41 5 and 416 are offered l>olh semesters. The
student needs to take both courses, either concurrently or in consecutive semesters However, a student may not take more than
15 semester-hours including student teaching during the first semester he siiks experience in this area. The 15 semester-hour
maximum does not apply in the second semcsier of student teaching. The studint uill ha: e a conference eaih Thursday at 4 p.m.,
during th, fit
-• he takes studi nt tiaching.
EDUCATION

silos 120 PHILOSOPHY ••» Km CATION
Mr. Santoni. 3
An inquiry into the philosophical issues associated with education
including such problems as The School in Relation to Society and
The Aims and Value) of Education I he educational philosophies
of pragmatism, icalism. idealism, and existentialism are critically
evaluated (Listed also as PHILOSOPHY 420.)
KM I

145 SCHOOI HEALTH EDUCATION
Mr. SeiU. 3
Prim iples. organization and administration, methods, materials,
techniques ->s well *|N 'rs'v End tneasurementi in school health education Prerequisite: 217
Offered in 1964-65 and in alternate
EDUCATION

KniisiniN 161-462 IsniMi.i si
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WORK

ICJB

HONORS

Staff.

3

-*ftNB.<
From I'fl: Dr. Marshall, Mr. Kraft, Dr. Miller, Dr. Downs, Dr.
Coiuolo, Dr. Ltwis, Mr. Burkrll

ENGLISH
MB

DOWNS, MR. BENNETT, MISS LEWIS, MR. MAIIOOD, MISS

SHANNON

(on leave 1964-65), MR. MARSHALL, MR. M. E.
(on leave 1964-65), MR. KRAFT, MR.

BKOWN, MR. CONSOLO

MILLS*, MR. MISSBY, MR. BIRKETT
CHAIRMAN

(1963-66), MR. DOWNS

staff for varying periods of residence each year will be established writers, who will occupy the
endowed Harriet Ewens Beck lectureship in English. On the cainl>m in 1964 were Miss Eudora Wclty and Mr. W. D. Snodgrass.
ADDED TO THE DEPARTMENTAL

Major in English
GsMSBM. REQUIREMENTS. A student majoring in English must
eld I .\ minimum of 26 semester-hours of credit in English, including 430, and must have two college years or its equivalent of one
modern foreign language.
A student who expects to have English as a field for teaching
in secondary schools should include in his courses for certification:
230, 237, 346, and at least one semester of 211-212 or its equivalent in advanced elective courses in English Literature.
For a Major in Literature add 215 to the
General Requirements above. For a Major in Writing a minimum
of 12 semester-hours of composition must be added to the General
Requirement!. Included must be either 407-408, 361-362, or 461462.
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SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS.

Deni ml 'nu i "ifi flu//, ha
mi (Ou GE II). ImnaMJCTioM TO COMPOSITION
AMI I.I II KM I KI
Staff. 3
This "iHiiv offrri piattiir iii wrilim:. in.iiiil\ rxix>silory; (raining
In tin- organisation ill ideas ind in methods of rev-arch; and experience in analytical reading of majoi i%[«-•. of literature, ancient
and modern. (To Ix- taken m the fraehinan \r.ir. ehber semester.)
ENOLUH

K.V.1IMI 211-212 F.Niil.lSII I.IIIKMIKI
Staff. 3
A studs of major works in English Literature from tin- beginning
to the late 18th Century lust Mil.i.in
from the 18th Century
to the 2(itli Century Mcond ■—"
21V SIIAKIMI \HI
A study o( the principal playi
fered each M-nirstrr
ENGLISH

3
R<quu<tt of Fnfltih rnajori. (Of-

217. NEwawarrtNa AND BorrtNa
Mr. Bennett. 2
Extensive practice in newswriting and analysis of newspaper techniques. May 1M- taken lot .u ademu »redit twice for a maximum
of four hours but ./-». ■ BOf <<>unt tnuartl thr baiit Litrraturr reENOLUH

ijuirt int nl

ENOLUH '.'18 I lit Bllll.l. AS I.ITF.RATI RF.
ENOLUH

221

3

MOOMN AMERICAN ASH BBITUH I-ITFRATTRF.

Staff.

3

ENOII-II .'in AMERICAN I.IIIKMIKI
Staff.
A Itudy focusing primarily mi writers of tin- 1'lth Century.

3

A itudy of tin- literature since 1900.

.'17 ADVANCED COMPOSITION
Staff. 3
rheory .nu! practice in writing expository and narrative prose and
lyric poetry,
KM.II-II

2"»7. NARRATIVE WBJTINO
Offered second semestet in )*«*>_»-66.;

ENOLUH

no

Mr. Bennett.

3

Courses of Study
267. ESSAY AND ARTICLE WRITING
Offered second semester in 1964-65.)

ENGLISH

Mr. Bennett.

277. POETRY WRITINO
Offered first semester in 1965-66.)

BNOLUH

3

3

ENGLISH 310. STUDIES IN LITERATURE
Staff. 3
An intensive study of selected writers or works. May be taken more
than once for credit.
323. MILTON AND THE 17TH CENTURY
Miss Lewis. 3
A study of such representative writers as Donne, Herrick, Herbert,
or Marvell, followed by a careful reading of Milton's shorter poems and Paradise Lost. (Offered second semester in 1965-66.)
BNOLUH

324. THE ROMANTIC MOVEMENT IN ENGLAND
Mr. Marshall. 3
A brief review of the movement in the 18th Century, followed by
.i study of the works of Wordsworth, Coleridge, Byron, Shelley,
and Keats. (Offered first semester in 1964-65)
ENOUSH

329. THE ELIZABETHAN DRAMA
3
A Rudy of the drama in England from 1580 to 1642 (exclusive of
Shakes|>care), with emphasis upon the works of Marlowe and
Jonson.
ENOUSH

ENOUSH 330. THE MODERN DRAMA
Mr. Marshall. 3
A study of drama from Ibsen to the present, with emphasis upon
the works of British and American playwrights.
ENOUSH 331. NON-DRAMATIC LITERATURE OP THE
16TH CENTURY
Mr.

Brown. 3
An introduction to English prose and poetry, both lyric and narrator. (Offered first semester in 1965-66.)
332. CHAUCER AND MIDDLE ENGLISH LITERATURE
Mr. Brown. 3
I lie central concerns of the course, Troths and Criseyde and The

ENOUSH
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Dtnison Univtrnt) HulUun
Canterbury l<il>-. are considered in relation to oihrr literature in
tin- [M-niKl Offered wcond semester in 1964-65.\
135 VICTORIAN Paosi IND Poem
3
\ Mud) "! fennyson, Browning, Arnold, and two or three of this
group: dough, FittGeraM, the Rottlii, Morris, Meredith, Swinburne, Cartyle, and Rutkin Offered iccond itmretrr in 1965-66.)
BNOUSH

ENGLISH ii'i Tin V.i 01 Wn INO SATDU
MI. Burkett.
3
rhe skeptical and critical mind "t the Restoration and 18th Century as reflected in poetry, comu drama, and prose. Emphasis on
I Iryden, Swift, and Pope.
341 Tut BNOUSH NOVBI
Mr. Mahood. 2-3
The development of tin- novel during the !8th and 19th centuries.
Additional outside reading for three credits.
BNOUSH

BNOUSH 342 BNOUSH MID AMDUCAM NOVBI
1870
TO Tin PRIM M
Mr. Mahood.

2-3

Additional outside reading foi three credits,
Eunonan I.ITKRATIRF.
Mr. Downs. 3
A study in comparative literature of selected complete major works
in translation from Homer's Iliad to Silone and Sartre.
BNOUSH

343-344

REAOINOS IN

346 Tin ENOUSH LANOI MI
Mr. Kurkctt. 3
A study of the language and its development (Offered second semester in 1965-<>i>
BNOUSH

Im CONTTNI NTAL NOVI I M
CurruM
Mr. Mahood. 2
A seminar dealing primarily with the works of Nobel Prize winners (Offered lecond semester in 1965-66.)
BNOUSH UH
IIII. 20TH

BNOUSH S50 CONTEMPORAB> LTTEBATUU
Mr. Downs. 2-3
A tenunar in 20th Century American, English, and (in translation)
Buropean Literature. Additional outside reading for three credits.
(Offered first sernestei in 196346.)
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Courses of Study
F.NUI.ISII

361-362. DIRECTED STUDY

Staff.

3

l.sci ISII 373. THE AMERICAN LITERARY RENAISSANCE
Mr. Consolo. 3
A seminar dealing with authors to be chosen from Poe, Emerson,
flioreau, Hawthorne, Melville, and Whitman. (Not offered in
196445.)
375. AMERICAN REALISM AND NATURALISM
Mr. Kraft.
3
\ seminar dealing with authors to be chosen from Howells, Twain,
Jama, Norrit, Crane, and Dreiser.
KNC.LISH

BNOUSH

407-408. SEMINAR IN WRITING

Mr. Bennett.

3

410. LITERARY CRITICISM
Mr. Marshall. 3
The theory of literature, its criticism and scholarship, studied in relation to widely known poems, plays, and novels. (Offered second
-niiister in 1964-65 and in alternate years.)
BNOLMH

415. SHAKESPEARE STUDIES
A seminar for juniors and seniors, dealing intensively with selected
Shakespearean plays and focusing on certain aspects of the dramalist's work. Prerequisite: 215.
BNOLUH

430. PROBLEMS IN LITERATURE
Miss Lewis,
Mr. Consolo, Mr. Marshall. 3
An intensive course which concentrates on representative literary
types selected from the major periods of English Literature. Entails independent research. Required of all senior English majors.
(Offered first semester.)
F.NCLISH

F.NCLISH

461-462 INDIVIDUAL WORK FOR HONORS

Staff.

3

Tuonan OF ENOLISH (See EDUCATION 331.)
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Dr. (Italian
in geology
lahntal.tty

GEOLOGY AND GEOGRAPHY
MR

MAIIARP. MR. CRAIIAM

CHAIRMAN

(196447

MR GBAHAM

Mai'H in Geolog)
ASn in MI MAJOVMO IN GBOLOOV will normally !*■ working toward
a Bachelor "t & lencc degree in anticipation of going on for graduate work in Geology elvwhere. In consultation with his adviser,
he will take eight H»UIS>A in Geology in addition to Geology +00,
Geography 225 and 226. A minimum of 30 semester-hours is expecled in Mathematics, Chemistry. Physics, Biology, and Engineering Graphit i.
A student majoring in Geology who expects to teach Earth
Science in .i secondary school would normally work toward a
Bachelor <»f Aits degree, and would not be e\|>ec ted to take Geology
312 or 400 Additional Geography course! at well as Chemistry and
Biology .ire recommended A student majoring in another department who expectl to meet the requirements for Earth Science as
a second teaching field should consult with the departmental chair-

Mr. Mahard,
Mr. Graham. 4
\ study "f the earth, sun, moon relationships; latitude and longitucle; time and tides I'lienomena of the- atmosphere and oceans
leading to consideration of weather and climate. Laboratory.

GBOLOOY
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III.

EARTH SCIENCE

(I)

Courses oj Study
QgOLOOY 112. EARTH SCIENCE (II)
4
Rocks and minerals; modification of the earth's rrust; weathering
■ml agencies of erosion; water and soil; methods of historical
geology. Laboratory and field work. (Offered in spring semester.)
211. MINERALS
Mr. Graham. 3
Identification of chief rock-forming and ore minerals. Crystal system an studied. Minerals are studied in hand specimen, also as
11.laments and in thin-sections with polarizing microscope. Introduction to the study of ore depotfa. Prerequisites: 111 and 112.
GEOLOOY

212. PF.TROI.OOY
Mr. Graham. 3
Identification of chief rock kinds in hand specimen; limited work
with thin-sec tions. Classification of igneous and sedimentary rocks
considered. Introduction to sedimentation and mctamorphism.
Prerequisite: 211.
GEOLOOY

311. STRICTI;RAL GEOLOOY
Mr. Graham. 3
Study "f movement! "f solid rock and molten rock and their effo 1 u|Kin crustal features of the earth. Prerequisites: Geology 111,
112. and Geography 226.
GEOLOOY

GEOLOOY
AND

312. ADVANCED PHYSICAL GEOLOOY
GEOMORI'IIOLOOY

J

Intensive study of dynamic earth processes, both constructional and
ilcsiruc lional. which determine nature of earth's crustal features
both large and small; to|x>graphic and geologic map interpretation;
field work. Prerequisites: Geology 111, 112, and 311; and Geography 226.
GEOLOOV

315.

HISTORICAL GEOLOOY AND STRATIGRAPHY

Mr. Graham. 4
Consideration of the principles of stratigraphy and sedimentology
allied with fossil study leading to a consideration of the sequence
i geological phenomena in North America.
GEOLOOY

320.

GEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATION IN THE FIELD

Mr. Graham. 1-3
Si mly of geologic field methods, maps, and aerial pho.os as well
135

I>- i u tn / >n: i • <ifi Itt.lh

/IN

as pre-trip preparation f« Ihe spium wratlon field trip constitute a 3-hour coune Preparation and parudpanon in the field
trip constitute a 2-houi coune. A iludenl who has had Geology 111
may a|i|>K for peTBUBHOB 10 participate in ilie field trip for one
lemester-houf of credit
361-362. DKICTBO STUDOU
2-4
Individual icadim* and latioralor) won m a student's field of interest within Geology. Work in Petroleum (icology is included.

GIOLOOY

400, FIELD COURAI
6
A ina)ut m Geologl must registei I'" a summer field course offered t)\ .m\ one of a numba i»l approved universities. Upon the
Mceeasful completion of the coune, lie meiscs credit transferable
to his record at I)enison.

GEOLOOY

(.mil-,', 161-462
TBAOHINO

[NMVUMMI

oi SOXRNCI

Worn* rot HONORS

3

See EDUCATION .ill.)

Gtografjhy
is a non-major field at Denison, hut the student who
may wish to pursue this div ipline at the graduate level might major
in Economics. Sociology oi Histnr\ Such a student should elect 1215 hours in Geograph) at Denhon ami mould choose Geology at
one of his yean of icience Having completed such a program, a
student will normally have little difficulty gaining admission to a
graduate program in Geography at a hi«h-rankim; university.

GEOGRAPHY

GEOGRAPHY

111.

KARTII SIIIVI

I

Mr. Mahard,
Mr. Graham. 4

(II)

Mr. Mahard,
Mr. Graham. 4

(Listed also as (Ieoloiry 111.)
GEOGRAPHY

112.

EARTH SCIENCE

(Listed also as Geology 112.)
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Courses of Study
GEOOMFHV 22S.

GEOGRAPHY OF THE EASTERN
UNITED STATES

Mr. Mahard. 3
Geomorphk provinces, their rocks, and terrain development. Emphasis on historical geography and continuing influence of environment upon the nation's development. (Fall semester.)
GEOGRAPHY 226. GEOGRAPHY OF THE WESTERN
L'NITF.II STATES
Mr.

Mahard. 3
(ieomorphic provinces, their rocks, and terrain development. Emphasis placed on appreciation and understanding of scenery; relationships between development of the West and environmental
considerations. (Spring semester.)
230. GEOGRAPHY op SOUTH AMERICA
Mr. Mahard. 3
Environmental factors and their significance in the affairs of South
America.

GEOGRAPHY

232. GEOGRAPHY OF EUROPE
Mr. Mahard. 3
Environmental factors and their significance in the affairs of Europe; emphasis is placed u|K>n geographic factors which play a role
in current events in Europe.
GEOGRAPHY

241. GEOGRAPHY OF ASIA
Mr. Mahard. 3
Asia is broadly studied to relate the environmental situation to the
rapidly changing contemporary scene.
GEOGRAPHY

261. WORLD POLITICAL GEOCRAPHY Mr. Mahard. 3
A study of natural environment and earth-man relationships as
they bear on the current world |>olitical situation.
An AFROTC Cadet may earn credit in this course in place of
AIR SCIENCE 402.

GEOGRAPHY

361-362. DIRECTED STUDIES
Mr. Mahard. 2-4
Readings in Geography selected to enhance student's geographic
comprehension.
137

GEOGRAPHY

/>> U <<t and clou in political procrtsri
GOVERNMENT
Ma STEPHENS, Ma Moaaow
MR

BMKSMAN,

CHAIEMAN

, MR. Wnvr,

on leave 1964-65 . MR. HI RLEY

1962-65 . Ma. Wat

Samoa FELLOWS
KM

Ma BEVU

MBT-TUII

III KIM

JuNioa FELLOW

196445

CAROL HEAOOOK,

lx>is HAYES, AND

(.1 MMI I I

196445 . NANCI PINTEB
A/A/"'

rn (Vn;. rntni nt

\ STUDENI MAJORINC IN GoVBmNMENI will Complete a minimum of (I lemetter-houri "I credit in the field* of this discipline.
These include American National Government 211, either Ameni .m Government 213 or ill. and Government 300; two courses in
Comparative Government, 221 and 121 or 322; one course each
.i. International Relations, HI or 342 ; Law (351 or 352); Politji si Proceai 131 or 132 ; and Political Theory (303 or 304); and
rwo semesters of Senm Seminal 101-402 or of Honors (461-462).
A Mudent majoring in Government i*. also required to take
Introductory Economics 211 and Sociology 207.
A mcioring Ituttt nt planning to do graduate study or expecting I" "it'> tli' foreign tervici must demonstrate a reading knowl»./:.». nl a modern foreign language b\ the beginning of the senior
year
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Courses of Study
GoVHtNMI NT 211. AMERICAN NATIONAL GOVERNMENT
Staff. 3
Study of the development, structure, and operation of our national
government (Open to frahmen.)
C.i'M HNMENT 213. AMERICAN FEDERALISM
Mr. Hurley. 3
An analysis of state and local government in the American system.
Examination of the |>olitiral process as it operates and of current
probleml and tendencies in both the state and the community
systems.

221.
COMPARATIVE GOVERNMENT
Staff. 3
A comparative study of different types of modern constitutions in
relation to their social, economic, and ideological backgrounds.
Great Britain, France, and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
will IM- examined.
GOVERNMENT

( GOVERNMENT 231-232. BUSINESS LAW
Mr. Morrow. 3
A survey of law as applied to business, covering the field of contracts, property, sales, negotiable instruments, agency, partnerships,
coi-porations, insurance, bankruptcy, and labor relations. This may
not be counted toward a major in Government.
GOVERNMENT

300.

APPROACHES AND METHODOLOGY OF POLITICAL

Mr. Hurley. 3
An introduction to the major concepts, issues, and methods in the
study of politics. Emphasis will be on some of the most current
research and on the student's ability to select and design a research
project.
SCIENCE

'GOVERNMENT

303.

ANCIENT AND MEDIEVAL

POLITICAL THOUGHT

Mr. Stephens.

3

The basic theories of European government from the time of
Plato to Locke.
GOVERNMENT

304.

MODERN AND CONTEMPORARY

POLITICAL

Mr. Stephens. 3
The chief theories of European and American governments from
THOUOHT

Locke to the present.
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• I nil i' rity Hi.lt, tin
GOVKSNMENI 514 AI»MIMMRMIM POUCOU Of THE
N VTIONAI GOVERNMENT
Mr. Hurley. 3
Analysis of the formation of public policy with emphasis on the
federal policies. Examination of the forces which shape and limit
the making of polici and its administration
GovutNMBin 321,

NATIONALISM IN THI NON-WESTERN WORLD

Mr Hrakeman. 4
An .HI.IKM' <>f the patterns of nationalisni in Asia and the Middle
East with partM ulai attention to Japan, China, India, Indonesia,
and Ei*\[>t The pott-war |M>!UI< .il and economic problems of these
countries will In- analysed and compared. The role of these countries in intrrnaliMn.il [HMKHS \wll .»|v> IH* considered.
GOVKRNMF.NT 322

SOVSI GOVERNMENT AND DOMESTIC POLICIES
Mr. Win. 3
Soviet institutions are studied as meani of coercion and |>ersuasion
availahle to modern totalitarian states, i.e., use of party, army,
industry, unions, and cultuial groups as instruments of oligarchical
power. The relationship of state to worker and fanner, intellectual
and scientist, part) membei and soMJer is olwrvcd within the
Lenin, Stalin, and Khrushchev eras.

GovERJfMBNi 33!. POUTICAI PSRIIIS AND POLITICS Mr. W'irt. 3
Party htltor) in terms of economk and social movements. Analysis
of party structure, including group < om|K»ition, voting behavior,
machinery, and finances, Interpretation of party operations in the
electoral process and government functions; nature of party responsibility.
332 Pt sue OPINION AND POLITICAL PROCESSES
Mr. Wirt. 3
Analysis of tin- nature of puhlit opinion, how it is revealed, crystallized, and manipulated, Within this framework such items are
studied as opinion polling, institutions of social control, interest
group activity and policies, the channels of commiuucataon, propaganda techniques, and non-rational factors in politics.
GOVERNMENT

'.\\\. IMKB.NATIONAL RELATIONS Mr. Brakeman. 4
Analysis of the theoretical and practical prohlems of international
politks in a nu« leai age Particular attention vx ill !*• paid to current
GOVKRNMKM
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Courses of Study
problem! ol U.S. foreign policy and to the evolution of political
community at the international level as expressed in the United
Nation! and in the European institutions.
GovMtNMINT 342. INTERNATIONAL LAW AND ORGANIZATION
Mr. Brakeman. 3
\n examination of traditional and contemporary international law
and legal prohtems of international organizations. The impact of
tin- IN Charter on international law, recent trends in the study
of international law, the relation of law to politics and to the reix.iti<.11 of international conflict will be considered.
GOVERNMENT 351. CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

Mr. MoiTOW. 4

I he American Constitutional system through the decisions of the
Supreme Court; relationships between state and federal governments; recent trends in jurisprudence.
352. INTRODUCTION TO THE LAW
Mr. Morrow. 3
The history and meaning of law; the development of legal reasoning and philosophy; instrumentalities for the protection of rights;
and the structure of the legal profession. For prr-law students.
GOVERNMENT

360. WASHINGTON FIELD TRIP
Mr. Win. 2
A trip to observe the federal government in o|>cration and to dis(uss significant issues with top officials. After intensive preparation,
students spend the spring vacation in conference with policy advisers, makers, and administrators. Consent of instructor.
GOVERNMENT

GOVERNMENT

361-362. DIRECTED STUDY

Staff.

3

401-402. SEMINAR
Staff. 2
Designed to give the student an opportunity to learn the techniques and methodology of sound research. The student will explain and defend a thesis before the other members of the seminar.
Required of all non-honors' seniors majoring in Government.
GOVERNMENT

GOVERNMENT

461-462. INDIVIDUAL WORK FOR HONORS

TEACHING OP SOCIAL STUDIES

Staff.

3

(See EDUCATION 320.)
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Dim

< '

Bullrtin

lll-K IKV
MK

STRATTON, MK

MR

\\

Sot i ii. .MI. MR CHESSMAN, MR. POLLOCK,

PRESTON, MK

WATSON, MK

HUCKARV

(on leave 1964-

63 , Ma TOOD, MR WILHELM, MR LEVER, MR. BALCSR
CHAIRMAN

196346 , MR. STRATTON
\l.. tor in H

A SIIIIIM MAJORING IN History must lake at least 2i semesternoun in ihii department .mil Western Civilization (History 101102 Required coursei include History 211 and 231, and enough
work in An in. .in and Modern European Histor) to give him the
basii competence in those areas expected in the Comprehensive
Examination Othei courses, to .i maximum "f 10 hours (including
Western Civilization ma) l» lelected from the (our areas of the
Histor) curriculum Honors' candidates ma) take 46 hours.
A working knowledge "I .i foreign language is normally required
of all majors; .''■■• planning on gradual! school should start a
,,,,,. .
M l gradual! ichooL require a reading t.i.
/
■ and <>. rmai

/
Mr. WUhrln . Mi !■■■. !>• Soulhgate, Dr. Stratton,
D, /'. U, ■ . !)■ /'■• ■ i Mi I ■■■ !>■ < hrssman

'

7

Dr. Watson lecturing
tm Western ciutiuatton

101-102 (OLOGE 21-22). WESTERN CIVILIZATION
Staff. 4
An investigation of the origins and development of Western culture
.IIKI insliliitions. (To lx' i.iki-n in the freshman or sophomore year.)
HISTORY

HISTORY 211. MODERN EUROPE Messrs. Pollock, Watson, Lever. 4
\n examination of European Society from the mid-17th Century
until World War II in the light of the forces which mold its ati tudei and institutions. Consent of instructor.
221-222. AMKRICAN CIVILIZATION
Messrs. Chessman, Preston, Todd. 3
\ I prehentive survey of the History of America from colonial
lima 10 the pntent Political, diplomatic, social, economic, and
iiiirlieciu.il development! will be included.
HISTORY

HuTOav 231. HISTORICAL RESEARCH AND HISTORIOGRAPHY
Staff. 3
A itudy of methods of historical research and writing, of the conceptl with which the historian must deal, and some writings
ol the great historians and of their differing views on the nature
and purpotM of the historical discipline. A number of research
papers and essays are required. (Offered each semester.)
301. THE COLONIAL PF.RIOO OF AMERICAN HISTORY
Mr. Todd. 3
A study of the economic, social, and political aspects of American
History dining the 17th and 18th centuries. (Offered ill alternate
yean.)
HISTORY

303. THE AMKRICAN FRONTIER
Mr. Wilhdm. 3
I he frontier in American economic, political, and cultural de-

HISTORY
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/). noon I 'nil. rriry Hull, in:
velopmenl Prerequisite: 221-222 CM consent ol inMnictor. {Offered
in alternate yean
HisTCMn 305 Racun Amsm vs Human
Mr Chessman, Mr tattoo, 3
The political, economic, tocial, and constitutional History of the
era of "normalcy," tin- crash and tin- great depression, the New
Deal, World War II. and the pott-war problems of peace and reconstruction Prerequisite: 221-222 ■" consent ol Instructor.
lii-n.ki 107 \MIRK\N DIPIX>MAT« Hnroav
Mr. Wilhelm. 4
■\ nirve] ol American Diplomats! Histor) since the Krvolution.
emphasizing the establishmenl ol principles of foreign [Hiliry, the
territorial expansion <>i the 19th Century, and the rise to world
powet in the 20th Centurj (Offered in ahemate yean.)
rllSTORY 109 AMI Hi- v\ EoONOMK llisroav
Mr. Preston. 3
The rise of modern industrial capitalism in the I'nitcd Slates, with
an emphasis upon the relationship of economic and ix>litical developments Prerequisite 221-222 oi content of instructor.
ill AHUUCAN SOCIAL INO INTBLUOTVAL HISTO«Y
Mr Chessman. 3
A stud) "i selected problemi in American v«i.il and intellectual
development Prerequisite 221-222 n content of Instructor.
HISTOR*.

HISTORY 121 GREI I
Mr. Balcer. 3
The political, tocial, economic, and cultural Hittory of ancient
Greece from the Minoan era to the Empire of Alexander the Great.

123 Rom
M,. Baker. 3
The constitutional, imperial, economic, intellectual, and religious
Histor) nl the Roman Republii and Empire to the 5th Century
AD.
HIITORS

Hirrosn 133-334. THI Mmou Aoca
Mr. Southgate. 3
A teminai in the development of European ideas and institutions
in.MI the high Middle Ages to the Renaissance. (Offered in alternate years
III

jf; $
Di Soulhgalt discount i
■ I |£M6I ''i<i« England

HlSTCXW 335. BNOLAMD IN THE MIDDLE ACES
Mr. Southgate. 3
Bnglilh constitutional and social Histor>' from the Nonnan Conquol l<> MHS.
342. ENOIAND UNDER THE TUDORS AND STUARTS
Mr. Southgate. 3
A study of English social and cultural Histor>' and of the development of the English constitution against the background of the
political History of the 16th and 17th centuries.
HISTORY

343. MODERN BRITAIN
Mr. Watson. 3
A political, social, and cultural history of Great Britain from 1715
In the present.

HISTORY

345. FRANCE (1589-1815)
Mr. Huckaby. 3
The social, economic, and political development of France from
1189 to 1815 with special attention to the eras of Louis XIV and
the French Revolution and Napoleon. (Offered in alternate years.)
HISTORY

347. SURVEY OF RUSSIAN HISTORY
Mr. Huckaby. 3
A study of the development of Russian civilization and the state
from tin- Middle Ages to the present.
HISTORY

HISTORY 349. MODERN GERMANY
Mr. Lever. 3
A study of the political, economic, and social History of Germany
from 1789 to the present. (Offered in alternate years.)
HISTORY 351. DIPLOMATIC HISTORY OF EUROPE IN THE 19TH AND
20TH GENTURIES
Mr- Lever. 3

A study of European international relations since the Napoleonic
period. (Offered in alternate years.)
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Hisrom

153

WORLD

1

WAR

AND

ITS

AFTERMATH

Mr. Pollock.

3

Offeied in alternate vears.)
HISTORY

354

WORLD WAR

II

AND CONTEMPORARY WORLD EVENTS

Mr Pollock.

3

Offered in alternate vears ^
HlMoRY

159

Kllllll II At

HlsloHS of MODERN Et'ROPE ( 17th

and 18th Centuries
Mr. Huckaby. 3
The main currenn of WcMern European thought examined as
responses to icienlific, ecoootnic, social, and political developments
in eras of profound i hange
Offered in alternate years.)
HlSTOBY 156 INTSJASJ 11 si HtSTOBi
and 20th centum-'Offered in alternate yean

(I9th
Mr. Watson. 3

OF MODERN EI ROPE

371. CHINA
Mr. Stratum. 3
\ surve) ol the origin and formation of the basic patterns of
Chinese ti.uliiion.il i iwh/.itinn. the Western impart and China's
response, and tin- rite of Communion in modern China. (Offered
in alternate \<-.irs
HISTORY

HltTOBV >7 S JIHN
Mr. Stratton. 3
An analyiii of tin- origins and development of Japan's traditional
s(Ki<-t\. lici modernization ami expansion, and suliseciuent reorganization MUM- World Uai II (Offered in alternate yean.)
HlSTOM <~~> INDIA
Mr. Stratton. 3
Investigation of tin- origin and formation of India's traditional
Hindu culture, followed l>\ consideration <»( the Moslem and Western intrusions, the use of Indian nationalism, and the problems
of independent India and Pakistan. 'Offered in alternate years.)
HISIOKY 177 ASIAN IIISIOR-I (Mi Ci LURE
Mr. Stratton. 3
A course combining lectures, directed reading, and preparation of a
research paper on Mime aspect of a coordinating theme to be determined b) students' interests Prerequisite: Previous study in any
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,1, parlmenl of Asian materials or consent of instructor. (Offered
in alternate years.)
381. AnucA
Mr. Pollock. 3
A survey of the History of suh-Saharan Africa from the earliest
times through World War I with emphasis on the 19th and 20th
centuries). (Offered in alternate years.)
HISTORY

383. CONTEMPORARY AFRICA
Mr. Pollock. 3
A study of Africa south of the Sahara from the end of World War
1 to the present, through a comparative analysis of economic, social,
[Kiliiical, and similar problems as they relate to the various nations
and regions.
HISTORY

HISTORY

361-362. DIRECTED STUDY

Staff.

3

HISTORY 431-432. SEMINARS
Staff. 3
Seminars are open to superior students with consent of the instructor These courses will involve the preparation of a research paper,
and (as registration warrants) will be offered in the following
fields:

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

Early American History
American Frontier
American Diplomatic History
American Social and Intellectual History
American Political and Economic History
Tudor England
Modern England
Far Eastern History
Africa: South of the Sahara Desert
The Enlightenment in Europe
Modern European Intellectual History

Mr. Todd
Mr. Wilhelm
Mr. Wilhelm
Mr. Chessman
Mr. Preston
Mr. Southgate
Mr. Watson
Mr. Stratton
Mr. Pollock
Mr. Huckaby
Mr. Watson

461-462. INDIVIDUAL WORK FOR HONORS

Staff. 3

HISTORY

TEACHING OF SOCIAL STUDIES

(See EDUCATION 320.)
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Dr. (iiuiim no,.'

limit nl- informally at I'ninn

MAIIIF.MAI l( S
MR KATO, MtM UM/II. MR SII.RRITI, MR. GRI-IIIN, MR.
ROBERTS, MR PUNTKI on leave Kcond wiuwim 1964-6.V, MR.
K SRISN
CHAIRMAN

SENIOR FEU
GEOSK K

1963-66
WS

MR

1964-65

GauMM
KATHUM

SCHWAM

and NANCY

1964-65
In »MC McCmssiv, SANDRA L'PDEORAVE, REBEO v RoEBI I K. and PATMCM DAVIDSON

JUNIOR FELLOWI

Major m Sfathi mdtict
MINIMI M RKO^ nsMBNTS lor a major in Mathematics for a B.A.
degree are five Kmestei oounai Qumbered alK>\-c 300, plus 491192. Minimum requirement! (or a major in Mathematics for a
B.S degree are four fuU-yeai counei nuinl>ercd above 300, plus
191-492 TheK four full-yeai counei mutt comiM of two taken in
the junior year and two in the senior year. An exception to this
iiilc will lx- made for a student doirm an honors project during
tin- senior yeai Thai siudent mas elect to lake a single year-course

ItH

Courses of Study
(in addition to 491-492) while working on honors, provided he
ILI- t.ikrii three full-year courses during the junior year.
A student desiring recommendations for graduate study in
mathematics should take a U.S. major. A reading knowledge of
.11 least one foreign language—French, German, or Russian—is
.I1M> recommended.
A student who plans to teach in secondary schools is advised
to lake 321,365, and 375.
Mathematics 101, 102, 103, 107, and 205-206 arc designed for
tin- students majoring in Biology, Economics, Psychology, or the
Sodal Siiences. These courses Ho not count toward a major in
Math* niatics.
Mn

101 (OLD GE 40a). DISCRETE PROBABILITY
s
Staff. 3
Expected value, tests of hypotheses, and confidence intervals applied to binomial, geometric, and Poisson models; correlation.
HEMATICS

MOI.U

MMIIIMATICS 102. ELEMENTARY ANALYSIS
Staff. 3
Basic concepts in analytic geometry and Calculus. Prerequisite:

11)1.
103. CONTINUOUS PROBABILITY MODELS
Staff. 3
Applications |>ertaining to the normal, chi-squarc, F and t distriluiiions; linear regression. Prerequisites: 102, or 101 and proficiency
MATHEMATICS

in 102, or 101 and 121.
MATHEMATICS 107. SOCIAL STATISTICS
Staff. 3
Adapted to students in Personnel Administration, Psychology, and

Sociology.
MATHEMATICS

121-122.

ELEMENTARY

MATHEMATICAL

ANALYSIS

Staff. 4
Inlroduces elementary ideas of The Calculus at the start and uses
them throughout the course in an integrated study of topics in
algebra and analytic geometry, including an introduction to solid
inalytic geometry. A fifth hour will be arranged for a part of the
149
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first semester for students who hasc had no plane trigonometry.
Prerequisite: Three scars of high school Mathrnutics, 101 (GE
H i.i . 01 I1 >iwnt of instructor.
MATHEMATICS 205-206 ECONOMIC STATUTICI
Staff. 3
Adapted to itudcnu in Economic! Content of instructor. 7"Aii
couru :i ill not 6c ofjrnii aflrr thf /96-f-o\5 a,adrr>iic yrar.

MATHEMATICS

211-212

FBIMIMSS

HoMOM SF.cmoN

IN ELEMEN-

Staff. 4
An honors courv for selected frrshmrn treating of analytic
geometrs and aii intioduction t* > The Caleuhai as an integrated
t oune
TAL MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS

MuniM.it. 221-222 IIII(MCIM>
Staff. 4
Includes such topics as linear algebra, partial differentiation, multifile integrals, and expansion of fun lions into infinite series. Prerequisite: 122 or consent of inatiuctoi
MATHEMATICS

.ir.iiiH

PROBABILITY

AND

MATHEMATICAL

STA-

Staff. 4
Prohabilits models, eeneraling functions, limit theorems, stochastic
procewff, estimation of parameters, tests of hy|x>theses, regression.
Required: 321 taken concurrendy.
TISTICS

MATHEMATICS 313

SOPHOMOBE

HoNOBS

SECTION

IN

THE

( i i s
Staff. 4
Includes su< li topics as linear algebra, partial differentiation, multiple integrals, infinite vim, and an introduction to differential
CAM

equatiom Prerequisite: 212.
MATHEMATICS

321-322. ADVANCED ANALYSIS

Staff. 4

Principal topics are partial cliflerentiation, Kiemann and Stieltjes
integrals, indeterminate forms, infinite series, improper integrals,
Fourier series, and l-aplace transform. Prerequisite: 222.
MATHEMATICS

351-352

DufBMNTtAL

EQIATIONS AND

Staff. 4
Linear differential ecpiations. existence theorems and numerical
NI'MEBICAL ANALYSIS
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inHoatiaa techniques, error analysis, and numerical analysis. Prerequfctat: 222 for 351; 322 is co-requisite for 352.
MATHEMATICS

361-362. DIRECTED STUDY

Staff.

3

365-366. MODERN ALGEBRA
Staff. 4
Iniinduction to concepts of Algebra: Number system, theory of
numbers, determinants, matrices, domains, rings. Consent of instructor. (Offered in 1965-66 and in alternate years.)
MATHEMATICS

MATHEMATICS 375. MODERN GEOMETRY
Staff. 3
An introduction to modern geometries. Prerequisite: 222. (Offered in 1964-65 and in alternate years.)

421-422. THEORY OF FUNCTIONS
Staff. 4
Introduction to complex analysis in the first semester. Topics such
as analytic functions, integrals, series, and conformal mapping will
!»• discussed. The second semester will include an introduction to
real analysis and an analytic approach to such topics as measure
theory, integration, Hilbert and Banach spaces. Prerequisite: 322
nr consent of instructor.
MATHEMATICS

MATHEMATICS

461-462. INDIVIDUAL WORK FOR HONORS

Staff. 3

471-472. TOPOLOGY
Staff. 4
Introduction to the theory of topological spaces. Topics such as
separation, metrizability, connectedness, compactness, and homotopy groups will be discussed. The second semester will be a continuation of the first with a topological approach to such topics
as approximation, integration, Hilbert and Banach spaces. Prerequisite: 322 or consent of instructor.

MATHEMATICS

491-492. SENIOR COLLOQUIUM
Staff. 1
Required o\ all seniors majoring in Mathematics. Students will prepare and present no more than two research papers during their
senior year.
MATHEMATICS

^.ACHING OF MATHEMATICS

(See EDUCATION 335.)
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IjinguaK' tahh I '
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i

.il apf'luation of Iraming

MODERN LANGUAGES
MR SCCC*, MB r 1. PUBTOM on lease second semester, 196465 MR Sum. MR EHONT, MR JONAITIS. MR HIRSHI U<. Ma.
JOSEPH, MI-- <.RS- MR F.-MM VI\ MR ESPINOSA, MRS. EMONT
( PART-TIMI

196447 . MR STBBU
oi ihc COUIMI offered by the department is to
give die Mlldenl ;i firm command ci( the MHikrn and written foreign
language through widen fir ran gain an appreciation of the literature, art. science, and other cultural .u hiesemenls of Western culture. In addition to ex(ellrnt library facilities at the disposal of
students, a modern, automatic efectronfa language laboratory supplements work in the c laaHIMII by offering further opportunity for
audio-lingual practice and drill. A student registered in language
courasi i- recniired to apend two to three hours' drill each week in
the lalx>ratory as part of his outside preparation.
A student wishing to spend .i summer. I vmester, or the junior
\e.ir .ilim.ul with offn i.ills sponsored and supervised programs
should consult member! of the department. ()p|x»rtunities to perfect
the student's command of the language are prmided on the campus

CHABMAN

TIIK C'.IIIKF AIM
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Count of Study
In the language tablet, foreign movies, club meetings, field trips,
and similar activities supervised by the department.
Certification by the Department of Education of the State
ni Ohio requim a minimum of 20 semester-hours of credit in one
language (above the 111-112 level). A student desiring certification in two languages needs 20 hours' minimum in each language.
111-112 may be counted in the second language only.
TEACHING OF MOHERN LANOUAOF.S

(See

EDUCATION

343.)

General Departmental Regulations
\ Sit mNi DBSIBJNO TO MAJOR in the department or to receive a
leaching certificate should begin his course work in the freshman
year A Kudent wishing to fulfill the basic requirement in Language
(6 hours) by continuing the language begun in secondary school
should also begin his course work in the freshman year. Under no
(ircumitance may a student receive credit at Denison by repeating
a course for which he received credit in secondary school and
thereby admission to Denison. A student beginning a language
he has never studied before may fulfill the basic requirement in
Language by successfully completing 111-112. A student continuing
a language studied in high school for two years may fulfill the
basic requirement in Language by successfully completing 211-212.
A student with one year's study in high school will need 112 and
211 to fulfill the basic Language requirement. The basic requirement in Literature (3 hours) may be fulfilled by successfully completing any literature course at the 300-level.
Major in French, German, or Spanish
in French, German, or Spanish include a minimum of 26 semester-hours above the 211-212 level. At
least a reading knowledge (211-212) of a second modern language
is highly desirable for a major in the department. If only one
language is studied, a student is not permitted to receive credit
for more than 40 semester-hours (not counting 201-202).
If more than one language is studied, the total hours in the
department may not exceed 60 semester-hours.
A student with more than 60 semester-hours in all courses
in the department must earn excess-hours over and above the 132
KKQUIRF.MF.NTS FOR A MAJOR
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I ■ i . '.ill Built tin

I)i m

Ner-houn required lor ui.ulu.nion for the hours exceeding 60.
Ki MUM i- s NON-MAJO* Finn Courses in Italian and in Portuguese in.n lie ottered ujHin demand of ten or more students. A
Itudenl ma) idecl his major afhtef after initial consultation with
the < h.nrtn.iii of the department

FRENCH
MR

SH.OR. MR

JIISKPH. MR*

V

1

PaUTOM,

MR

KMHST. MR

JONAITIS,

Ma.

EMI N I

111-112 BM.INNIN.. PUNCH
Staff. 4
Drill in sentence patterns Special attention to pronunriation and
oral work Composition and reading. Tsso to three hours each week
in the language laboraton are required. Does not count as credit
toward a major. Not open to"*those who have previously studied
French. No credit is given foi /// unless 112 it completed. A student with one seal of credit in high ichool French may register
(or 112.
FBKNCH

Phi m it 2IH-2II2 ARIA STUDY: FaANcF.
Mr. Secor. 2-3
The cultural background and Hgtrifieant contemporary sociological
and economic problems of France; its |xnition in the affairs of the
world today, and its relation to the United States. Attendance at
the third class-hour and tpffial rc|xirts are required of the student
desiring three hours of i redil Conducted in the English language.
211-212 iNTBMilMATt FRENCH
Staff. 3
Renew of sentence patterns, conversation, and reading of modern
Frent h prose Drill in the language lal>oratory is required. Prerequisite: 111-112 or two vears of high school French. A student with
three years of high school French is enrolled in a special section
of 211-212.
FRINCII

FMNCH 213-214. [NUMMDUn CONVERSATION
Staff. 2
Intensive practice in audio-lingual skills on the intermediate level.
At least two hours each week in the language laboratory are required. Composition as required. (Either semester may be taken
without the other.1 Prerequisite: 111-112; to accompany or to
follow 211.
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Dr. F L. Preilon at controls in language laboratory
PUNCH 311-312. INTRODUCTION TO FRENCH LITERATURE
Staff. 3
Novels by such 20th Century authors as Gide, Mauriac, Sartre,
Duhamcl. Colette, Sainl-Exupery, Proust, and Camus (first semester . Readings from Villon, Konsard, DuBellay, Rabelais, Moni.iiL'nc, Corneille, Racine, Moliere, La Fontaine, Voltaire, Rousseau, Chateaubriand, Lamartine, Flaubert, and Hugo (second semester Class discussion, outside reading, and tenn paper are
required. Conducted in French. Prerequisite: 211-212 or four
yean of high school French.
313-314. ADVANCED CONVERSATION
Staff. 2
Intensive practice in audio-lingual skills on the advanced level.
1 lebates, short speeches, oral reports are required. At least two hours
earh week in the language laboratory are required. Conducted in
Prtnek. Prerequisite: 213-214 or registration in 311. (Offered in
1965-66 and in alternate years.)
FRENCH

317. 17TH CENTURY LITERATURE
Mr. Emont. 3
French classicism from Malherbe and Descartes to the theatre of
Comeille, Moliere, and Racine, and their contemporaries, Pascal,
Bossuet, La Fontaine, La Rochefoucauld, La Bruyire, and Boileau,
and Mines, de Sivigne and Lafayette. Class discussion, outside
reading, and writing of term papers are required. Conducted in
Prtnek. Prerequisite: 311-312.
FRENCH

318. 18TH CENTURY LITERATURE
Mr. Preston. 3
Voltaire, Rousseau, Montesquieu, Diderot, and the leading playFRENCH
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; Hull, tin
U am! nOVetitU I'l (lie CentUT) ( l.l-s cliv -iission. outside reading, and terra papa are required Conducted in Franck. Prertqu.-m 111-312
119 19TH IIVIHI Pnoei INH POKTRV
Mr. Sccor. 3
Novelists i hateaubriand through Balzac, Flaubert, <lr Maupassant
to contemporar) -mt 1 n-t-- i ritics Sainte-Beuve, Taine, Kenan.
Poett: From the Romanticists through the Symbolists, Class cliacuanon, outside reading, trim papei are required, ('onductrd in
Pinch Prerequisite: 31 1-312.
FUNI H

320 19TH AND 20TH Currtmv THZATM Mr. Secor. 3
rhe Romantic, Realistic-Social, Naturalistic Schools, and modern
trends including Camus, Anouilh, Montherlant, and C.latidrl. ('lass
disnitnon, OUtaide reading, and term [>.t|>er arr required. Conducted in Frtnth Prerequisite (11-312
PUNCH

PUNCH

161-382 Dtwcrao STUDY

Staff. 3

Wl-402 Paow.iMi m \RHSUHV
Mr. Sccor. 3
A terminal integrating course "I independent study to be taken in
the s,-miir yeai by the student majoring in tin' transdepartmental
sequent •• ARI » ">i' n KRSM I
PUNCH 115-416 ADVANCES PUNCH OBAMIMN AMP WHIM
Mr. Seror. 2
Intensive grammai review and composition on the advanced level.
Prerequisite: 111-312 Offered in l<<64-65 and in alternate years.)
PUNCH

UK SINK* SUUMAI
Staff. 2
\
need study of special problem based on student's needs,
knowledge, and interests
PUNCH

FRENCH

161-462 INDTVUNJAL WORK FOR HONORS

Staff.

3

GERM \\
MR

HIRMIIIR. MK

F.MIM MAN, MISS GRAS. MRS. EMONT

111-112 BBOINNTNO QBBMAN
Staff. 4
Drill in sentence patterns Special attention to pronunciation and
oral «"iK Composition and reading. Two to three hours each
GUMAN
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week IR required in Ihe language laboratory. Does not count as
.■,,lil toward a major. Not o|>en to those who liave previously
studied Gentian. No crtdit is granted for III unless 112 is competed. A student with one year of credit in high school German
ma) register for 112.
OuUIAN 201-202. AREA STUDY: GERMANY
Mr. Hirshlcr. 2-3
I In- cultural and historical development of Germany; present problems. |>osition in world affairs, and relations to the United States.
Attendance at the third class-hour and special re]>orts required
of the student desiring three hours of credit. Conducted in the
English language.
211-212. INTERMEDIATE GERMAN
Staff. 3
Review of sentence patterns, conversation, and introduction to
(ierman classics. Drill in the language laboratory is required. Special
MCtiM) for students desiring readings in scientific German literature. Prerequisite: 111-112 or two years of high school German.

GERMAN

GutMAM 213-214. INTERMEDIATE CONVERSATION
Staff. 2
Intensive practice in audio-lingual skills on the intermediate level.
AI least two hours each week in the language laboratory are required. Composition and letter-writing as required. (Either scmest.-r may be taken without the other.) Prerequisite: 111-112.
311-312. INTRODUCTION TO GERMAN LITERATURE
Staff. 3
Readings from leading German literary figures of the 20th Century
such as Kafka, Thomas Mann, Rilke, Hofmannstal, Brecht. The
drama (first semester); prose and poetry (second semester). Prerequisite: 211-212 or three or four years of high school German.

GERMAN

313-314. ADVANCED CONVERSATION
Mr. Hirshler. 2
Intensive practice in audio-lingual skills on the advanced level.
<:, Motion as needed. At least two hours in the language laboratory are required each week. Conducted in German. Prt're1^s',!i
213-214 or 211-212 or consent of instructor. (Offered in 1965-bo
and in alternate years.)
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Di •

•: / *ti. riir) Bulltttn

GlBMAN UT GERMSN CLASSICS
Staff. 3
I oaring. Schiller, and the classical German drama. Prerequisites:
212. 214 or three years of high school German. (Offered in 19646!i and in alternate years.)
318. Gocrm'l WORKS
Staff. 3
Selectkmi Prerequisites. 212. 317. 319 or consent of instructor.
(Offered in 1966-67 and in alternate years.)

GERMAN

GutMAN 319. I9TH Cummv Paon
Staff. 3
Beginning with the Romanticists and including recent literary
movements lipiflMnHlrt b) Hauptmaan, Schnitzler, Thomas Mann,
and other leading writen Prerequisite: Same as for 317. (Offered
in l%'>-66 and in alternate years.)
320 19TH CBmntV DRAMA
Staff. 3
Kleisi. Orfllparaer, Hehbcl, Haiiptmann. and others. Prerequisite:
Same as for 318. (Offered in 1965-66 and in alternate years.)

GERMAN

GERMAN

161-382 OBJECTED STUDY

Staff.

3

4iil-4<l2 PROBLEMS IN AREA STUDY
Mr. Hirshler. 3
A terminal integrating course of independent study to be taken in
the senior yeai bj the student majoring in the transdepartmental
sequence. AREA STI'DY: GERMANY.

GERMAN

GERMAN

113-414

CoMPOamOM ANI> GRAMMAR
Mr. Eshelman. 2
Intensive grammai revien and compoaltlon on the advanced level.
Prerequisite: 311-312. (Offered in 1964-65 and in alternate years.)

GERMAN

11 'i SURVEY or GERMAN LITERATURE BEFORE 1700

V'UMIII

Staff. 3
GBRMAN

Hfi. Si H\I\ oi 'IKRMAS I.ITKRATIRF. AITKR 1700
Staff. 3

GERMAN 161-462 INDTVIDUAI WORK roa HONORS
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Staff.

3

Courses of Study
RUSSIAN
MR. JONAITIS

111-112. BEGINNINO RUSSIAN
4
Drill in sentence patterns. Special attention to pronunciation and
oral work. Composition and reading. Two to three hours each
week are required in the language laboratory. Not open to those
who have previously studied Russian. No credit is granted for 111
unleis 112 is completed. A student with one year of Russian in
high school may register for 112.
KI MUM

I; ..us 211-212. INTERMEDIATE RUSSIAN
3
Review of sentence patterns, conversation, and reading of modern
Russian prose. Drill in the language laboratory is required. Prerequisite: 111-112 or two years of high school Russian.
RUSSIAN

361-362. DIRECTED STUDY

3

SPANISH
MR. STEELE, MISS GRAS, MR. ESPINOSA

111-112. BEGINNING SPANISH
Staff. 4
Drill in sentence patterns. Special attention to pronunciation and
ur.il work. Composition and reading. Two to three hours each
week are required in the language laboratory. Does not count as
, ndit toward a major. Not open to those who have previously
studied Spanish. No credit is granted for III unless 112 is compitted. A student with one year of Spanish in high school may
register for 112.
SPANISH

SPANISH

201-202. AREA STUDY: LATIN AMERICA

Mr. Espinosa 2-3
The cultural background and significant contem|K>rary sociological
and economic problems of Latin America; its position in the affairs
"I the world today, and its relation to the United States. Attendance at the third class hour and special reports are required of
thon desiring three hours of credit. Conducted in the English language.
159

j*

Dr. SterU conducts convertalion in Sj>ani\h

211-212. INIUHBOUII SPANISH
Staff. 3
KtevieM in lentence patterns, conversation, and reading of modern
Spanish prase Drill in tin- language laboratory is required. Prerequisite: 111-112 ">r two yean <>f high school Spanish, A student
with three yean of Spanish in hiirh school is enrolled in a special
Mi lion of 211.

SPANISH

211-211 INIUMIMAD CONVKBSATIOM
Mr. Steele. 2
Intensive practice in audio-lingual skills on tin- intermediate level.
Free composition oral and written. At least two hours each week
in the language laboratory an required. Either semester may be
taken without the othei Prerequisite: 111-112.

SPANISH

noN TO SPANISH I.ITKRATURE
Mr. Steelr. 3
An introduction i" the culture of Spain: Characteristics of modern
Spain as Ken through ill history, geography, art, and literature,
with primary attention to reading examples of important literary
works ol principal periods in tin- country*! inltural history: the
l>t-ginninKs, Golden Age, Romanticisni, Kcalism, the Generation of
'98, and contemporary literature. Prerequisite: 211-212 or four
yean of high school Spanish
SPANISH

160

111-312 INTI

Courses of Study
S13-3I4. ADVANCED CONVERSATION
Mr. Espinosa. 2
Intensive practice in audio-lingual skills on the advanced level.
Oral reports, class discussions, speeches. Prerequisite: 213-214 or
211-212 or consent of instructor. (Offered in 1964-65 and in alternate u-ars.)
SPANISH

J17-318. HISPANIC LITERATURE TO 1700
Mr. Steele. 3
lin|H»rtani authors and works of the Spanish Middle Ages, Renaisance, anil (Jolden Age including El Cid, El libro de buen amor,
the ballad, La Celestina, the Picaresque novel, Golden Age drama,
Cervantes, and Colonial literature. Prerequisite: 311-312. (Offered
in 1164-65 and in alternate years.)
SPANISH

unSH 319-320. HISPANIC LITERATURE SINCE 1700 Mr. Steele. 3
\ preliminary view of 18th Century neo-classic tendencies followed
bv a study of Spanish and Spanish-American authors and works
with attention to the following genres, periods, or movements:
costumbrismOt Romanticism, Realism and Naturalism, modernismo,
Gaucbo literature, and the Generation of '98, the Spanish-American novel, 20th Century poetry, and the post-war Spanish novel.
Prerequisite: 311-312. (Offered in 1965-66 and in alternate years.)
M

SPANISH

361-362. DIRECTED STUDY

Staff.

3

SPANISH 401-402. PROBLEMS IN AREA STUDY
3
A terminal integrating course of independent study to be taken
in the senior year by the student majoring in the transdepartmental
■equence, AREA STUDY: LATIN AMERICA.

413-414. ADVANCED COMPOSITION AND SYNTAX
2
Intensive grammar review and composition on the advanced level.
Prerequisite: 311-312. (Offered in 1965-66 and in alternate
yean
SPANISH

418. SENIOR SEMINAR
Staff. 2
Advanced study of special problems based on student's needs,
knowledge, and interests.
SPANISH

SPANISH

461-462. INDIVIDUAL WORK FOR HONORS

Staff. 3
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From left: Dr. Eichman,
Mr l.anon, Mr. Osbornr,
Ml Hunhi. Mr. Fischer

MUSIC
BaCHHAN PArr-nm . MR LARSON, MR HUMTHI, MR.
(on leave 1964-65 . MR FISCHER, MR OSBORNR, MR.
YOUNO, MR AARON. MR BRAM.FY PART-TIME . MR BAKER (PARTrmB), MR IKRRIMSS I'SRIMMI
MR

BEIXINO

CHAIRMAN

1196447 . MR

HI MTU

Major

Mu.

Limn grant credit, as indicated, toward die Bachelor of Art! degree, thr Bachelor of Muiii degree, or the Bachelor
of Musi. Music Education l. Any Rodent in the University may
elect counet to .i maximum of i" leiuertei-houri under the B.A.
degree, or 78 hours under the Mus.B. degree. Those who are studying for a degree in Applied MUM . Music Education, or Music
Theory and Composition «ill pay die regular college tuition but
no additional charges for prisatc lessons. (For costs to others, see
ALL COI KM-

COLLEOI COSTS

sir 101 On. GE 12 FORMS OF Mi sic
Mr. Hunter. 3
A student may lubstitute MUSK 201-202 for tins course.
MI

Mi IK 102 (OLD GE 32s MATERIAL* OI MUSK Mr. Osborne. 3
A lours, concerned with fundamental terminology, forms, and
sulisii. concept! of Music. A more intensive <ourse for Music
majors ot tor those "itli great*! technical background. (Offered
first semesti i c.iiK
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Courses oj Study
Mi -K

103-104. Ciiom,

ORCHKSTRA, OR ENSKMBLE TRAINING

Mr. Bcllino, Mr. Hunter, Mr. Osborne. 1
rhm hours arc required for one hour of college credit each
semester, 0M iM'ini; in Concert Choir, Orchestra, or Wind Instrument Ensemble; the others are elective Ensemble Music.
Ml NO 105-106. OPERA WORKSHOP
Mr. Larson. 1-2
A COUTH in the history and performance of operas.
Ml tic 107-1(18.

CIIAMHFR

Music

WORKSHOP

Mr. Bellino, Mr. Hunter. 1-2
\ count in the style and performance of Chamber Music,
Ml IK 115-116. HARMONY
Mr. Eschman. 3
A count in the harmonic structure of tonal Music plus aural and
keyboard training.
Mi IK 21)1-202. HISTORY OF MUSIC
Mr. Osborne. 3
An historical survey of the evolution of musical style in Western
KuroiH- from Classical Greece to the present time. (Offered in
l%5-66 and in alternate years.)
MUSK

203-204.

CHOIR,

ORCHESTRA,

OR

ENSEMBLE

TRAINING

Mr. Bcllino, Mr. Hunter. 1
211-216. ADVANCED HARMONY
Prerequisite: Music 111-116.

MUSH

Mr. Eschman. 3

Mi sic .101. VIENNESE CLASSICAL PERIOD
Mr. Fischej. 3
An historical study of the Music of Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven,
and Schubert with detailed analysis of selected masterpieces. Prerequisite: Music 201-202 or consent of instructor. (Offered in 196566 .mil in alternate years.)
Ml sic 302. AMERICAN MUSIC
Mr. Osborne. 3
A survey of musical development in this country from the 17lh
Century Psalters and 18th Century New England Tunesmiths
ilirough the rise of Jazz and the major figures of the 20th Century.
Prerequisite: Music 201-202 or consent of instructor. (Offered in
1964-63 and in alternate years.)
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Oenison L'tiivtrsii) liulUnn
Mi MI 307-306 OacHBanunoM AND GOHDUCTIIHI
Mr. tinnier. 2
Ban COUIM in •corereading tad conducting combined with a study
of the Orchestra .mil Band ind in arranging lor ihrsr organizations.
(Offered in lt6ri-66 at,d in alternate yean
Ml MC 311-312. MUSICAL FI*M
Mr. Eschman. 3
Analysis oi the principal imtrumental form. Alternates with 331112 Offered in 1964-65 and in alternate yean, i
Mi MC 313. HlSTOBjCAl SIHWY in SotO VCUCK I.ITF.RATURF.
Mr. I..iiVIi. 3

A studs of the development of Mum (or the voire with special
emphasis on the solo sonn with kesboard accompaniment.
Ml Mi: HI

HlSTORICAl

Si KW s 0» PlAMO I.IIHHIl HI

Mr. Young. 3
A Mud) of the development of keyboard Music from the 16th
Century through Contemporary Music (Offered in 1964-65 and in
alternate yean
Mi sic 315 HISTORICAL SURVEY OF CRAMBO MUSIC I.ITF.RATURF.
Mr Bellino. 3
A studs of representative ( hambet Music Literature with particular
emphasn on il» itring quartet (but including other instrumental
combbuUkmi approached from an historical and stylistic viewIH.iiii off.r.ii in 1965-66 .md in alternate sears.)
METHODS IN MUSK EDUCATION

[See Km CATION 315, 316.)

Mi MI: 331-332 I 01 MiKroisT
Mr. Fischer. 3
A studs of counterpoint, consisting of snarysu of selected contrapuntal compositions, and written ewrcisn in the styles of selected
IIUKII-IS with emphasis mainly on the Kyle of J.S. Bach). Prerequisites: 221-222 and tame proficiency in piano playing. (Offered in 196445 and in alternate yean
H.I

Courses of Study
Mi sic 541-342. COMPOSITION
Mr. Hunter. 3
Composition of vocal and instrumental works in strict and free
ityiel Prerequisites: 221-222 and some proficiency in piano or
organ playing.
Ml IK 141-442. COMPOSITION
Mr. Hunter. 3
(iomporition of a work of major proportions such as a sonata, quarlet, ivmphony, or concerto. Prerequisite: 341-342.
Mi

MI

161-462.

INDIVIDUAL WORK FOR HONORS

Staff.

3

Class Lessons in Applied Music
Mi IK 111. WOODWIND INSTRUMENTS CLASS
Mr. Hunter. I
C3aa instruction for the students majoring in Music Education.
Mi -ir. 142. BRASS INSTRUMENTS CLASS
Mr. Hunter. 1
Cl.iss instruction for the students majoring in Music. Education.
MlWIC 151-152. STRING INSTRUMENTS CLASS
Mr. Bcllino. 1
I IUM iasiruclion for the students majoring in Music Education.
MUSK 161-162. VOICE CLASS
Mr. Larson. 1
Clad lessons in voice. Recommended for the improvement of the
*|K'akini$ as well as the singing voice.
I'RIVAIK I.F.SSONS IN KEYBOARD, VOICE, STRINGED AND WIND IN-

ITMI KENT! (FOR CREDIT, see Major in Applied Music.)
Instruction is in private lessons and the need of the individual
student al any level of instruction is met.

Major in Applied Music
1

KIIII IN APPLIED MUSIC to a total of eight semester-hours may
be obtained toward the B.A. degree by a major in any department. One credit is given for one lesson a week and one hour of
practice a day. Two credits are given for two lessons a week and
two hours of practice daily. The former will be given the name of
the subject: Piano, etc., and the numbers 111-112, 211-212, 311-
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nil) H-.ll, tin

112, II1-412 depending upon the yeai of Mudy. The two-hour
credit courses will l«- numbered 121-122, 221-222, etc
\ u idem musl it "I-III i. n Piano, Voice, Violin, Viola, Organ,
Wind Instruments n V oloncello 131-132, 211-232, etc., diree
noun .'I credit, 141-142, 241-242, eft . lour hours of credit. (In
each case ihe finl digit oi the course-number indicates the year,
the Mcond tin- numbei of credits, and il»- third digit, the semester
in whuli ihr course was taken

PHILOSOPHY
MR

MIII.

MR

BAYLBY,

MR

SAHTOM,

MR

STHAORIN,

Ma.

Dscu MS
( H ustsi is

1964-67 . MR MI n

CouMBI IN iiit DIIVRIMIM in Intended i<> help the student
achieve foi himself .i reasoned perspective which brings the various
fundamental interests and values of man into a balanced and integrated pattern of life This aim i* pursued through study of philosophical heritage, through an analysis «i the nature of knowledge
and of valuation, and through examination of the areas of enduring
human concern ami their interrelations
Major in Philosophy
A MAJOR IN PHILOSOPHY requires 30 semester-hours including
105 "r 112. 221. 331, 332, 133, 134, and at least one course at the
100-level othei than Honors Through a broad choice of elective
courses outside the department, a student majoring in Philosophy
should acquire a well-rounded acquaintance vuih the basic areas of
human experience and investigation,
A student majoring oi planning to major in Philosophy should
with the instructor*! permission, enroll in Philcrsophy 332 or 334
the second semester of the sophomore year.
A student preparing for graduate study in Philosophy should
have a reading knowledge of French or Cerman by the beginning
of the senioi yeai and at least an elementary knowledge of the other
before graduation.
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//. /I/I and seminar in philosophy
PHILOSOPHY 101.

BASIC ISSUES IN PHILOSOPHY

Messrs. Hepp, Schagrin, Dickens. 3
\n uiulerstanding of the nature and function of Philosophy and
"I its relations to other fundamental human interests is sought
through a consideration of representative philosophical problems
U Heated in selected writings of leading philosophers of the past
ind present This course satisfies the basic requirement in Philosophy or Religion.
PHILOSOPHY 105 (OLD GE 40bi. LOGIC
Mr. Bayley. 3
A study of the principles and problems involved in reasoning and
in reaching conclusions. The course is divided into three parts:
11 ) the functions of language and the nature of meanings, (2) the
slim lure of valid and invalid reasoning, and (3) an analysis of
IK tual inquiry. This course satisfies the basic recommendation in
Logic or Mathematics.
221. ETHICS
Analysis of ethical language
ought. Methods of justifying
value systems. Emphasis on
iheoriei in terms of personal
PHILOSOPHY

Mr. Dickens. 3
and the concepts right, good, and
ethical decisions and types of ethical
the practical applications of ethical
and social morality.

312. SYMBOLIC LOOIC
Mr. Bayley. 3
\ Rudy of the symbols used for analysis and deduction and the
prim iples and methods basic to the construction of logistic systems.
This course satisfies the baste recommendation in Logic or MathePHILOSOPHY

(Consent of instructor.
167

'i Hulli tin

PHILOSOPHY >.''I S * IAI PHILOSOPHY
Mr. Dickens. 3
A stud) of die distinction between community and society, followed h\ .1 critical comparison of a penooaJittic social philosophy
with communistic, *» i.ihsti,. democratic, and individualistic social philosophies.
PHILOSOPHY t.'7 PHILOSOPHY or CIVILIZATION
3
A seminal dealing with the SDUICM of Weatern civilization and
recent philosophies of dvimmtion as srt forth by Sprngler, Schweitzer, Toynbee, Whitehead, Northop, and othera. Junior standing and comenl ol inttructoi

131 Human oi PHILOSOPHY
Mr. Hepp. 3
Investigation of origins ol Western philosophy and science, followed by first-hand stud) of philosophical classics from Plato and
Aristotle to Augustine ami Thomas Aquinas.
PHILOSOPHY

PHILOSOPHY 132 Human en PHILOSOPHY
Mr. Hepp. 3
Modern philosophiei which have shaped the enntnnporary mind.
First-hand acquaintance with the philosophical classics from Desc.iitcs in Kant.

<<< 19TH CsM-run PHILOSOPHY
Mr. Hepp. 3
Work of smli philosophen as 11.c I Schopenhauer, Cotnte, J. S.
Mill. Engels, Nietzsche, and Kierkegaard
PHILOSOPHY

PHILOSOPH> IM CoNTBMPOKMn THOUOMT
Mr. Hepp. 3
Present-day philosophical movements such as instrumentalism, procest philosophy, logical positivism, linguistic analysis, and existentialism as set forth by men, such .is Russell, Dewey, Whitehead,
\-< - Ryle, Sartre, and Marcd

143 CHIHESI PHILOSOPHY
Mr. Hepp. 3
Philosophies "i I
ancienl nines to the present, with
emphasis on the classical period Study of representative classics
in translation and more recent philosophical literature.
PHILOSOPHY

PHILOSOPHY

361-362 DOUXTBD STUDY

Staff. 3

101 PHILOSOPHY OI RBLKMOM
Mr. Santoni. 3
A seminal on the origin development, nature, and problems of
religion, and the typi
philosophy. Open to juniors by
mns. HI ui instrw toi
PHILOSOPHY

168

Courses of Study
PHILOSOPHY 403. PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE
Mr. Schagrin. 3
An examination of the nature of man's scientific interest and of
philosophical issues arising out of work in the sciences. Prerequintet: Senior standing and either a major in Science or Philosophy
01 lompletion of basic requirements in Science. Open to qualified
juniors by consent of instructor.

405. PHILOSOPHY OF THE ARTS
Mr. Dickens. 3
\ v-minar dealing with the nature of the various arts, of the
creative process, and of aesthetic experience; the types of critical
terminology; the nature and locus of aesthetic value; the ontology
of art objects. Readings from representative aesthetic theorists in
conjunction with examples from the various arts. Prerequisites:
Junior standing and consent of instructor.
PHILOSOPHY

PHILOSOPHY 420. PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION
Mr. Santoni. 3
An inquiry into the philosophical issues associated with education
including such problems as The School in Relation to Society and
The Aims and Values of Education. The educational philosophies
of pragmatism, realism, idealism, and existentialism arc critically
evaluated. Same as EDUCATION 420.

PHILOSOPHY 461-462.

INDIVIDUAL WORK FOR HONORS

l>r Hepp leaching Chinese language
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PHYSII M EDI (VI ION
MEN
MK

Ma SBUS MR PIPE*. Mi SHANNON, MR R. S. Soon-,

MUI. MR

CHAIRM W

DOHBKTV, MR

196 1-66

MR

SI

BARCLAY, MR GOOOIN*

n -

WOMEN Miss SHBPARD on leave iccand semester 1964-65),
Miss Rosa M*a NORTHROP, Mtta VAN HORN, MISS O'BRIF.N
CHAIRMAN

1962-65

Misa SHRPARD

Required Counts fot Men and Women
11 l-l 12 and 211-212 arr required of all men
and women during both semester) of the frfehnuMi and sophomore
yean Each wmestei coune earns one semester-hew of credit. (A
■tudenl majoring a min iring in the depart nt may earn credits
in the junior yeai In enrolling for 311-312 with the consent of the
departmental chairman Each student must also register for the
Freshman Lecture Course during the fieshinan year.
A student must ihoM advanced standing in four out of five
designated anas, M take a beginning count in student-selected activities in loin ot the five areai These required areas include
Aquatics, Dame. Gymnastics, Outdom Education, and Team, Individual, and I) ial Sports Details of the area activities, registration
PHYSICAI EDUCATION

170

Courses «f Study
procedure!, and departmental policia will be furnished each studeni .11 regiitration.
\nv man who has had six months or more of military serin i- |>rioi to enrolling at Denison will lx- granted four scincstcrhoun of credit to IK- recorded as Physical Education 111-112 and
211-212. If he attended college prior to his military service, he
will IK- granted only enough additional credit in physical education
10 meet the graduation requirement of four semester-hours.
Majm in Hralth and Physical Education
Foi \ Sit in M dewing to IMTOIIIC a teacher of Health and Physical Education in public or private schools advanced courses arc
offered.
Departmental requirement! for the State Provisional High
School Certificate valid for teaching this subject in grades 7-12
mi lude 10 semester-hours.
A man majoring in the department must also participate on
ii least two vanity s|x>rts' squads or serve as a service class assistanl for two semesters or as an assistant intramural manager for
two semesters.
A woman majoring in the department must also participate
in student teaching under staff supervision in a required physical
education program.
The 30-hour requirement includes Biology 201; Physical
Education (women) 321w-322w; or four hours from Physical
Ed nation (men) 325m, 326m, or 328m; and from Physical Eduction 248, 438, 443, and 463; and Education 352, 354, and 445.
In addition, courses in Education 213, 217, 415, 416, and 420 are
■ <. ss.uy for State certification.
Major in Physical Education (Emphasis in Dance)
I ins CoUME STRUCTURE is designed to provide emphasis in the
■pedal area of dance for the student who wishes preparation for
1
thing and leadership in college, private or public school, or
community agencies. The requirement includes 305, 306, 311-312,
162, Dance Club and Honors project, and 423; Biology 201
oi 150, and 101 (GE 55), and Psychology 101 (GE 56); Educa>n (52, 354; Physical Education (women) 321w-322w; 443, and
171
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163 II the student wishes Stale certification foi public school
leaching, furthei required courses including Physical Education
248 and Education 213, 217, 115, 116, 420. and 445, must be
added.
1 In itudenl ni.n lake nx houn of dance technique in graded
pragreauve sequences, six houn "t Directed Study, and a possible
six houn of Honor-, work involving iVdvanced Composition, Production, and Methods: of TeacnifM.
Cowu Plan
II** Faun \u>
Mr. Dohcrty. 2
rhc iot.lv,. i,,li,,\%s the American R*>l ( rosi Manual and meets
the requirements tor the Standard .nut Advanced First Aid Gertificate .mi! also includes: a unit in Athletk Injuries
PHYSICAL EDUCATION

121 CAMPING IMD OITIKKIB EDUCATION
Miss Ross. 2
I In- lununei camp as an educational and recreative agency. Detigned to prepare students lot counselorship.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Hi MAN ANATOMY SM> PHYSIOLOOI

Sec BSOLOOY 201.)

215 INTRODUCTION TO COMMUNITY Krxar.Mins
Miss Shepard. 3
An introductory course in the principles, omani/ation. and administration oi communit) recreation.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION

PHYSICAL

EDUCATION

\tr\

211111-236111

SPORTS OFFICIATING

Mr. Dnhrrty. 2
Methods and techniques of officiating l«ith interscholastic and
intramural athletii contest! Football and basketball units are
designed to prepare students t"i ihe State of Ohio officials' examination Two hours each ol theon and oi Uboratory are given.
Prerequisite Sophomore standing
248 PRBSONAI >ND COMMUNITY HYOIF.NP.
Mr l'i|M-r. Miss Van Horn. 4
Prerequisites: Biolog) 101 GE 55 . and ISO or 201.
PHYSKJAI

EDUCATION

PHYSII SI Km I s

CoMPoamoN FOR DANCK
Mrs. Northrop. 2
An introductory course in the rhythma itructure of dance in172

N

BBOINNINO

/)■ Shi/iaril u aching class in theory
(hiding problems in line, contour, dynamic and meaning, space
design and composition for groups; pre-classic dance forms, the
use of accompaniment. Experience in analysis and critique of
original compositions. The final examination includes organization
for and participation in a workshop presentation.
PHYSICAL

EDUCATION

306.

INTERMEDIATE

COMPOSITION

FOR

Mrs. Northrop. 2
Solo and group choreography designed, directed, costumed, lightid. .ind |x-rformed by class members as part of the annual Spring
Dance program. Prerequisite: 303.
DANCE

PHYSICAL EDUCATION (WOMEN) 321W-322W. SPORTS TECHNIQUES

Miss Van Horn. 2
Method! and materials for teaching the various team, individual,
and dual sports in season.
325m. SPORTS TECHNIQUES
Mr. Piper. 2
Methods and materials for teaching football. (Offered in alternate
PHYSICAL EDUCATION (MEN)

326m. SPORTS TECHNIQUES
Mr. Shannon, Mr. Hill. 2
Methods and materials for teaching track and baseball. (Offered
in alternate years.)
PHYSICAL EDUCATION (MEN)

328m. SPORTS TECHNIQUES
Mr. Scott. 2
Methods and materials for leaching basketball. (Offered in altcrnate years.)
173
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161-362 DIRECTED STUDY
i23

Staff.

3

l>s\»l

IS VN Am FORM
Mr*. Northrop. 3
Historical .IIK! philosophical concepts, theory and practice of teaching.
iw SENIOR SEMINAR
Miss Shepard, Mr. Seils.

2

Hi PHYSIOLOGY ■ >> EXERCUI AND KINF.SI0LO0Y
Miss Ross. 2
Prerequisite: Biolog) 201

PHYSICAI EDUCATION

PHYSICAI

EDUCATION

HI

ADAPTIVI

PHYSICAI

Km CATION

MISS KOSS. 2
Individual "i adapted physical education, including corrective.
restricted, and therapeutii activities, thru teaching1) and adminiitration Prerequisite: 11l
PHYSICAI EDUCATION
MINISTRATION

!'>'

PRINCIPLES, ORGANIZATION, AND AD-

Miss Shepard. 3

PHYSICAI EDUCATION nm rHi ELEMENTARY
I'm CRAMS Sei EDUCATION
METHODS IN KECREATIONAI
SCHOOI

HEALTH

I

ITION

DANCI
SO

AND HSOH SCHOOL

See EDUCATION 354.)
EDI

i vnoN I IS

Di WhetU t instruct)
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PHYSICS
\IK UIIKKI.FR, MR. MORGAN, MR. I.KK, MR. GAMBLE
I'HURMAN

(1963-66), MR. WHF.ELER

SENIOR FELLOW
JI

(1964-65), CHARLES I. BURCII, JR.

MIOR FELLOW (1964-65), WILLIAM L. SCHAICH
Major in Physics

I in MAJOR PROGRAM in Physics allows variability for individual
needs through adaptations of two principal sequences.
A Undent with strong preparation in Mathematics and basic
knowledge of Physics may pursue an accelerated program by
electing 221-222, 321-322, 331-332, 421-422, and additional laboratOT) course) and work in Directed Study and individual Honors. This program is recommended for the student planning to
enter graduate school. A reading knowledge of two languages
French! German, Russian) is also advisable.
A Student without a strong Mathematics and Physics background may elect Physics 121-122, 221-222, 321-322, 331-332, 340
for four credits) and 421-422; and Mathematics 121-122 and 221222 I his sequence provides an opportunity for the student who
enters with little preparation in Mathematics and Physics to correi t these deficiencies.
121-122. GENERAL PHYSICS
Staff. 4
I iiis course is designed to provide a thorough quantitative coverol iln foundations and concepts of Physics and its approach
toward an understanding of natural phenomena. Four lectures and
one two-hour laboratory each week. Mathematics 121-122 must be
taken concurrently unless departmental chairman gives consent to
enroll without it.
PHYSIO*
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I), niion I nil • rjilj Hull, cm
221-222 MoMMI ASUMI. u PHVUCI
Staff. 4
A course in General Physici providing an accelerated program
through the USE of Calculus methods, with emphasis on an analytical formulation of the concepts And niethodi ol Physics, and
with applications drawn from the active Helds of iiHxlcrn Physics.
Pour lectures and one two-hour laboratory each week. Open to
rreihroen with strong high ichool Mathematics MHI Physics. Mathematics 121-122. 211-212 or 221-222 mud be taken concurrently.
PHYSICS

311. ELSCTBJCAI MKASUBEMBNTI
Staff.
3
llu- theor) .nn\ proper use ol electrical instruments for the precise meatureroent ol electrical and magnetii quantities. One lecture and two (-hour laboratoria each week Prerequisites: 121122 or 221-222 and consent of instructor Not offered in 1964-65.)
PHYSIOS

lirntoouoToaY MATHBMATKIAL PHYSICS
Staff. 3
An introducton course in classical, mathematical Physici designed
to provide the student with a compichcnsisc foundation for
modern theoretical Physici llm. lectures each week. Prerequisites:
The Calculus anil Physics 221-222 or junior standing.
PHYSICS

121-322

331-332 ATOMS, MOLECULES, NicLKt, AND THE SOLID
Si.ii
Staff. 4
An intensive quantitative mnn of the active fields of presentda) Physics Pout lectures each week Prerequisite: Junior standing
oi consent of departmental chairman.
PHYSICS

PHYSICS 140 KDVANCBO LABOBATO*^
Staff. 1-2
Selected experiments designed to supplement the work in advanced
courses One 3-houi laborators, each week for each semester-hour of
credit Ma\ be taken for a maximum of four semester-hours of
credit Prerequisite: Junior standing.
ELECTRONICS AND ITS APPLICATION
Staff. 3
Pundamental principles of thermionic and solid-state devices and
theii application to equipment and instruments in communications
ami resean h.
PHYSICS WI

PHYSICS

171.

161-362 DDUSCTED STUDY

Staff.

3

Courses o/ Study
121-122. ELECTRICITY, MAGNETISM, AND ELECTROMAGmnc WAVM
Staff. 3
Sourea and descriptions of electric and magnetic fields and their
interactions. Maxwell's equations of the electromagnetic field with
application! to physical and microwave optics. Three lectures a
week. Prerequilite: Senior standing or consent of departmental
chairman.
PHVMCI

PHYSICI

161-462. INDIVIDUAL WORK FOR HONORS

FIACHIND OF SCIF.NCF.

Staff.

3

(See EDUCATION 311.)

PSYCHOLOGY
MR

WOLF, MR. LONDON, MR.

I > III.RS

MALOTT, MR. STF.INMAN, AND

(FART-TIME)

l HAIRMAN (1964-67), MR. WOLF
Major in Psychology
A MAJOR IN PSYCHOLOGY requires a minimum of 27 semesterhours of credit in Psychology including 101, 341, 413, 414, and 441.
In addition a student shall take four courses, one of which must be
(lri or 316. Not to be counted in these four courses are Directed
Study, Minor Problems, or Honors courses.
A student contemplating graduate work in Psychology should
obtain a reading knowledge of at least one foreign language, preferaUy French or German, and should also enroll in courses in
Mathematics, Biology, and Physics, as advised, to meet individual
needs
Concentration in Personnel Administration
I HIS PROGRAM is designed to provide an understanding of personnM poliries and practices applicable in business and industry and
in the field of education.
A major with this specialization is required to take a minimum
"f 24 semester-hours in Psychology including 101, 226, 320, 341,
112, and 417.
177
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A major is also required to take tlir following related courses:
Economics 211-212, 117 Sociology 207, I15; and Go\ eminent 211
or 221.
A majOl ibould also register for as man\ as jMwsible of the
following related courses a minimum number of 9 semester-hours
in this group is required : Economics 223-224, 't 11>. 119; Government 211-212. 132; Mathematics 107; Speech 221; and Education
or other related courses as advised
I' . I
this /!■ Iailm* til.

Gl "•'>

i prerequisiU /•> all other nmrsri in

PSVCHOLOOY 101 OLD GE 56 (itsiKM PSVCHOLOOV Staff. 3
A «inn ol topics in Psychology, with emphasis on the
scientifn itud) ol human and animal behavior, lia-v-d on background of general biology, tin course im ludes the topics of motivation, learn i
rception, personality, individual differences, and abnormal behavior Lecture, laboratory, demonstration, and outside reading are integrated to study behavior ranging
from conditioned reflexes to creative ami social behavior.
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Courses of Study
PBYI

HOUMV 217.

CHILD

ANI>

ADOLESCENT

DEVELOPMENT

Mr. Carter.

3

Psychological development especially during the school years. Also
lilted as EDUCATION 217. (Offered each semester.)
PSYCHOLOGY

226.

THEORIES OF

PERSONALITY

Mr. Smith, Mr. Tritt. 3
Coven major theories of personality with intensive study of at
least one theory.
PSYCHOLOGY 315.
EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY: SENSATION
IND IYRCKPTION
Mr. Malott.

3
Experimental approach to human perceptual behavior emphasizing experimental design and research.
PSYCHOLOGY 316.

EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY:

I.EARNINO

Mr. Malott. 3
Experimental approach to problems of human and animal learning
and motivation emphasizing experimental design and research.
IND MOTIVATION

HOUMV 320. PERSONNEL PSYCHOLOOY
3
\ coraJderation of the psychological principles and procedures in
effective personnel management, with special reference to business
I'-M

and industry.
PSYCHOLOOY 338. SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY
Mr. London.
Individual behavior as it is influenced by cultural forces.

3

PSYCHOLOGY 339. PHYSIOLOGICAL PSYCHOLOGY
3
\ study of the physiological mechanisms of behavior. Prerequisite:
Biology 101 (GE 55) or consent of instructor.
PSYCHOLOGY

341.

PSYCHOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS

Mr. London.

3

Theory of psychological measurements.
PSYCHOLOOY

342.

PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTS

AND

MEASUREMENTS

Mr. London.

2

Application of individual and group tests.
PavcHOLOOV 345-346. MINOR PROBLEMS
Staff. 2-3
Indapendent work on selected topics under the guidance of staff
member*. Consent of instructor.
179
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■ :!\ Hull, /In

PavcHOLom 161-362 Dtaacrmo STUDI

Staff.

3

I'svc iioioos 411 AMKMMAI PfVCHQUXn
Mr. Wolf. 1
Psvchopathology, Its development, couisc. and treatment with
emphaw upon prevention and cure.
PavcHouxn H3 HIBTOBY or PBYCHOLOOV MI I-i<htensiein.
A review of the history of psychologic^] tlioimht and theory.

3

ill SYBTEMATB PavcHouxn Mr I.iihtrnstrin.
A studs of the trhtHTw of psychological thought and theory.

3

PSVCHOLOO^

PavCHOLOOV 417 IMII STHIAI PaVCROLOOV
3
PtychologicaJ priociplel and methods H they rnntributr to the
solution of industrial problems Prerequisite: HI.
PavcBOLoov in AOVANOHI liiMKM PavcHouiov
Mr. Wolf.

3

Designed to integrate the ttudant'l knowledge of Psychology.
PsvcHOuxn 145-446 Mmo* PaoBLBMi
Staff. 2-3
Independent \w>rk on selected topics under the guidance of staff
memben ( onsenl <>f instructor.
PBYCHOLOGS,

161-462 IMMWIUM WORK re* HONORS

Staff.

3

RELIGION
MR MSKIIN. MR I.H <> SCOTT, MR KISKNRKIS.
i-sRi-nsti . \1R GIBBONS MBT-TIMI
CHAIRMAN

Ma. WOODYA«D

1963-66 . MR Lai <> SCOTT
Major in RiUfhm

nu 24 SEMESTER-HOURS "f credit for a major in this department 211, 212, 21 1-214, 101, and 303 are required.
I he majoi in kehyion ii a eeneral liberal arts major, rather
than a preparation foi professional service, A student who plans
to attend ., theological seminary is advised, however, to take at
least IJ In.uis c.l Religion during his undergraduate course. EspeAMONG

lan

Coursrs of Study
daily recommended arc- 211, 212, 213-214, 301, 303, and 317.
A pic-lhcological student should consult with members of the
department in regard to preparation for seminary studies.
101, BASIC CHRISTIAN BELIEFS
Mr. Srott. 3
Vn inalytH of lelected Jewish and Christian beliefs in the light of
jnis.nl knowledge and intellectual movements. Crucial beliefs aIMHII Cod and creation, Christ and human nature, and the Kingdom of (icxl and history will be examined; also the problem of perMnal identity, the nature of religious language, and the problem
of religious knowledge.
RBLKHOM

RBLKMON 102.
WORLD

RELEVANCE OF

THE

BIHLE

FOR THE

MODERN

Mr. Eiscnbcis. 3
A study of the contents, literature, background, and message of the
Bible, both historically and in its relation to the problems of modern
man.
REUOION 103, WORLD RELKHONS
Mr. Martin. 3
A Study of varying approaches to religion, as seen in existing rcligious systems. A survey of primitive religions, Western religions
Zoroastriaiusm, Judaism. Christianity, and Islam), and Eastern
n-liLiiims 'Hinduism. Buddhism, Taoism, and Confucianism).

RlLHlON 211. INTRODUCTION TO THE OLD TESTAMENT
Mr. Eisenheis. 3
Orientation m the study of the Bible: An introduction to the
history, literature, and religion of the Old Testament.
212. INTRODUCTION TO THE NEW TESTAMENT
Mr. Eisenheis. 3
An introduction to the religion and literature of the New Testament; the rise of the Christian Church.
RELIGION

213-214. HISTORY OF CHRISTIAN THOUGHT
Mr. Martin. 3
A survey of the development of Christianity from the apostolic
church through the Middle Ages (first semester), and from the
Reformation to the present time (second semester). The rise of
the principal theological ideas, the changing concept of the church,
trends and movements within Christianity, and changing attitudes
REUMOM

181

I>> Si nit 1, ad' trmMtff discussion
toward ethical problems, wen .is war. the state, the family, and
property. Offered in l%S-66 and in alternate years.)
218 CoNTSMPOKAItV AMF.RICAN KFI.IGIOIIS GROUPS
Mr. Martin. 3
A survey of trie development of religion in America; the rise of
the major denominations and representative sects, with reference to
their origin, organization, and faith and practice; a study of moveraenU mi li as Fundamentalism, the Social Gospel, and the Ecumeniial Movement
RBUMON

RBJMOM 301. CHRISTIAN ETHICS
Mr. Scott. 3
\ ' riiicil SUMU of the fundamentals of Christian morality as represented in contemporary < hristian authors Recommended is 213214.
303. CoNTntPOBAkv RBJOMWI THOUOHT
Mr. Scott. 3
A siuds of the principal contemporary forms of Christian and
Jev/kh iheolog) with reference to such hasic issues as the doctrine
of God, tin- Penon of Christ, the nature of man, and the nature of
the religious i ommunity.
RBLMHOM

182

Courses of Study
RH.IUION 304. EXISTENTIALIST THEOLOOY
Mr. Scott. 3
A study in depth of a major contcm|>orary theologian. The writer's
major works will be read and analyzed. Topic for the fall semester
1964-65: Works of Paul Tillich.

308. BIBLICAL STUDIES
Mr. Eiscnbeis. 3
Sludiei i" depth of a selected book or theme from the Bible. Subjecl for the fall semester 1964-65: First Corinthians.
RELIGION

311. CHRISTIAN CLASSICS
Mr. Martin. 3
A careful study of selected writings which have expressed classical
forms of the Christian faith, which have significantly influenced
the development of Christian thought. Such works as Augustine's
Con/cnfoiU, Luther's Lectures on Romans, and Kierkegaard's Fear
and Tr.tnbling, will be read. (Offered first semester 1964-65 and
in alternate years.)
RELIGION

317. HINDUISM AND BUDDHISM
Mr. Martin. 3
Intensive study of Hinduism and Buddhism. Emphasis is placed
mi the mythological, theological, and philosophical bases of these
religious systems. Readings are primarily in texts in translation. PrelequMte! 103 or consent of instructor.
KILIGION

324. SEMINAR IN RELIGION AND PSYCIIOLOOY
Mr. Woodyard. 4
A study of the inler-rclationships between contemporary Christian
.ind psychological interpretations of the nature of man, the self,
freedom and determinism, and human destiny. Junior standing and
consent of instructor.
RELIGION

336. RELIGION AND CULTURE
Mr. Martin. 3
The relationship between historic religions and the cultures in
which they come to expression. Attention is given to Christianity as
compared with Hinduism and Buddhism; the relation of religion to
language, the arts, and other aspects of culture. (Offered second
mister 1964-65 and in alternate years.)
RELIGION

RELIGION

361-362. DIRECTED STUDY

PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION
RELIGION

3

(Sec PHILOSOPHY 401.)

461-462. INDIVIDUAL WORK FOR HONORS

3
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Standing !>• VmUtt, />• /> G Dm
Seated l>< Crist, Uri Watson, Dr. Mitchell
SO IOU ICY
MR MTTCHELL, MR CBHT, MR
MM. WATSON
CHADUUAN

PA«T-TUII

VALOU, MR.

. MR RANSOPHU

I), r;. DKAN,
PART-TIME)

1962-63 .MR VALOU
Major in Sot U

I in MAJO* IN SocMuxn i- designed foi .1 student who rx|x-cts to
pursue graduate Muds in Sociology leading to a irarhing or re■earch careei at preparation foi those who anticipate entering
locial work and government service, and for those whose interest
ii primaril) 1 ultural
\ i|ni in Sociology shall earn at lean 24 ismestex-houn, and
preferably, Ml lemester-houn of credit in Sociology, including 207,
120. eithei 219 or 222 Foi a broadei background in the Social
Science! he is required to earn credit in Imth Economics 211 and
Government 211 In addition at least 12 stmester-houri of credit
.in in be selected from the following related courses: Economics

21-'. 112

113 Geography 226, 261; Government 221,

314,321 132 141 142; History 221-222; Mathematics 107, 121122, 221-222; Philosoph) 221, 326, 127, KB; Physical Education
215; Piycholog) 217, 226 138, 111; Religion 218, 301, 317, 336;
French 2
2 German 201-202, and Spanish 201-202.
181

Courses of Study
A Uudent contemplating graduate study must lake Sociology
222 ntnl ihould ItCUre a reading, knowledge of a Modem Language.
Sociology 207 will nrve as ■ prerequisite for all departmental
courses except 201.
201. EDUCATION FOR MARRIAGI AND FAMILY I.IFK
Mr. Crist. 3
To acquaint the student with the findings of the biological, psy(liolngical. and social sciences as they relate to marriage and family
I Offered each semester.)
SOCIOLOGY

SOCIOLOGY

207. Fot'NDATIONS OF

SOCIAL

I.IFF.

Staff.

4

I be Mud) of man, of human social organization, culture, and language, emphasizing both primitive and later technology, behavior,
institutions, and the dynamics of society.
208. HrMAN ECOLOGY
Staff. 3
Population distribution, com|K»ition and growth, and its bearing
on current economic, political, and social problems.
SCH:IOI.OOY

211. CRIMINOLOGY
Mr. Mitchell. 3
A study of the phenomenon of crime in American society as to
amount, the varying rates in terms of area of residence, age, social
(lass, and occupational group, and the causes and the treatment of
criminal behavior.
SOCIOLOGY

219. METHODS IN SOCIAL RF.SF.ARCII
Staff. 3
An elementary course for non-graduate school majors in the method! and interpretation of social research.
SOCIOLOGY

220. LABORATORY SOCIOLOOY
Staff. 1
A 2-hour laboratory approach to the study of social research, tools,
and methods. To be taken concurrently with Sociology 219 or
222.
SOCIOLOGY

SoctOLOoy 222. SOCIAL INVF.STIGATION
Staff. 3
Principal methods of social research arc examined; planning and
i onducting of a research project and the use of current techniques
of collecting, analyzing, interpreting, and rc|x>rting data. Prerequisite: Mathematics 107.
185

/I I

•!■:,'! Au/Ji (in

SocioLom HW KIKM-IKIHN RaoMNI
Mr. Dean. 4
Comparative and intcffdaled study of nirapurbnn life considering
the physical, institutional, social, cultural, and economic factors
of modem living
MM Sacui WORK
Suff. 3
A survey caune including in analysis <>f publh administration and
private agencies and .1 descriptive comparison of types of social
work including l*>th case and group work.
SOOOLOOY

SOQOU»;\

112

R.«:F.

PanRi.iMs

IN

IFII

UNITED

STATES

Mr. Mitchell. 4
Indiana, Orientals, Negroes, and otter minority groups in the
1 S \
113 I Hi FAMILY
Mr. Crist. 3
A study "I the structure of tin- family as .in institution and of
its inter-relationshipi »nh otha wcial imtitutionf; changing economi< and social functions Of the- famik as seen in historical and
cultural perspective Prerequisite: 201 or 207.
SOCJOLOOV

Soctouxn ill KSMIM PBOBUMI
Mr. Crist. 3
I
1 is on t r 1»- iccijd-Dtycbologtcal as|>octs of inter-personal
relationshipi within the famih 1 be content is case-history oriented.
Prerequisite; 201 or consent of instructor.
1 OHML'Nrn OBOANIZATSON
Mr. Dean. 3
A studs "i natural and interest groupings within the community;
analysis of community structure and the problems of community
organization; the formation and analysis of programs for making
effective community services and institutional
SotaoLoov Hi 1111 S01
m Of RELIGION
Mr. Dean. 3
A itud) of the institution of religion, particularly from the structural-functional approach
Offered in 1965-66 and in alternate
yean I
318 EDUCATIONAL SOOWLOOY
Prerequisite
Sociology 207 or Education 217.
l.l.i CATION '(18.)

SOOOLOOY
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Mr. Valdes. 2
(Also listed as

Courses of Study
330. GENERAL ANTHROPOLOGY
Mr. Valdcs. 3
\ detcrlptrve, comparative, and generalizing study of man and his
culture.
SOCIOLOGY

340. COLLECTIVE BEHAVIOR
Mr. Dean. 3
The study of crowd and mass behavior, public opinion, the behavior of intend groups, social unrest and social movements involving an analysis of the nature and forms of group interaction
leading to the creation of attitudes, beliefs, social controls. Prerequisite: Psychology 338 or consent of instructor.
SOCIOLOGY

361-362. DIRECTED STUDY
Staff.
Credit earned will be determined by departmental evaluation.
SOCIOLOGY

405. NURSERY SCHOOL
Mrs. Watson. 3
This course introduces the student interested in the young child
to the principles and theories underlying education for the preichool child and to techniques of observing young children and
working with them as individuals and in groups. Two hours each
week will be spent in the Granville Nursery School.
SOCIOLOGY

415. HUMAN RELATIONS IN INDUSTRY
Staff. 3
A study of the organization and characteristics of modern industrial societies, of the effects of technology on industrial environments, and of the behavior of formal and informal groups in industry. The methodology of social research for analyzing and resolving group tensions in industry.
SOCIOLOGY

416. SOCIOLOOICAL THEORIES
Mr. Valdes. 3
A survey of the more important literature of theoretical sociology,
comparing the work of major systematic sociologists from Comte to
the present. Open only to majors or by consent of instructor.
SOCIOLOOY

420. SEMINAR
Mr. Mitchell. 3
Advanced study of special problems suggested by courses already
taken. Open only to majors.
SOCIOLOGY

SOCIOLOGY

461-462. INDIVIDUAL WORK FOR HONORS

TKACHING

or SOCIAL STUDIES (See EDUCATION 320.)

Staff. 3
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SPEECH
Ml (R
DRI

H

la**,

(IIMRMVN

MR.

MR

\|K

Si i

HAIL, MR.
IIIIINS

1964-65 ,

Ma,

( k'" hi R

Pi o,
/•

Ci

■ ■

Mi

-

''

r iii Spt > i h

\ STI-DENI MAJORING IN SPEECH ihall elect .■ minimum of 24
credit in Speech 22"). !I2. SSI, and :!09 or
■ and other courses which «ill be suggested to conform to the needi of the individual student.
•"•<<'" |0I on. GE 10.). PUBLIC SPEAKING
staff. 2
Introduction n> the Heidi "f •.[>•-.-« )i activity: Parliamentary law,
oral reading, debate, discussion, and publk speaking,
SPEECH
N

Mi-Ill (>«,, READING
Mr. Crocker. 3
'•'•• received credit h Thtttrt ArU

II I " Ill
SPEEI

ii J--J12 taivii, PUBL* SPEAKING

Mr. Crocker.

3

218 SPEECH CoMPoamoN
Mr. Dresser. 3
N
' ,!' "! '"■' principlei governing the organisation, testing, and
communication ol ideas. Emphasis a placed on methods by which
abstrai i concepu can be made vivid and relationhipi between concepts communicated to a listener.
SPEECH

219 INTERCOLLEOIATI DaaATlNa
Mr. Dresser. 2
An intensive investigation and analysts of the national intercollegiSPEECH

188

Courses of Study
.iir debate question leading to the formulation, testing, and presentation of argument )>ertaining to it. Emphasis is placed on
developing tin- ability to reason cogently under psychological pressure. All students will participate in intercollegiate debates. (A total
of six hours in debating may be counted toward graduation.)
SPUOH 220. DISCUSSION AND DHI.VM
Mr. Crocker. 3
ll"\> to lead and take part in group discussions. Parliamentary
law, conferences, discussion, argumentation.
221. BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL SPF.AKINO
Mr. Crocker. 3
Advanced public shaking. Prepared speeches appropriate to busiii.-s and professional life. Consent of instructor.
SPEECH

SPEECH 225. INTRODUCTION TO BROADCASTING
Mr. Hall. 3
The history of radio development; a study of the structure of
broadcasting; comparative study of broadcasting practices in other
countries; the objectives of radio as a social force and cultural
influence; a study of program types; and the analysis of existing
programs aimed toward the development of acceptable standards
for radio: Prerequisite: 101 (GE 10s) or its equivalent.
226. RADIO WORKSHOP
Mr. Hall. 3
Comprehensive lecture-laboratory course covering the basic techniques of radio acting, writing, announcing, and directing. Prerequisites: 225 and consent of instructor.
SPEECH

227. RADIO PRODUCTION PROCEDURES
Mr. Hall. 3
I.crturf-laboratory course in the production of complce program
types; study of production problems, techniques, and procedure.
Actual production from initiation to airing. Prerequisite: Consent
of instructor.
SPEECH

228. TELEVISION PRODUCTION
Mr. Stebbins. 3
Analysis of television as a mass communication medium incorporating a study of program types, their structure, and essential char»leristics. The creation and writing of programs for television
is stressed, as well as the study of production problems and techniques.
SPEECH

229. CONTEMPORARY RADIO
Mr. Hall. 2
I luring spring vacation a trip to the four major radio networks

SPEECH

189

Ml Hall ili>i,t> radio drama
in New i ork if made to observe station otavstfiois. studio arrange*
ments, the production of various i% j»-- of programs from rehearsal
through performance, and the- production »f television programs.
Stud) of network operational poKcies ami procedure precede the
trip: a written report of the 111j> is required Estimated cost of
trip exclusive ol tuition. $7"« to S1'"V Consent of instructor.
n 109 SIMIWH is Spni H
Readings and r«-p«>ii-. in the na area- of Speech.

SPEEI

Mr. Crocker. 2

SPEECH 312 RHETOWCAI TmosrY
Mr. Crocker. 2
Historical and critical surve) of tin- principal theories of speech
composition and deliver] front Aristotle to the present time, with
special emphasis on the classical period.
129. APPLIED PMOMTICS
Mr. Hall. 3
A studs di significant ipeech sounds and the- application of phonetic concepts to fx.id normal ami aberrant ipeech for evaluative
purposei /.'
I speech majors planning to specialize in
' therapy.
SPEECH

SPI

Mr. Hall. 3

mi 3 in Vow i 'Mi l)n 11<.N

ro SPEECH CORRECTION
Mr. Hall. 4
rhe relation ol Speech to mental hygiene; an introduction to phorutuN and to the studs of speech disorders; types, characteristics,
diagnosis, and theories of treatment
SPEECH

131

INTRODUCTION

SPEECH

161-362 DIRECTED STUDY IN SPEECH OK RADIO

Staff. 3

SPEECH

161-462

Staff. 3

INDIVIDUAL WORK,

11 s ins., oi SPEECH
190

rest HONORS

See EDUCATION 139

Courses of Study
THEATRE ARTS
MR. WRIGHT, MR. BRASMER, MR.
CHAIRMAN

R. G. SMITH

(1964-67), MR. WRIGHT
Major in Theatre Arts

A CANUIIIATF. FOR TIIK BACHELOR OF ARTS in Theatre Arts degree
lhall elect 30-36 semester-hours of credit. Among the courses should
IK- 111-112, 113, 215-216, 224 or 301, 317, 323, 326, and 415 with
additional hours in other courses representing acting, technique
or theory, and criticism. Required courses in allied fields are English
215 and 330.
The candidate for the Bachelor ol Fine Arts degree in Theatre
Ails will, in four years, choose a minimum of 40 hours from the
regular Theatre courses. An additional 6-16 hours in Theatre will
IH* arranged with each individual student in accordance with his
particular needs or talents.
In the freshman year the Bachelor of Fine Arts candidate
should carry the second year of the foreign language carried in
high school or French 111-112. Theatre courses should be Theatre
An- 111-112, 113, and 227-228.
Major in Theatre Arts (Emphasis in Dance)
A COMBINED MAJOR in Theatre Arts and Dance, with an emphaUl on Dance, may be earned. It involves carrying Physical Educa-

Dr. Wright instructing class in play direction

mm

i Bull- (in

lion '.'. 106, 111-312 161-962 Dance dub and Honors Project
and 123 Education 154; 1 ln-.nn- Arts 111-112. 215-216, 227-228.
and 124 rhis majot prepares the student lot advanced study and
foi teaching the related arti in recreational agendas, or in a coltrination majon with Theatre Arti and other departments
can U- arranged l>\ special permisaaon.
THBATM

\KI-

l"i

('in GE 10)

iNrr.RiMtF.TATioN
Staff. 2
Dramatii interpretation ol the beat literature, poetry, essays, drama.
narrative with an emphasis on voice and diction and the projection
of emotional and intellectual meanings to the audience.
THEATRI

Asm 103

()ii> CE 13

DBAMATK

FORMS OF THEATRE ARTS

Staff. 3
Basil stud) ol the history and the elements involved in theatre produi ii'i itagi
HI pictures, and television
Designed to ini rease ti:* appreciation of the iheatregoei a* s|H-itator rather than
.IN active participam in the production
I IIi viKI

IIIIMKI

I0S

Oto GE >;

n THEATRE ARTS
Staff. 3
Follows general plan "l 103 but, .is .i substitute for some reading.
the student will participate actively in various phase* of production.
Designed f"i tin- student with experience or intereat in working with
university plays "i later, in communit) theatres.
\K:-

FOBMI

\ara 111-112 lirntoDi'cnoN TO TUB THBATM

Staff. 3
Foil,..
; and I11"' but designed for majors in
theatre arts I heor) and practice in theatre history, production, and
all .is;."t- ..I the area I" determine strength and weakness of
prospective majors /( •• .". .-. i w, requited.
IIIIMKI AftTl III DsuMATk IMIKIKI IMI.IN
Mr. Wright. 3
A linden' majoring in Thealn Ari\ may 'ubililule ihii count for
I'll. Intensive work on individual voice and diction problems and
the dramatii interpretation "f tin- intellectual and emotional coniini ol the beat literature in essays, narrativei stories and dialects),
dramas and poetry V, i open to iludenli who liar, had S perch III
... Ill
■

.1

HI

Mi from Macbeth

114. ADVANCED DRAMATIC INTERPRETATION
Mr. Wright. 3
\n elective to follow 113, this course places emphasis on developing
HI Individual platform personality and the building of a repertoire.
Not ofi,n for IT, (III to students who hare received credit in Speech
114.
IIIIAIRK ARTS

21r)-216. PRODUCTION FOR NON-COMMERCIAL
Mr. Wright, Mr. Smith. 3
Designed for non-majors but required of majors. Meets teacher
i ertifkation for Theatre. Problems of play selection, analysis, acting and technical aspects, organization and direction of plays in
■eccadary schools or in the community. Both practice and theory.
linth semesters are required.
THEATRE ARTS
IIIEAIRK

224. STACK LIOHTINO
Mr. Smith. 3
I heory and practice of basic electricity, lighting, control equipment, theory and practice in design of instruments, design and
ilacement of instruments for effective lighting. Practice in lighting
design and use of color. Prerequisite: 317 or consent of instructor.

THEATRE ARTS

I HEATRE ARTS 225. CONTEMPORARY THEATRE
Mr. Wright. 2
\inndanre at outstanding productions in New York during spring
193

• I M. . '.id Bulk tin
vacation, preceded by Mud) of contemporary theatre and followed
by .1 written report of tin- prodxtotioni nan. Estimated cost of trip,
■ > Mi tuition, $1 in Consent of instnictor.
I in Mm Am 227-228 .VMNU KI>B RFKINNERS Mr. Brasmer. 2
Ku'i MI:I..in Pantomime and stage movement.
v
'
(h.ir.nicr .tri.tlvsis and creation; emotional interpretation and projection.
TRUTH Am 101 Si > w» I>I-ICN
Mr. Smith. 3
Theory and practice "I scene dnjgn Practice in perspective drawimr. water color rendering, drafting of plant Prerequisites: 317 or
consent of imtructot and junior standing

luiMk! Am 117 IMIIMMI IIIHUI
Mr. Smith. 3
Lecture and laboratory in teener] construction and painting, sound,
stage management, and lighting Ma) include costuming under
- ( 11- norl, with .ill productions. (With per••■.ii the'OOime for additional credit.)
Asm 123 IHIUKI rlnrtomv
Mr. Brasmer. 3
Survey of World Theatre from the Greeks to the present, exdusjve oi \
Rmphatiaw influences-cultural, social, and
political .i- well at personalities, methods of production, and development
TIIIMKI

Am- CM AMIRK « 1 IIRATHF. AND FILM HISTOHY
Mr. Brasmer. 3
History of the American Theatre and the history and birth of
the American Kiln, in the light of their aesthetic dynamics and inIICIMKI

li'iirLitionsfujA.

Am 126 Tmonv ot ran THIATU
Mr. Wright. 3
I he analysis and comparison of dramatic theories from Aristotle
in the present with emphasis on present trends of stage and motion
picture- Prerequisite: 12 hours of Theatre Arts.
TREATN

THEATH

Aim 361-362. DntBCTm Srtmv

Staff. 3

Am 101. TREATSU PRAOTIOUR
Staff. 2-15
rheory and creative practice in selected areas of theatre arts
for tin- talented and mperioi student, Not more than eight semester-boun of < n dil may i«- gained in the Denison Summer Theatre.
IIHMKI

I'M

Courses of Study
\- registration warrants, the following areas will be offered but
MM 10 exceed a total of 15 credit-hours will be granted toward
< t.uluation:
a. Problems in Costuming
b. Advanced Acting
c. Problems in Styles of Direction
d. Special Studies in Drama
e. Problems in Theatre Management
f. Advanced Problems in Scenic and/or Lighting Design
g. Problems in Theatre Design
415. PLAY DIRECTION
Mr. Brasmer. 3
I lirnry and practical work in direction. Each student is responlible for selection, casting, rehearsing, and production of one-acts
or longer plays presented in the University Theatre. Prerequisites:
1 i hours of Theatre Arts and consent of instructor.
THEATRE ARTS

IHEATRE ARTS

461-462. INDIVIDUAL WORK FOR HONORS
Staff. 3

VISUAL ARTS
MR.

H. KINO, MR. GRIMES, MRS. CAMPBELL, MR. HIRSHLER,

MRS. BAILEY (PART-TIME)
CHAIRMAN

(1964-67), MR. GRIMES
Major in Art

Department offers courses for two degrees—
Bachelor of Arts with a major in Art and Bachelor of Fine Arts.
Basic requirements are the same for either degree.
The candidate for the Bachelor of Arts degree may take up
to 40 semester-hours of credit in Studio and related courses and
up to 12 semester-hours in Art History courses.
The candidate for a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree may take
a maximum of 70 semester-hours of credit in the Studio, Art History, and related fields. For this degree the candidate is privileged,
with the consent of the departmental chairman, to substitute up to

THE VISUAL ARTS

195

Dr. Gritnts counseling in art iimdia
9 remeater-houn erf credit from the recommended list for Specified
Requirement!
The student may elect to «<»rk toward either dein~ee in the
following programs:
Art History Major foi the itudenl who pUni ■ career in Art History, criticisiii. (onnoissrurship. and ion*rr\ation (can' and restoration ot works ot .nt I be majority <»f students in this program plan
to become college teachers, i<>r which the Ph.D. degree is required.
Related requirements are French and German, History, and Philosophy. Studio courses arc not necessarily required. The Bachelor
ol Art-, is the up" al degree in tins program although, under certain
circumstances, the Bachelor of Pine Arts may !*• recommended.
Provided the itudenl bat the related requirements, this program
may be elected ai late is the beginning ol the junior year.
Studio S1a}>>t for the Itudenl who plan- ,i career as an artist or as
i combined artist and college teacher of Art. This program leads
to the Master oi Fine Arts degree in a major university. (Requirements .*»*■ a minimal 3 0 grade-point average and an exhibition record
Areai ol studio concentration offered in this program arc
Ceramics, Graphics, Painting, and Sculpture. The Bachelor of
him- Aits degree is typical o! this major. This program must be
elected not later than the first semester <>f tin- sophomore year. Any
itudenl whose interest lies MI this .ir»-,i should mroll in 111-112 and
113-11 \ in the freshman yeai
'
W.
foi the Itudenl foi whom Art will IM- primarily
avocational Off whose interest in such an art-related career as art
librarianship, occupational therapy, government cultural service,
art lalesrnanship, art in publications, etc The individual's program
ma) have an emphasst in either tin- Studio or Art History, or may
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be balanced between the two. Either the B.F.A. or the B.A. degree
m») l»- appropriate dc|>ending on the student's interests and needs.
This program may l>c elected through the first semester of the
junior year.
AppBtd Art Major for the student who plans on Commercial Art
work upon graduation in either advertising art, fashion illustration,
or interior design* By arrangement with the Columbus College of
\n and Design in Columbus, Ohio, Denison honors credit for ceri.un professional courses offered at that institution. The B.F.A.
degree is typical for this major. The program may be elected as late
.is the beginning of the junior year, provided the student has sucM.sfully taken 111-112 and 113-114.
All programs arc individually planned by the student with departmental |>ersonnel as advisers as the major is selected. Particular
emphasis is given to long-range educational planning.
The first two years of the program arc organized to test the
student's abilities and interests in relation to professional opportunities in the art and art-related occupations.
The 3-hour requirement in the Arts may be satisfied by taking
101 or 103a or 103b or 6 hours in Studio or Art History courses.
History of Art Courses
or VISUAL ARTS
Mr. King. 3
Illustrated lectures dealing with a topical survey of the visual arts
including architecture, sculpture, painting, and the minor arts.

VISUAL

ARTS

101

(OLD

GE 31)

FORMS

VISUAL ARTS 121. FIELD TRIP
Staff. 3
Spring vacation field trip to metropolitan museums, galleries, and
Other art centers, and interviews with leading artists; preceded by
studies of collections and followed by written reports.
VISUAL ARTS 205-206. HISTORY OF ART
Mr. King. 3
General survey of the Arts of the Western World. Ancient and
Medieval (first semester); Renaissance and Modern (second semester). May be taken separately.
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103

ART OF ANTIOTITY. GRKF.K ANII ROMAN

Mr. L. R. Dean. 3
A survey of the ancient Arts of the valleys of the Nile, and the
Tigris-Kiiphratrs. The development of anrienl Greek architecture,
sculpture, and vase painting from Minoan through Hellenistic
times; the contribution of archeoloeA to the knowledge of Greek
Art.
MM Miiiiui ART
Mr. Hinhler. 3
A selective survey of Karlv Christian, Bv/antine, Romanesque, and
Gothic Arts considered in tiirir sncia] and cultural context.
VISI-AI. ARTS

Visual Asm 309 Risti-vsu ART
Mr. King. 3
Study of architecture, sculpture, and painting of the Italian-centered Renaissance beginning with the Humanism of Giotto in the
Trecento and through the Mannerist crisis of the early 1600's.
VISI si ARIS 106 IUROCH r ART
3
The Art of Italy, Prance, The Netherlands, and Germany from
1600 to 1750 with emphasis on Ruhcns. Rembrandt, Poussin, Bernini, Mansart, and others.
ARIS 107 OMBNTAI ART
Mrs. Bailey. 3
A comprehensive stud) ol the Art of India, China, and Japan ap'•■I through the religions and cultures of the Orient

VIM M

\KI- KM ISLAMS ARI
Mrs. Bailey. 3
A survey of Modem Art from the 7th Century A.D. to the 17th
Century, covering architectural monuments in Syria, Egypt, Tunisia. Spain. Turkey, Persia, and India; painting in Syria, Persia,
aiid India, antl <■
gs, and metal work. Religious, political,
and social Fai ton of Islam are studied in relation to the works of
art.
VIM U

Visual Ajrra HIT MoontM ART
Mr. Grimes. 3
19th Century Arts through Impressionism, and contemporary
movements in architecture, sculpture, painting, and the crafts.
Vis i u AH is 125. ART IN AMF.RK:A
Mr. King. 3
A survey of the Aits in America from the colonization and settlement in the rontemporur) scene with emphasis on continental in-
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fluences in the early years, and the later contributions of America
to contemporary Europe.
Studio Courses
103a. ELEMENTS OP VISUAL ARTS Mr. Grimes. 3
Studio Art appreciation. Problems in drawing and water color,
painting to acquaint the student with the contemporary painter's
visual vocabulary of form and to test the student's interest and
range of ability in the Visual Arts.
VIM M. ARTS

103b, ELEMENTS or VISUAL ARTS
Mrs. Campbell. 3
Studio Art appreciation. Problems in two- and three-dimensional
design to acquaint the student with the contemporary designer's
visual vocabulary of form and to test the student's interest and
range of ability in the Visual Arts.
VISUAL ARTS

111-112. DRAWING
Mrs. Campbell. 2
Drawing from still life, figure, and landscape with problems in
composition and perspective. To be taken concurrently with 113III.
VISUAL ARTS

113-114. DESIGN
Mrs. Campbell. 2
I.inc. plane, and volume problems in black and white, color, and
(dimensional materials. To be taken concurrently with 111-112.
VISUAL ARTS

211-212. LIFE DRAWINO
Mr. Grimes. 3
Study from the human figure in charcoal and other media with
emphasis on structure in line, value, and color. Prerequisites: 112
and 114.
VISUAL ARTS

215. PAINTING
Mr. Grimes. 4
Problems in watercolor or oil painting and other media from still
life, the human figure, landscape, and non-figurative approaches
to pictorial organization. Prerequisites: 112 and 114.
VISUAL ARTS

221-222. CERAMICS
3
llasic techniques of building ceramic forms by hand and by wheel
as well as by glaze formula, decorative techniques, and the firing
processes. The second semester work concentrates on ceramic
sculpture.
VISUAL ARTS
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Am 231. (•Kiriii; .
Mrs. CUunpbcll. 4
The several media "t printmaking include woodcut, linoleum, and
etching in black ami while and in color. Prerequisites; 112 and 114.

VIM AI.

Vist M Aura 211-212 Saturn u
3
Experiment! in three dunrnaionil design in various media including clay, casting in plaiter, ami direcl work in wood.
Viai M \KI- 115-316, INIIIMIIIIMI PAINTING
Prerequisite: 215.

Mr. Grimes, 3

Vist M Am 151

lt> HNII u DMWIWJ MID IMDUSTKIAL DESIGN
Mr. King. 4
Lettering;, technical drawing, and design with hand and power
tools applied to product design and graphic representation. Prerequisites: 111 and 113 (for mac'v
Arrs 361-362 Dnuwimo Srt DV
3
For the student o( marked creative ability who wishes to pursue
advanced subjects not otherwise listed, surh as design, drawing,
graphics, ceramics, or history, and criticism

VISUAL

Viat M Am till VISUAL ARTS PHACHOI M
2-12
Theory! and creative practice in selected areas of the visual arts
for the talented and superior student. As registration warrants,
the following areas will l>e offered not to exceed a total of 12 term iter~hcMTs of < n 'lit
a.
1).
c
d.
e.

Figure and Portrait Painting
I )■
HISI.M ic Methods and Materiah "f Painting and Drawing
Ceramk i
Sculpture

f. (iraphic s

g (lommen ial Art
h Fashion Illustration
i. Seminar in An Theory
VISUAL AKTS
TBACHINO
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461-162. INDIVIDUAL WORK FOR HONORS

or PUBLIC SCHOOL ARI (See EUUCATION 341.)

Col, (iliiirr u <u litnif ftaff organization and management

NON-MAJOR ARK.AS
AIR SCIENCE
COL. GRI-BR, LT. COL. GLOVER, CAPT. TUTTLE, CAPT. FROST
CHAIRMAN, COL. GRIBB

< HHCER-IN-CHARGE (1962-65), LT. COL. GLOVER
Air Force Reserve Officers Training
Corpi (AFROTC) was established in 1952 at the request of the
University.
Denison University is one of several colleges and universities
throughout the nation which offers the college student the opportunity to select a professional career as a commissioned officer
in the United States Air Force during the period of undergraduate
study. Deferments from active duty are offered these officers upon
graduation at Denison to continue graduate work in the area of
their choice. Officers who do not desire to continue graduate work
are normally scheduled for active duty in the career area of their
i hoice within 90 days after graduation.
The newly-commissioned officer must serve for a minimum
"f four years as an Air Force officer if he does not enter pilot or
THE DENISON I'NIVERSITY
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navigator training Pilots and navigators will serve a miniinum of
five yean which includes one year of flight ti.lining in their speriaHr) All officers will l«- afforded the opportunity for a regular
commission in tin- United States Air Four .mil career status if thry
so desire during their |»eri(xi of active duty.
AFROTC at Denison Unrvereit) i- completely voluntary for
both the Basic and Advanced count*. The I'asir Course rovers the
lirslini.il) .uul lophcmore years, and tin- Advanced (bourse the junior
and senior years Enrollment in the Advanced Course at trie beginning of the junior year involves a written commitment on the part
of the student that he "ill continue his officer-training for the remaining two years and accept a lommission. if qualified, upon
graduation from Deniaon
Advanced Coune Kudenti are paid at the rate of approximates $27 a month P." during Summer Camp at tin- end of
the junior yeai is at the rate "I $75 I month plus travel allowances.
food, quarters, uniforms, medu al care, and gtwuiiimani insurance
in route to and from and while at Summer Clamp. The period
of sununei training is _'H days, and two different periods are availible during tin- lumma months
Tin- Aii Force unifon except shoes, is provided without cost
to tin- student and is worn our day a wr.k The student is responsible t<>i the proper care of the uniform Textliooks and other
instructional materials are supplied without cost by the Department Of Air Si iriu r
All . adets .ur eligible for the AFKt> I < Band, Drill Team, and
kiflr Tram on a voluntary basis I hitstanding advanced students
are i ligibk foi lelet tion at memben of the Air Honor Society and
foi appointment as Distinguished Cadets and Distinguished Graduates
The Flight Instruction Program provides each senior qualified
for Pil"! li.iiniTig with iV j hours of flight training in light aircraft at no exiicnse to tin- student
Enrollment in AFROTC is accomplished l>\ registering for the
appropriate An Science course during registration. Staff members
of the Department of Ail Science are available for consultation at
,in\ time dining the calendar year, including the summer months.
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101-102.

SCIENCE

FOUNDATIONS

OP

AEROSPACE

POWER

Captain Frost. 1
\n introductory examination of the factors of aerospace power,
major ideological conflicts, requirements for military forces in bell jponsibilitief of citizenship, development and traditions of
ilie military profession, role and attributes of the professional ofricer in American democracy, organization of the armed forces
is fat tors in the preservation of national security, and the United
Stales Air Force as a major factor in the security of the Free World.
Am

201-202.

SCIENCE

WORLD

MILITARY

SYSTEMS

Captain Tuttle. I
\ i omparative study of world military forces to include Free World
l.ind and naval forces, Free World air forces, Communist military
systems, and trends in the development and employment of military
jHrtvrr in accomplishment of national objectives.
Am

SCIENCE

301-302.

GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT OP AEROSPACE

Lt. Colonel Glover. 3
\ survey course about the nature of war; development of airpower
in the United States; mission an<' organization of the Defense Department; Air Force concepts, i octrine, and employment; astronautics and space o|>erations; and the future development of aerospaoa |>ower. Includes the United States space programs, vehicles,
systems, and problems in space exploration.
POWER

Am

SCIENCE

401-402.

INTERNATIONAL

RELATIONS,

WEATHER,

Captain Frost, Mr. Mahard. 3
A study of international relations among nations and the factors
>>f geography which are of special concern to the Air Force officer.
An introduction to weather and navigation. Includes a presentation io seniors on the important factors concerning commissioned
service in the Air Force. (Offered only in 1964-65.)
NAVIGATION, AND GEOORAPHY

AIR SCIENCE

401-402.

THE PROFESSIONAL OFFICER

Captain Frost. 3
A study of the Air Force as a profession, leadership, and management. Includes the meaning of professionalism, professional res|K>mil>ilities, the Military Justice system, leadership theory, functions, and practices, management principles and functions; problem
Moving; and management tools, practices, and controls. (Offered in
:%ri-66.)
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ENGINEERING <;K U'lllcs
MR

HORAI I

VS

Kim

INTBaBSTBO is ENOINUMNG ihouid take a Prc-Engioring in a bam science Rich as mathematics.
physics, "i rJiemistry, hii choice dftmilding u]>on the branch of
engineering he v/ishei to enter. rYe-Engineering credits earned at
Deruson ire accepted by Schools <>( Engineering. (For further
information tee Combined ArnvProfearional Courses for liberal
ngineering arrangements.) An interested student should consult the departmentaJ chairman in his field »f engineering interest.
M

BNOINBBWNO

GRAPHIC*

KI IVIM SKY

I

)R M

111

THKORY

AND

PRACTICE

i -\ .

IN
3

A I'l'irv- in drafting practice w/ith lelected proUemi in standard
orthographii projection, layout and lettering, elementary freehand
sketching, and extrcian in point, line, and |>lane to acquaint the
itudenl with procedures in Engineering Geometr)
KVINU

RIV. GRAPHICS

11-'

TtlBOBV

AMI

l*RACIIi:t

EN

Am INI P D DRM rnta
3
Second Kmeatei inctudei more complex problems in design drawing, advanced freehand iketching, pictorial techniques, and the
geometr) i>l developments and intersection* Pieieuuistte: III.
.'til

Conservatory of Music
FACULTY
R. HI NTER, B.F.A. in Mus. Ed., B.F.A., M.F.A.
(hanman <>\ the Dt-partmi nt (1964-67)
A"Ulant Professor of Music and Music Education
GEOMI

HHASS. COMPOSITION, ANII WIND INSTRUMENT ENSEMIII.E

Two music degrees, one with a lriim|x-t major, and a graduate
degree (major in mmicology) at Carnegie Inititute of Technology.
Studied with Nikolai Lopalnikoff and Roland Leich (theory and
compontkm), Frederick Dorian (musicology), and Frederick Fcnneil (wind ensemble literature!. Director of music, Etna High
School in Pennsylvania; assistant professor of music and director
ni the chorus and band, Wayncsburg College in Pennsylvania.
H. ESCHMAN, Ph.B., A.M., F.A.G.O., Mus.D. (hon.)
/, [Ri King Wiltsee Professor of Music (part-time)
Mi MC THEORY
Graduate of Dcnison University in piano and organ; graduate
student, Harvard University 1911-12, under Walter R. Spalding
and Edward Burlingamc Hill; 1912-13, under Hugo Kaun and
Victor Hein/e, Berlin; under Erwin Stein, Egon Welles/ and Others,
University of Vienna, 1929-30; under Walter Piston, Harvard University, 1912; member of the faculty, Ohio State University and
Northwestern University summer sessions, 1926-29 and 1935-54;
Visiting professor of theory. School of Music, University of MichSummer session, 1955. Fellow of American Guild of Organists. Awarded honorary Doctor of Music degree by Dcnison in
1956.

KARL

A.B.
Assistant Professor of Music
MERMAN LARSON,

VOICE, OPERA WORKSHOP

Graduate of Augustana College, Sioux Falls, S. D, 1933;
graduate student, American Conservatory of Music, Chicago, 193317, voice with Theodore Harrison and theory with I.eo Sowcrby
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and Jeanne Boyd; instructor, Valparaiso University, Valparaiso,
Ind.. 1935-36, and Joint Conservatory of Music, Joliet, 111., 1936tf; associatr professor, University of Oklahoma, 1937-44.

FRANK J BF.LLINO. B F.A , Mus. M.
Aisiitani Proffttor oj .1/uuY (on Uaie 1964-65)
STWNCKH INSTHI MKNTS

Graduate of Ohio L'niversin. 1949; graduate study in music
literature. Eastman School of Music. 1951, and post-graduate work
in viola and violin: studied on scholarship at Colorado College,
dimmers of 1948-52: Berkshire Music Center (Tanglewood),
summer of 1947. Fulhrielit Research Scholar. Conservatory of
Santa Cecilia. Rome. Italy. 1956-57. Studied viola and violin with
Francis Tursi. Eastman School of Music: Ferenc Molnar, solo
vmlist with San Francisco Symphony Orchestra; studied with
Paul Hindrmilh. Ro\ Harris. Wills Apel, Nicholas Stonimsky.
Robert Shaw, and Irvine McHose. Played with Rochester (N.Y.)
Philharmonic Orchestra. l'M9-i2: Houston iTexas| Symphony.
1953-54; Mmnc.ii.ohs Symphony Orchestra, 1954-58; and Chicago's Grant P.uk Symphony Orchestra, summers, 1956-58. Conductor of Licking County Symphony Orchestra, Newark, Ohio.
since I960.

Bosun W FISCHEB, A H . MA.
A'miaut Pmfi'^ir aj Music
PIANO

Graduate of Harvard College <<um laudr in music), 1936;
studied piano with Leonard Shun; theory with Walter Piston, A.
T. Merrill, and Edward Buriingame Hill; conducting with Archiruld 1' Davison and G Wallace Woodworth. Graduate study,
Weatem Reaerve University, MA. 1953, followed by doctoral
study
Imlructor, Wesleyaa L'niversin
Connecticut), 1938-40;
.issisi.mt professor, Western Reserve, 1947-52; teacher of piano,
Cleveland MUSH School Settlement, 1953-57; assistant to Leonard
Shore. 1954-58; lecturer, Western Reserve, 195341,
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Conservatory of Music
B., MUS. M.
I'niirriity Organist, Director of Choral Groups
A^istant Professor of Music
WILLIAM OSRORNK, MUS.

ORGAN AND MUSIC HISTORY

Graduate of University of Michigan, 1959; graduate degree
from University of Michigan, 1960. Studied with Robert Nochren
and Marilyn Mason; studied with Nadia Boulangcr and Andre
Marchal, American Conservatory, Fontainebleau, France; organist
and choirmaster, Lutheran Student Chapel, Ann Arbor, Michigan,
1957-61.

W. YOUNO, A.B., Mus. B., M. IN Mus. AND MUS. ED.
AstitUml Professor of Music
I.ANIKIN

PIANO, PIANO LITKRATURF.

Graduate of Harvard College (cum laude in general studies),
and New England Conservatory of Music (honors with distinction),
I mili 1959. Studied piano with Lucille Monaghan, Edith Oppens,
and Leonard Shure. Summer study at Aspen Music School and
Colorado College. Alfred Hertz Memorial Traveling Fellow granted
by the University of California, 1959. Graduate study, Columbia
Teachers College, 1961. Director of music at Lakeside School,
Seattle, 1961-63. Concerts in Amsterdam, The Hague, Rotterdam,
Copenhagen, Stockholm, Salsburg, Hamburg, and Munich, 1963-64.

HENRY AARON

Ainstall Professor of Music
STRINGED INSTRUMENTS

Diploma from Juilliard Graduate School of Music. Disciple
of Pierre Montcux. Conductor and Music Director of Wheeling
Symphony Orchestra; member of music faculty of West Liberty
Stale College (1962-64), instructor teaching music theory, music
appreciation, conducting, string instruments, and serving as director
of the college choir.
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\:i vs BRADLEY, It A . Mi s. M.
Instru, loi part-time
WOOOWIND 1N>!HI MI M>
Graduate "f Knew College and Indiana University. Student
of Gerald Stowell, William Stebbins, and Ro!«-rt Marcellus. On
Otterbein College facuk) and member of Columbui Symphony
< )n hestra.

I' HAKIK. B.M K.
hhi'u, tot part-tune
Dm HI l Kllli IN-IKI Ml M -

WILLIAM

MI

-

M

Graduate <•( Southeastern Louisiana College and the Ix>uisi,111.1 State I niyersit) Formei member and principal oboist of the
New Orleans, Baton Rouge and Fort Worth Symphonj orchestras.
Studied conducting with Petei Paul Kudu and oboe with Marc
Lifsche) Was assistant prcfcssoi ami director of instrumental music
at Texas Wesleyan College; visiting lecturei <>f woodwinds at
Southern Illinois University; now instructor of olxx* and member
of facult) woodwind quintet at the Ohio State University.

Gi i NS HABJUMAN, KM , M A
Instructor part-tii
I'HIIMIIUM AND I.OW BfcASS IMSTKUMENTS
Graduate of tin- Ohio State Universit) Student of Donald
Reinhardl Teaching at Capital Universit) and first trombonist in
Hi.- Columbus Symphony Orchestra.

_'i in

Conservatory of Music
MUSIC CURRICULUM
Courses in the Theory and History of
Music will be found listed in detail under the Department of Music
in the regular list of college courses in the catalog. (See Department of Music.)
THEORETICAL STUDIES.

Music. Every student working toward any degree in
music is required to complete eight semesters of satisfactory attend
UCa at a Seminar in Music held once each week throughout the
lemafter. (No more than one unexcused absence constitutes satisfactory attendance.) This seminar deals with problems of general
music interest which cannot be covered in course work or private
lessons. No academic credit is given. In addition, senior Music
majors must attend Senior Music Seminar, which also meets once
a week and is designed to help prepare the student for comprehensive examinations. Failure to attend either Seminar removes
Ihr student's status as a major in Music, thereby making his Applied Music fees due and payable.
SEMINAR IN

APPLIED STUDIES
PROFICIENCY in one department of Applied Music is a requirement
(or graduation. To obtain the Conservatory Diploma the student
must appear in a public recital near the end of his senior year. If
he chooses to substitute normal study for the recital and shows evidence of ability to teach his major subject, he will receive a Conservatory Teacher's Certificate.

A student who selects Violin, Viola, Voice, Violoncello, or
other field, as his major must take Piano as a minor subject until
lie is able to play piano music, such as the following: Diller-Quaile,
Third Solo Book; Concord Series for the Piano, Book III, Ed. by
K Davis; Clementi, Sonatinas, Opus 36, Not. 1 and 2.
The number of years required to complete the work in any
uiplied study depends entirely upon the student's ability and previous training. Examinations at intervals, beginning at the end of
the freshman year, will be given to the student to ascertain his
standing. In general, these examinations consist of technical dem209
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oratntions, the performance <>t prepared (ompositions from memory, and the playing <>i one selection prepared without the aid of
the leai ha
PIANO
I in' general aim ">t tin1 Conservatory of Music for the
student of Piano is to leach him to perform imaginatively and creatively, with interpretation based UJMIII sound historical and thcoretical knowledge A student i* expected t<» acquire a well-balanced
repertoire and a broad acquaintance with the piano literature of
.»ll periodi \ student is taughi how u> adapt finger, hand, wrist,
and ami movement! t" inusK.il thought, and how to adapt the
fingen and hands to the keyboard Ever) effort is made to teach
the student to become an independent .ittist
For junior standing: A student must be able to perform compositions, such as BACH: Three-Part Inventions, Three-Part Fugues
from the Well-Tempered Klavier; HAYDN: E flat Major Sonata
178<» ; BKBTHOVBM Sonatas. Opus |n. \o 1 or Opus 14, No. 2;
SciimiKi: [mpromptut; CHOPIN: Polonaise, Opus 40, No. 2;
KKSIIU^
Opus ll~; and Dim ssv: Preludes.
Por rmtoi standing: A student must he able to play compositions, such as BACH Complete Suite or Partita; MOZART: Sonata,
k til or K 132 Ba*THOV*N Sonata, Opus 28 or later; SCHUniki Sonata, <>pus 120; CHOPTN: Ktudes. one Ballade; SCHUM\NN

Pant.rs P:eies. Opus 12:

BRAHMS:

Opus 118; and

DKBUS-

sv: Imagei
Voici
rhe general aim of all vocal training is to try to coordinate breath pressure, phonaiion, and resonation in such a manner
thai each pupil can develop hn <>i hei voice to its utmost capacity
in terms of quality, range, volume, and flexibility. The vocal student is required t<> Mud) a modern foreign lanima^ in order to
Cultivate vocal diction in more than one idiom. He is also required
to itud) the piano and is advised to begin this study early in his
Vocal instruction is directed toward the probletni (icculiar to
tin- voice, and to song interpretation, u> rhythm, and to phrasing.
The long literature *>( all schools, Ueder, arias, ballads, and art
longi are used
The student in Voice is urged to participate in the University
choirs, and to itud) solfeggio and elementary theory.
.'in

\**m

Ihmum'i Concert Choir presents several major works
For junior standing: A student must be able to sing effectively songs of moderate difficulty in English and in one other language.
For senior standing: A student must show proficiency in advanced vocalization and in arias from opera and in oratorio in other languages.
For those who wish an introduction to singing, class lessons
may be arranged (Voice Class, one hour credit). A student is accepted for private lessons at any stage of advancement.
Study of the piano is a prerequisite for study of the organ. The department reserves the right to determine whether the
ItudaM has fulfilled this requirement.
For graduation with a major in Organ, a student must have
developed a wide-ranging repertoire drawn from the works of
Bach; such pre-Bach composers as Sweclinck, Frcscobaldi, Buxtclnide, and Couperin; Mendelssohn, Brahms, and Franck; and men
of the 20th Century such as Hindemith and Messiaen. This repiimire shall be selected at the discretion of the instructor as best
.suits the needs of the student.
For junior standing: A student must have prepared several
chorale preludes from the Orgelbuechlein, at least one movement
of a trio sonata, and a small prelude and fugue, all by Bach;
■even] chorale preludes by Brahms; and at least one substantial work from the 20th Century.
For senior standing: A student must have prepared a complete trio sonata and large-scale prelude and fugue by Bach, a major work of either Mendelssohn or Franck, and a piece from the
20th Century comparable to a Hindemith sonata.
ORUAN.
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VlOUN, VlOLA, UIB VtOLONCSXLO. A student planning to concentrate ill Violin, Viola. Off Violoncello will be cx|>ectcd lo have suffii lent background and technique urion entering Denison to pursue
study of tin- more elciucntars standard repertoire for his particular
instrument; for Violin: sonatas hy Corrlli. hy Handel, sonatinas of
Schubert, Bath's A minor Concerto: for the other instruments,
coniixisitions of comparable difficulty. Both the difficulty and the
advancement of the works studied will increase during the four
yean 01 tcudl and will include Modem, Romantic. Classical, and
Baroque cotnpontioni
Technical studies well as the Carl Flesch Scale Studies,
Rode Caprices, PioriDo M Etudes, Kreuraer Studies, and various
hooks of the Sevcik -rni. will IH- an essential part of the student's
work Strict attention will lie focused ii|>on tone production, bowing
technique, ami intonation
The student %»ill he required to develop ensemble skill by
playing in the Denison Strini; Orchestra and the Licking County
Symphon) Orchestra in addition to working in chamber music
groups, such as strini; quartets, piano trios, string trios, and others.
The aim is to develop the techniquei of string playing which
"ill enable the student to become a Competent performer in the
vaiions areas of string performance with particular attention given
lo the solo literature of the instrument
The student may lie ex|>e< ted to lie examined by the faculty
on an) of the repertoiie which he has covered, in order to be
passed CO tophotnore, junior, or senior standing.
At the end of the Kcond and third years, the student shall
!»• required lo present nicccssfult| before the Conservatory faculty
.1 composition chosen by the instructof but which the student hai
prepared without Ins instructor*! aid.
WIND INMKIMIMS A Wind Instrument player will be introduced
to the solo and chambei music literature for his instrument. Excerptj from orchestra] literature will also be studied. The student
will IH- expected U) participate in instrumental organizations at
Denison.
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Summary Of Enrollment
First Semester, 1963-64
Slates
Men
7
California
3
Colorado
C nniiri ticut
28
Delaware
3
District of Columbia 4
Florida
5
(Jeorgia
1
Hawaii
1
Illinois
98
Indiana
22
Iowa
3
K.ms.is
1
Kentucky
6
Maine
1
Maryland
8
Massaclmsetts
27
Michigan
45
Minnesota
4
Missouri
9
Montana
1
New 1 l.unpsliilr
2
New Jersey
53
Ntt* Vork'
100
North Carolina
1
Ohio
281
Pennsylvania
119
4
Rhode Island
Tennessee
0
Texas
1
2
Vermont
Virginia
5
Washington
1
7
West Virginia
Wisconsin
11

Total in U.S.A.

864

Women
5
1
12
3
5
6
1
1
78
26
1
3
11
0
12
16
38
3
13
1
1
41
68
0
245
88
0
1
9
2
2
0
11
14

718

Total
12
4
40
6
9
II
2
2
176
48
4
4
17
1
20
43
83
7
22
2
3
94
168
1
526
207
4
1
10
4
7
1
18
25

1,582
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Men

Countria

Women

1
0
1
1

( ialiad.l

Argentina
Bnudl
( mi'v

!i..U

0

Nigeria
Tanganyika
I'nitit! Kingdom
Venezuela
West Germany

l

Total
6

i

2

()
1)
1
0
0
0
1
0

I
l
0
1

1,598
34
10

723
873
< trend Total
Total Scam Repraaented
Total Foreign Countriei Re resented

STUDENT KNROI.I.MKM

F()K 196344

F • i mesttr
Men Women Total
Senion
1 union
Sophomorej
Freshmen
,\(K am I'd
Re|x-ai
TOTAL

Partial

1:1
193
22''
271

!
1

B73

I6H
158
190
207
2
0

342
151
419
I7K

s

Srtond SfmrstfT
Women Total
331
174
157
346
IKK
158
398
190
20«
207
472
265

Men

3

II

12
1

835
9
0

712
16
0

1,547
25
0

i

725
27

1

i 598

879

752

1,631

844

728

1,572

Department
College Rank
Non-College

15
0

46
8

63
8

20
0

56
8

76
8

Muiii rbtal

15

56

71

20

64

34

'•rand

TM.I1

MUSH
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Personnel
THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
OFFICERS
FRANKLIN

W.

CHARLES

(ieoRUE M.
JOHN
BI'RT

SMITH,

WOOD,

HODOES,

I.L.D., Honorary Chairman

B.S., M.B.A., LL.D., Chairman

DEEDS,

Ph. B . LL.B., First Vice-Chairman

ROUDEBUSH,

E. F.
T.

G.

LL.B., M.A., Sicond Vice-Chairman
B.S., M.A.. Secretary and Treasurer
MKMBKRS

Ex-OHicio
President A. Bi AIR KNAPP, A.B., M.A., LL.D., L.H.D., HH.D., Litl.D.
CLASS 1—TERMS EXPIRE JUNE, 1965
JOSEPH A. ANDERSON, B.S. in Mech. Eng.—
Vice President,
and Assistant Croup Executive, General Motors Corp., Detroit, Mich.
1300 North Don Hwy., Flint, Mich. 48202
FREDERICK C. CRAWFORD, A.B., M.C.E.. D.Eng., LL.D.—
Chairman,
The Executive Committee of Thompson Ramo Wooldridge, Inc.
P.O. Box 3036, Cleveland, Ohio 44117
RANDOLPH EIDE, A.B., LL.D., Com. D.—
Retired President, Ohio Bell
Telephone Company
3232 Rumson Road, Cleveland Heights, Ohio 44118
I.EROY E. LATTIN, Retired President, General Telephone Co. ol California
922 Napoli Drive, Pacific Palisades, California
90272
•(JF.OROE M. ROUDEBUSH, Ph.B., LL.B.—
Attorney-at-Law
Roudebush, Adrian, Brown, Corlelt, and Ulrtch
915 Williamson Building, Cleveland, Ohio 44114
•(! HERBERT SHORNEY, B.S.—
Secretary, Hope Publishing Company
5707 West Lake Street, Chicago, III.
60644
GAHM SLAYTKR, B.S., D.Eng.—
Viet President and Director ol
Research, Pioneering Laboratory, Owens-Cormng Ftberglas Corp.
P.O. Box 415, Granville, Ohio 43023
t" PERCY L. WILTS EE, A.B.—
Retired
3547 Raymar Drive, Cincinnati, Ohio
45208
•JOHN E. F. WOOD, MA, LL.B.—
„ Attorney-at-Law,
Dewey, Ballantine, Bushby, Palmer, and Wood
Room 2900, 40 Wall Street, New York, N.Y.
10005
•Alumnus of Denison University
ID-erased June 21, 1964
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TERMS rXPIIth )l HE, l»66

Chairman. Board of Dirtctori
V <>lh Amtritan l.i\i Iniurance Company
<t, S..ulh Slatr Strrrl, Room 1600 Chi. .urn III
60603

•ROKKUT

W

taBMOOJt, 1'h B

F.M.I

BUII, Ph B . 1,1. B

Vita President and Dirtctor,
Hooker Chemical Corp.
IH.'ll

JI77 KM Milwaukee Avenur. Detroit, Mull
•WnxiAH F Humans*, I. II I)
9296 Perry Road. Atlat, Michifaa
•AllCI

MOCUIMJAMU

Retired
'Mill

(Mr. Harold A\\K

1922 CoiuviUc Road, Toledo Ohio

•OtOaOl

C

13623

PhB. I.I. B, I.I. D. Allorney-at-Ijiw
l.ailin. M. C "i-\au£hty. and Stradlty
50 Wm Broad Street Column.... Ohm
43213
MCCOSNAUCIHIY.

Kvtlir.TT D

RECAE. B.S
Chairman. Board of Duetto*,.
(ifi Sational Bank and Truit Company
20 Eau Broad Street. Coluinlm> Ohio
I32IG

LVOM

CHABLU

llASBOUa, AB. BD, l)D.

III West Monntnrni Avenue, Dayton, Ohio

1. HI)

Minuter, Firit
Baplut Church

45402

R SutfARi). \ B.-The Shepard In.uranie Agency
1230 filth Third Bank Building, CJnrinnari Ohio
45202

•THOMAS

•Hism S

STOI T.

B

S

I.'til l.aurrlwood Dmr. Daytoii. Ohio

i LASS III

HUMS

Agent. John Hancock
Ufa Iniurance Company
45409

BXFIRB JUNE. /%7

Viet President (Finance), Thompton Ramo
W'ooldridge, Inc.
2S3SS Eudid Avenue, Cleveland. Ohio
44117

•KKM-T

C BmiLAfOBO, BS

S DAVIS
President. Corrugated Container Company
640 Shoemaker Avenue, Cokunliui Ohio
H."i:i

•SAM

•tHA»ll> W Dims. BS. MBA. I.I.I)
Retired Induitrialiit
Room 1624, One Conatilution Han, Hartford, Conn.
06103
CYRUH

S

AB. MA. CD I... LL D —
Chairman. Board ol
Dirtctori, Cheiapeake and Ohio R R. Company
Terminal Tower, Cleveland, Ohio
44101
EATON.

•F.i '.I si EaatAN, Ph BAM. Rel Ed.D.—
Viet I'reudent
and DirtetOI ol RtEpotu Publishing. Harper and Row
49 F...U llnl Street New York. N Y.
10016
■WlLUAM P Hi IIMAV. BS
President. Buckeye Iron and Brail Workl
po BOA B83 Dayton, Ohio
13401

• Mumnus of Drni&on L'niveruty
.'II.

nml
•Pump G

President,
(!. A. Mavon and Company
175 W. I.ii k... 11 Blvd.. Chicago, Illinois 60604
•VIKMAN Pu>ri roan. Ph.B . A.M., Ph.D., I.L.D.—
Professor,
Political Science, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
h Ravrnscrolt Road. Winchester. Man.
01B90
NO«MAN t. SMITH, B.S.—
President, The Oiborn
Manufacturing Company
11820 F.dgrwater Drive, I.akewood. Ohio
44107
•loan R. Him. B.S.—
Foilar Bros., Weber and Company
241 Superior Street, Toledo. Ohio
43604
MAVON.

A.B.—

CLASS IV

ALUMNI-ELECTED TRUSTEES

•Ctoeoi eloCnaur, B.A., LL.B.—
Vice President of Finance,
Youngstown Sheet and Tube Company
J8 Christopher Drive. Poland, Ohio
44514
iTrrm expires in 1965)
'kfajrf F.srr.v NASH (Mas. AaTiiua I.) B.A.—
Realtor, Westchester County, New York
7 Shrridan Road, Seven Bridges, Chappaqua, N.Y.
10514
(Term expires in 1966)
'DATID A CHAMBERS, B.S.. M.D.—
Surgeon
3109 Fairfax Road. Cleveland Heights, Ohio
44118
(Term expires in 1967)
•Roam F. VAN VOOBHIR, A.B., MBA—
President and Secretary,
Universal Supply Company
122 East Main Street, Newark, Ohio
43055
(Term expires in 1968)
•TuaoDoar. J. Araurarajy, B.S.. M.D.—
Chief of Staff,
Washington Hospital Center
1834 F.yr Street N.W.. Washington, DC.
20206
(Term expires in 1969)
•JACK N Mint
President,
J. N. Meeks and Company, Actuaries
2181 Wallham Road. Columbus. Ohio
43221
(Term expires in 1970)
TRUSTEES — EMERITI
B. AMO«, A.B., 1934-1951
750 Burlington Ave.. North. Lake Palms Apts.
Si. Petersburg, Fla.
33701
EDMUND G. BURKE, 1942-1959
Room 601, 188 Montague Street, Brooklyn, N.Y.
11222
•I-oatNA WOOD«OW BUKKE (Mrs. Charles F.), Ph. B., 1937-1959
375 Riverside Drive, New York, N.Y.
10025
IRASKI.IN 0. SMITH, LL.D., 1915-1961
Apt. 410, 13700 Shaker Blvd., Cleveland, Ohio
44120
•FRANK

Retired

Realtor

Retired

•Alumnus of Denison University
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["HE ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF
\

Kiurr

BUB

SB

M\

I.I.I). I.1ID. 11IID, l.itt.D.

Puini In ims-Tils, BS. MS. PhD.

President

Dean ,./ the College

s| l nr.Nl SERVH BS
Buuitta

IU«I-HI«N.

S\i i ■.

\

MAM
MABI

KI

W

D#«n o/ H'omen
Aitulnl Dean of Women
-:r Dean of Women

BA . MA. Ph D.

SMITH.

DONALD

(.

THITT.

VMIII

1)

SMCIII

Wn 11AM II

BS, MA. F.il I)

Inn. \ B . MS in Ed
LBN Cuuo, B s
MX

Director of ike Psychological Clinic

A B . SI A

mi

JMJI

Dean of Men

BS. PhD

Ed D
Director of Institutional
Ht.earch and t.iaduate School Coumehng
Director of Student Employment
and Placement

B \

Director of Admisiiom

W Di--.nn o, BS

BUHOM

('HMtloTTF. t

WUII

(ioKlPON 1 IIMUI. 11 \

Km .. E

CAW ION,

Auntant Director
Admission! Counselor
Admissions Coumelor

MS

SI \

B \

DMIII

1) Wootn UU>, B s

DAVID

\

GIIMKI,

\ B

SB

BD

B I)

Dean of Chapel

s l si

Executive Secretary,
Deniton Chrittian Anociation

STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE
lk\:-. \ V kl MON, II \
Uii'in* N

KADAPPA,

I' K^kik

KLIUH

Slk*

SI 11
M'I-

B S

ii«h«

Phywctan oz Administrator
of rVhnler Hoipital

It

Physician

SI D

SI I)

Physician
RN

I'HIMMJ

Chief Nurse

GENERAL ADMINISTRA1 ION
K

DONAI II

fosi

MIm-os.

< U.VU K
R
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IAN

B

Assistant Registrar

KftAUat, B S
Ii \

SI s

Director of Public Information

Cu«l . B A

I'kiM

Wn i

Registrar

\ M

K III

Wn i

I -i

I'l, B

I)

CHAKLBI

II

hi' ii

MINI

B \

IAM GOODWIN,

lliskv s

Assistant Director

I Mi

GLOVU

Director of Development
Aiiiitanl Director

B.A.
ISM

II

Odl Ed

Officer-in-charge
ol AFROTC detachment

Personnel
M.

BINJAMIN

I---* C.

LEWIS,

E.

HELMRICH,

O.

PAULINE

A.

F.OWARD

WRIGHT,

W.

P.

B.A., M.S. in L.S.

Assistant
Catalog Librarian
Director of Theatre

B.A., M.A., D.F.A.

STEPHENS,

Librarian
for Technical Services
Catalog Librarian

HA. B.S. in L.S.

RYAN,

Director of Athletics

Rov Sen s. B.A , Ed. M.. Ed. D.
RF.ATRICE

Assistant
Reference Librarian

A.B., A.B. in L.S., M.S.

HOOVER,

RICHARD

Librarian

Librarian for Reader Services

P. Moss, A.B., B.S. in L.S.

JOSEPHINE
HAROLD

B.A., M A . MA. in L.S., Ph.D.

A.B., B.S. in L.S.

SECOR,

Executive Secretary, Denison Society
of the Alumni

A.B.

BUSINESS AND FINANCE
HURT

T.

HODOES,

R

CARL
ALFRED

J.

JOHNSON,

LERORS MORRIS,

M.

ALLAN

RAYMOND

J.

STANLEY
RUTH

H.

MOLLIE

B.

Assistant Treasurer

B.S.

C

RAUSCH, B

, B.S. in Ed.

Director of Residence Hall
Services

A.B.

Hostess, Slayter Hall

ABER

LOUOHRIDOE,

Assistant Manager
Food Service Director

ROLT-WHEELM,

M.
M.

Manager of Bookstore

B.A.

COX

B.A., C.P.A.

HELEN

Purchasing Agent

A.B.

LOUIS PETITO,
EURIE

Director of Physical Plant

B.S.

MCKENNA,

L.

Business Manager

A.B., M.B.A

DEWEV,

A.

RAYMOND

Treasurer

B.S., M.A.

ADAMS,

Controller
Assistant to the Controller

Ph. B.

Assistant to the Controller

MORRIS

THE FACULTY EMERITI
JOHN

L.

BIELKE,

1925-1951

Secretary-Emeritus, Denison Society
of the Alumnt

I'h B . Deniion; MA, Columbia.
Lois E. ENOLEMAN, 1948-1964
Librarian-Emeritus
B.A., James Minikin; B.S. in L.S., Western Reserve; M.S., Columbia.
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/), nu ■
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I ■

J

I shift

MMKV

I

I9JH-I959

.* mt Pi'>te>*or-Emeritus ol Mmic

fk ■IHWI

\ B.

R* ii.«n H ll"»i

1921

BS . !)• Bnoo

M S

Suisn

Ptoft^oi-Emttttui of Chemistry
l'h l). Ohio SUM

GoaooN, 1931-1963
Pro/attor-fiajaWliii of Economic!
Po lytVania
\M
Peuiajlvanu; Ph IV. Pennsylvania.

B.S
I

lid

BHUI

\i i HI L> BvUHAal
\ B \l ..•
\l S

LELAND

Si

rsiti

JENKINS,

li s

\ \1

KINO,

1924-

VB. Richmond

:/r Pn>te<iOr-Emerttus o\
Physics and Astronomy
■Ac Professor-Emeritus of
Physical Education

1920-1960

ii. nim

|o mi I

I

Dcniaon.

i it
Pmfeuor-Enterttus ol English

\M

Columbia.; phi). Columbia; LI..D., Sueh-

IIHMHI

im
\ II
WALTH

J. Lmi

Us

li.ii....i,

CIHRCI-

\ B

192

LADNU

Bi •••

\ M

AtsitUmt Professor-Emeritus of
Mathematics

Brown
Professor-Emeritus of
Phyiical Education

l>s.

m Ph%> Ed

lfcnn.ni

'nit Professor-Emeritus of
Education
William and Mary; A M . William and M If)

I.

M\io«. 1931

Gaoaol l> MoilOAN

B s !)•■.■ •
ROTH

Profcxx-Emeritui of Biology

-

M

i ••

. ft ii. i) Din. si

\ Ooti in 1941-1964

Oucctor-Emerilus of Public Information

\ B
v ■•. II

SKI-.MK. 1920-1940

Ph B

Hum I
\ B

Ii.-.
SMI

!»■

\ M

AuulaM Pro/awr-Emeritus of
Modern Language!

i lolumbu

19

'

\ M

Sun
Mui B Denbon

tU P'otcmr-Emeritui of Modern
languages

( otumbu

BKVIK.S

\ II

I
,,ate Professor-Emeritus of Music
Denim; AM Harvard: F.AG.O.

\\ STEWUI
A.B.. Kochcatei \ M. R.-lu-in

FMDIHCI

Haaouj II l:n
AB
Acadia
V a«l ui

2211

lili

Bll

Professor-Emeritus of Religion
Colgate-RochaUT.

164
Proftuot-Enurilmj of Philosophy
Coigale-RocheMcr; PhD, Chicago; D. Liu.,

Authors on Faculty: Seated—Drs. E. A. Wright, L. G. Crocker,
Salalie M. Shepard, D G. Dean, M. H. Hepp, and D. M. Valdes;
Standing Dr. W. Preston, Jr., Dr. G. W. Chessman, Prof. P. L.
B.nnett, and Dr. W. M. Southgate

THE FACULTY
A Bum KNAFr, 1951President
A.B., Syracuse; M.A., Syracuse; LL.D., Syracuse; L.H.D., Temple
and Trinity; I III I) . Bowling Green Stale; L.H.D., Redlands; Litt.D ,
Lincoln Memorial.
Ptliu E.

LICHTENSTEIN, 1949Dan of the College
and Professor of Psychology
B.S., Massachusetts; M.S., Massachusetts; Ph.D., Indiana.

1964Diploma, Juilliard Graduate School.

HENRY AARON,

R. ADAMS, 1964B.S., Ohio State.

CARL

Assistant Professor of Music
Assistant Treasurer

W. ALRUTZ, 1952Professor and Chairman, Biology
B.S., Pittsburgh; M.S., Illinois; Ph.D., Illinois.

ROBOT

K.

1948Professor of Biology
B.A., Denison; M.A., Ohio State; B.D., Colgate-Rochester; Ph.D.,
Ohio State.

DALE ARCHIBALD.

1963Visiting Lecturer in Visual Arts (part-time)
A.B., Wellesley; MA., Wellesley.

TERRY ELLII BAILEY,

JACK

M. BALCER, 1964^sjiilanl Professor of History
B.A., New Jersey Stale, Montclair; M.A., Michigan; Ph.D., Michigan.
H. BARCLAY, 1962Assistant Professor of Physical Education
in charge of Gregory Swimming Pool
BS. in Ed., Ohio State; Ed.M , Kent State.

THEODORE
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FaANCIl I B»in. 1946\ B . Dick MM B I) , Drew

Profeisor of Logic
Ph D , Columbia

■"FMMI

J BMIIMI. I9.KB F A . Ohm dm MM M

PAUI

I. BrNMTT, 1947I! \ OUO I IIIV
M \

A^i.lanl Profenot of iluii
F-aitnun
Professor of English

II ,: . ,! ■

•••liiM.I. Bmi 1965.4.W.I0HI Profnior •/ GmMMM
B.A.. Sira.uw M V s.m, uu-. PhD. Illinoii.
Loi II V BnAktMAN. 1962\B
*-■—~—■ M\

Aiiiilant Profesivr of Government
PhD. TafU

Tufi.

0 titw, J« . 1948B.S . Northwestern. MA . Northwritem

WILLIAM

Profnior of Theatre Arts

Imliitli I BmsMB. 1964BS. Thirl M S PrmmK.im.. St..lr

Teaching Intern in Biology
Ph D . Prnnlylvania State.

B BmOWN, 1952
BS. Krntuiky. PhD. Northwritrm

.4oorial/ Profnior of Chemistry

JOHN

Mini E Blows. 1954\ K Michigan \M

Mnhuun

PhD

R Bianrrr. 1963BA . Ri<r. M \ Ri. r

Instructor in English

TOMMY

Mi»v K

f Aur-nni. 1956-

RriBErtT S

B.S., BuckaeU

Instructor in Ynual Arti

1949-

CAKTUL,

MS

Bucknrll

I "tin I C CHAO 1962I.I. B. Cilli !i I
Peipini
I,

WALLACI

\B
BDWABD

B.S

Professor of Psychology in
the Department of Education
New York Uah

PhD
M S

A distant Profnior of Economics
Southern Illinoii.

CHUIIIAN, 1930-51 i 1951-

Han.nl

M.A.. Harvard

Professor,
Alumni Chair of Hutory
FhJ)., Harvard

M CoiUNS, r«IHProfeisor of Chemistry
PrinceUM
\M Pratt rtoai Ph D . Pnmeton.

•••OOHINII k I' ( 01

B \

M in

Anoctate Profnior of English

M \

Miami; PhD

bin

M<»\ huts CKAIO, 1964BS Puid :.
M \ Cohunbia
JOHN R CKI-I
III I
I.I'IMI

G Cat*

n lean

Ionium Dean of Women

193
M \
KIM.

AJJ., M..hnMi.
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.4fit>fi(!fr Profnior of English
MuhuMn

Iowa; Ph D

1926\ \l

Michigan

both Mn i Men 196443

Anoctate Profnior of Sociology
MiMMlri
Profeisor and Chairman,
Speech

Ph.D

Michigan,

G. DEAN, 1959Associate Professor of Sociology
A.B., Capital; B.D., Garrett; M.A., Northwestern; Ph.D., Ohio State.

DWICHT

l.iNDt.r.v

Professor, Eliam E. Barney Chair
of Classical Languages (part-time)
A.B.. Dartmouth; A.M.. Princeton; Ph.D., Princeton.
RICHARD DEAN,

1921-

Roam S DICKENS, 1964B.A., Johns Hopkins.

Instructor in Philosophy

M. DOHE«TY, 1960Assistant Professor of Physical Education
B.A.. Denison; M.A., Michigan.

LYNN

I.F.NTtilF.l. H. DOWNS, 1947Professor and Chairman, English
B.A.. Tun ulum. MA. Iowa; Ph.D., Iowa.
WILLIAM R. DRESSER. I960Assistant Professor of Speech
B.A., Denison; M.A., Northwestern; Ph.D., Northwestern.
W. DUN FIELD, 1950B S.. Bates.

Director of Admissions

BU«TON

1961Diploma, Wuppertal.

Assistant Professor of Religion

WALTER EISENREIS,

G. EMONT, 1958Instructor in Modern Languages (part-time)
B.A., Wisconsin; M.A., Wisconsin.

MARIFTTA

D. EHONT, 1954Associate Professor of Modern
Languages
B.A., New Jersey State. Montclair; M.A., Middlcbury; Ph.D., Wisconsin.

MILTON

H. ESCHMAN, 1913Professor, Jessie King Wiltsee
Chair of Music (part-time)
I'll B . Denison; A.M.. Harvard; Mus.D., Denison.

RAIL

C. ESHELMAN, 1964Assistant Professor of Modern Languages
B.A., Dayton; M.A., Cincinnati; Ph.D., Cincinnati.

THOMAS

R. ESPINOSA, 1964Assistant Professor of Modern Languages
BA, Stanford; MA, Stanford; I.I. B . Georgetown.

FRANCISCO

W. FISCHER. 1961B.A.. Harvard; MA. Western Reserve.

KCIIIKT

R. FITCH, 1924I'll B . Denison; M.S.. Denison.

DONALD

E. FROST, USAF, 1963B.S in Ed., Ohio State.

CATT. RI.III KT

F

Assistant Professor of Music
Registrar

Assistant Professor of Air Science

1963^uiilonl Professor of Physics
A.B, Colgate; M.A., Connecticut; Ph.D., Connecticut.

TREVOR GAMBLE,

Assistant Professor of Religion and
Executive Secretary, Denison Christian Association
A.B. Oberlin; B.D.. Yale; S.T.M., Yale.

DAVID

A.

GIBBONS,

1961-

L. GILBERT, 1964Assistant Professor of Chemistry
B.S., Anlioch; Ph.D., Michigan State.

GEORGE
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<iin\m. USAP, i960-

B. Gen. Ed . Omaha,
DAU

S GoOQlNft, 1962B 5 BowKnf litrni State

Auociate Profettor of
Air Science

Instructor in Physical Education

CMAMLSa F. GajULAM, 1953-

.f-u^v Profettor and Chairman,
Otology and Geography
MS. Stair QoDeaa of Wuh-

BS. Stale Coneac ..f Waaaiagina;
HMJton. I*h I> . town
BaautTi GHAI 1964Diploma. Hamburg

German)

aTaw'itaal Proftuor of Modern Language*
. Phi). Hamburg (Germany).

PAUL T. Oaaaw. 1963B A . Carieton; M A , Colombia

Ai i tant Profettor of Economic*

|AMU W, GRIME*. 1961Profettor and Chairman, Visual Art*
BFA. iiomell. Mr A. Condi; PhD. Ohio Stale
CO

WlLUAM f Qauaa ISAF. 1963B S . Canon-Newman

Prof,nor of Air Science

\kM)ii) GaustN, 1953Auociate Proftuor and Chairman, Mathematict
BA, New York Uan
MA Cotnaania; PhD, Colorado.
L HALL, 1954B A . West Virginia; M \

ilinafnal Profetsor of Speech

WILLIAM

W«M Virginia

EutABVTH HABTaMQMM, 1957-

Dean of Women and Profettor of
Perionnsl Ptychology (part-time)
BS, Connection Collar for Women; MA. Columbia; Ed.D., Univ.
of California at \AM Angelei

Ron HIT R HAUIICH, 1%2BS. Michigan State; MS
HAaOLO K HBLMBM3H, 196$AB U of WaahttMjttm;
('ollllllt)U

A I tant Proftuor of Biology
IticMgaa State. PhD. Florid..
\B

in

Librarian for Technical Services
1..S. I
of Washington; MS.,

CHAW I- K HrUTDtaaON, 1956-61 l%3Director of Public Information
BA. Penntylvania Statr. MS. Ohio Unh
MAYION

\B

II Hrr-p. 1946OfaerUn M A . Oherlin

PhD

Proftuor and Chairman, Philosophy
Brown

GaOBOl F- Hut, 196(1Auutant Proftuor of Physical Education
B \ Dcnieon M S m Fd , Bowling Green State.
Bate K MiksHim. 1959B.A . hWdom M\ Yak

Atioctatt Proftuor of Modem Languages
PhD. Yale

BiKf T Hoooaa, 1934B S Demaon M \ ( \..- igo
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Treasurer

Personnel
MAN A.

HOFFMAN, JR..

I960-

Associate Professor and Chairman.
Chenmti-1

B.S.. Missouri Valleys M.S.. Purdue; Ph.D., Purdue.
M. HOLTON. 195611 \ . Duke; MA., Duke.

SAMUEL

Atmlant Pro/titor of Education

O. HOOVER. 1938-1950; 1952B.A , Dcnison ; B.S. in I..S.. Western Reserve

PAUUNI

Catalog Librarian

K HUCKABY, 1958Associate Professor o\ History
B.A., Baylor; M.A , Columbia; Ph.D., Ohio Stale.

•••JOHN

R Hi'vni, 1954Assistant Professor and Chairman. Musi,
It I A in Mus. F.il . C:arm'gie Tech.; B.F.A. In Mui., Carnegie Tech.;
M.F.A. in Mui.. Carnegie Tech.

GEOEOI

|AHI

- I. Him

FY.

1964-

B.A., Syracun; M.A., ConneelkuL
AIIUKII

J.

JOHNSON,

1928-

hiitrutlor in (<orernment

Business Manager

A.B.. Denison; MBA.. Harvard.
STANLEY JONAITIS, 1956Aisociate Professor of Modern Language:
MA. Vilnius (Lithuania); Diploma, Insulin dc Phoneliquc
(France); Ph.D.. Michigan.
sENOU JOSEPH, 1963Assistant Professor of Modern Languages
B.S. in Ed., Ohio Slate; MA., Ohio State.
I

V KAKAFFA, 1964Physician for Student Health Serrice
Miu.B.. Ohio Wcsleyaii, M.D.. Ohio Stale.

HIM KICK

A. KARIAN. 1964Instructor in Mathematics
B.A., American International | M.S. Illinois

ZAVI N

1928Professor, Benjamin Barney
Chair of Mathematics
B.S., Denison; M.S., Chicago; Ph.D.. Ohio State.

CHOSAEURO KATO,

1931A.B., Ohio State; A.M., Ohio Stale.

HORACE KINO,

KiuiiKT W. KINO. 1963B.A., Indiana.

Professor of Visual Arts
Assistant Professor of Economics

G. KRAFT, 1961Assistant Professor of English
A.B., Brown; M.A., Duke; Ph.D., Duke.

(JUENTIN

W. LARSON, 1944A.B.. Auguitana (S. Dak.).

HIKMAN

Assistant Professor of Music

Sum MOOR LEE, 1961.4,.iii,mi Professor of Physics
B.S, Chosen Christian (Korea); M.S., Ohio State.
•••On leave both semesters 1964-65
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/{:.//. mi

( I.IHX^
AB. Bluffton M \

Proleuor and Chairman, Economiei
Ohio State; Ph I) Ohio Suite.

UII

\i men W l.iui. I96SBS. WMCOMHI M \

I

BENJAMIN M Ltwll I9W
H\ Ohio Waieyu M\
Mn hic.m
i Bum! Ii"i-. 1946\.B., Detuson M\ Duke

NAN

\
B A

SUIN

IKA

H \

Librarian
M\ in US., Michigan; PhD..

Michigan

Proleuor o/ Englith
Ph.D.. Ohio Slate
Aniitant Dram of Women

Inn. l%.tStetton; M S in Ed . Indiana

I LoHDOR, 1963B\ Rutgen M \

RAYMOND

.'nni Proleuor o\ Hiitorv

Wrncoctan.

I
Delawan

\ Mi K,ss,
Brown

Manager ■>! Book Store

ft '' " t (■'■lory and Geography
MA. Colnmhia; PhD.. Columbia.
Auociate Proleuor of Engluh

DANNI K

Riciumi W MM
\ B Indiana

.in! Proleuor o/ Piyckology
Connecticul

I'.-.i.

K: HABD II MAHABS, 1941\ II Michifan Normal
I MA
B.S., Davidson

l"h I)

MS. Virginia
1961It, I) Columbia

AmttdMt Proleuor of Piyckology

HIT.

II MM.-HMI. 1953Auociate Pro/euor ol Engliik
ABM,
M \
Mnhi«.in: Ph I) Michigan.

KI-.MII!

|AHU I
\ li

MABTIII

. i ■. .

iik;.,:.

Jons N Mill IK
\ Ii 11. no PI
JAMI

- I
li \

M
Pol

-I

\M

i)

II

Stanford

,

1 ak

PhD

Proleuor of Religion
PI, l>. Vale,
I
laal Profeuor of Engliik
Stanford

loi 'ant Ptofeuor o/ Engluk
Pennsylvania; PhD. Pnnnylvjnia.

M \

InvuM 1 M:i nil i. 1949Proleuor ol Sociology
\ li . i,
MA N,\. Hampehire; PhD. Button Univ.
U.-.k Mot
B.S.. OhioU
LI

I
Ms

Purdue

PhD

Ohio

Ron Moiuua, 1951B.S., I nra Si in College

E Ci

<>K

22h

II. 11

Director ol Phyiical Plant
Vliiting Lecturer in Government
(part-time)

Moaaow, I9S3.

\ li. I),,, ton

nate Proleuor *f Phytici

SUM

Wom ni K, terva

Personnel
P. Moss. 1950Assistant Reference Librarian
A.B.. Hiram; B.S. in L.S.. Western Reserve.

IOSF.PHINE

A. NICKERSON, 1956-57; 1964Physician for Student Health
Senice and Administrator of Whister Hospital
B.A., Ohio Stale; M.D.. Ohio State.

IRVINO

CAII.

R. Noams, 1949-51; 1959Professor of Biology
B.S. in Ed., Ohio U.; M.S., Ohio State; Ph.D., Ohio State.

VmolNIA C.

NORTHROP,

1950-1951: 1953-

-4jriil<int Professor of
Physical Education

B A . William Smith ; M.A.. Sarah Lawrenee.
P. O'BRIEN. 1963Instructor in Physical Education
B.S., Bowling Green State; MA. Morehead State.

DOROTIIA

OlBOBNI, 1961Mu. II . Michigan; Mus.M., Michigan.

WII.I.IAM

Assistant Professor of Music

E. PEASE, 1962Instructor in Economics
B.A., Los Angeles State; M.S.. San Fernando Valley State.

LAUREL

1953B.A.. Prinreton; C.P.A.

LOOM PETITO,

Controller

KtiTii W PIPER, 1951Assistant Professor of Physical Education
A.B., Baldwin-Wallace: M.A., Western Reserve.
H. POLLOCK, 1948Associate Professor of History
A B„ Denison; A.M.. Harvard; Ph.D.. Pennsylvania.

NORMAN

••W. NEIL PRENTICE, 1957ituociai* Professor of Mathematics
A.B.. Middlebury: A.M.. Brown; Ph.D., Syracuse.
I.. PRESTON, 1949Associate Professor of Modern Languages
A.B., Ohio Univ.; A.M.. Harvard; Ph.D., Ohio State.

••FRED

WHXIAM PRESTON, JR., 1954Associate Professor of History
A.B.. Columbia; M.A.. Columbia; Ph.D.. Wisconsin.
K. PRINE, 1959B.A.. Denison; I.L.B., Pennsylvania.

CALVIN

Director of Development

P RAKER. 1964Physician for Student Health Service
B.A., Ohio State; M.D., Ohio State.

ROBERT

0, RANSOPHER, 1964Instructor in Sociology (part-time)
B.S. in Ed.. Ohio State; M.S. in Soc. Adm., Western Reserve.

CVKII

A. ROBERTS, 1961Associate Professor of Mathematics
B.S., West Virginia Wesleyan; M.S.. West Virginia; Ph.D.,
Michigan.

ROIIERT

E. RONNEBERO, 1946Professor of Chemistry (part-lime)
B.A., Lawrence; M.S., Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Fri.u.,
Chicago.

CONRAD

••On leave second semester 1964-65
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UATTII 1

• :!\ HulU till

K

I

■ I

B.S

I

Rli HAW \\ kl IN
H\ !>■
v,
l.

KIIVUH

I

SANTONI
I'I

\B

M \

Bl >•'

Pi 1'

i|

teal Profenor of Physical Science
and llntory of Science
M.A Ch» ««"

i ■

B.S

I'll-

OTT.

Prole,-or ol Philosophy and Religion
and Chairman, Religion

S. Scon
BS. Penmyh
v

1941-

■••.: ft '• Of ••/ Physical Education
Bd.M
htuburtth

Librarian for Reader Services
BS. in US., Wi Bern Rnrnr

-

1

Pa D . Vale.

I
Military < oil

HAU

|\\t I
5l
\ li
S

Pro/en"! i'i Modern Language!

\ B

I

m -.;., l"h I). Cohaobta

Ro> Si

I Chairman. Ph).ical Edutalion
(Mm I

K \
••M.I

.

i>

Bd.M

I \..K

O SRANNOft

K.K., Tulani \ M
Roaui i s........
B \

B.S

M
U/red

M

-■■

Purdue
>M

\l

ti I)

Pto/e'ior and Chairman.
Phiucal Education (Women)
Columbia BAD.. New York L'niv.

M \

Sol in

Aittilanl Protestor of
Phyiical Edutalion

- •■

III

I '■

Dean of Man and
Profeuor of Psychology (part-time)
State; Ph I) . Ohio Slate.

,

M s

BOM

.■- /'- 'V .... Lorena Woodrow
Burke Chair ol Engliih

I

1953-

i.

Bs

.,:

M\

SMITH

B.A_ 0

Wy Mm

SIM I

B

I olumbii

l>.-.:.. n; MA

••N.T.I :i

MABK

/n.rifktiiiu/ Research and
. iuate School Counseling

Colt—Ma

I

B \ (>.. idcnul B I) Unin

WALTU

ill 1'i-it..." "/ Philosophy
•

SOBiMUUM, 1%3-

i ■.

B \
L»l (> S.

I

I
.MI

I'toffMot of Theatre Atlt

1946-

B\ lljii.ml M\ Harvard; Ph.D.. Harvard
•••ii'
•• Ol

>/ Physical Education

Bd.M-, MJMOuri; Ph.D..

I

Denim; M \. Ohio Suic; Bd.D

MOKTON I.

K;

n

in L.5., Weatern Reevrvi

D. iiiiui

SIMIII

■

I

I Catalog Librarian
\b

II ■ :.

I! \

lUU /'• '. 101

Central Miaouri Stan

-

1964 ,,-,
I64-6S

Profetior of History

Prrsonnrl
IJwi.iiiT R. SPESSARD, 1953B.S , Ollrrbrin; Ph.D., Western Reserve.

Professor of Chemistry

Gun R. Sri muss. 1961B.S.. Manchester; M.A., Bowling Green State.
CHARLES

W.

STEEI.E,

1949-

Instructor in Speech

Associate Professor and Chairman.
Modern Language*

A.B., Missouri; M.A., California; Ph.D., Ohio Slate.
1964Assistant Professor of Psychology
B.A., University of California at Los Angela; M.S., Washington.

WARREN STEINMAN,

BEATRICE

P.

STEPHENS,

Executive Secretary, Denison
Society of the Alumni

1947-

A.B.. Lawrence.
CtPHUI L. STEPHENS, 1949Professor of Government
its Ohio Stale; MA, Ohio Stale; Ph.D., Ohio Stale.
1953Professor of Mathematics
B.S.. Carnegie Tech.; M.S., Pittsburgh; Ph.D., Pittsburgh.

\NIWIW STERRETT.

B. STRATTON, 1943Professor and Chairman, History
A.B., Tufts; A.M., Pennsylvania; Ph.D., Pennsylvania.

MORTON

Instructor in Ptychology

R. THORNE, 1964B.S.. Ohio Slate.

DAVID

Instructor in Biology

R TIIORNBOROUOH. 1961B.S., Ohio Slate; M.S., Ohio Stale.

•••JOHN

\. Tonil, 1959^Jiiilanl Professor of History
B.A., North Texas Stale; M.A.. Johns Hopkins

"EDWARD

DONALD G TRITT, 1959B.S.. Ohio Slate; Ph.D., Chicago.

Director of the Psychological Clinic

V. TRUMAN, 1948Professor of Biology
A.B., Ohio Wesleyan; A.M., Western Reserve; Ph.D., Wisconsin.

HARRY

ROBERT R. TUTTLE, 1963B.S. in Ed.. North Texas Stale.

CAIT

Assistant Professor of Air Science

Associate Professor and Chairman,
M. VALDES, 1953Sociology
B.A., New Jersey Stale, Monlclair; M.A., George Peabody; Ph.D.,
Ohio Stale.
Assistant Professor of
KIIMRETH C. VANHORN, 1953Physical Education
B.S. in Ed., Miami; M.S., Wellesley.
DONALD

S. WATSON, 1954B.A., Illinois College; Ph.D., Chicago.

DAVID

MARJORIE WATSON,

1959-

•••lln Irave both semesters 1964-65
•• On leave second rrmesler 1964-65

Associate Professor of History
Instructor in Sociology
(part-lime)
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F WUULS, 1944Deniton M A Columbia.

An\\tant Dirtctor of Admissions

CRARLOTTI

A H

S WBSTMMKHL, 1962Hs in Commerce, Ohio U ; M A

WILLIAM

MAUOM WMUL, 1946A.B.. Cornell CoUtffe;

M\.

Auitttmt Proftuor of Economics
Ohio U

Proftuor of Mathtmatics
Northwestern. PhD.. Northwestern.

C Wiiinn. 194KProftnor, Htnry Chttholm
Chair of Ph\sic*. and Chairman, Phyncs and Astronomy
A B. Miami; MS, Illinois Ph D. Ohio Stale

SAMUU

liMKt I. WIIIIHV. !(«i_'B A . Minnesota. M \ John* Hi'pkin*
VANNII

B S
PUOBU

W

WILSON,

J«

M WntT, 1952-

B.A . DePauw

I Mil Proftuor of History

AuutstU Proftwot of Biology

Morgan State M 5
K

I

MA

Chi

Astociatt Proftuor and Chairman,
Cottrnmtnt
Ohio Stale. PhD. Ohio State.

S WOLF, 1954ProftUf and Chairman, Piychology
A B . Manrhnter. M A . Indiana. Ph I) , Indiana

IRVIN

•*DAVB>

O

K \
BDWAJLD

WOOBWUU),

1960-

Dtan of Chaptt and
Ant'tant Proftuor of Rtligion

Denim B I). Union
\

WBJOMT,

1937-

\B. Iowa, AM. Iowa. I) FA

Proftuor and Chairman,
Thtatrt Arts
(hon.), Iowa Wesley an.

W VOUNO, 1964Anntant Proftssor of Music
B \ Harvard; Mm B New England Conservatory; Mus M . Columbia Mm M . Mm Ed Columbia

LAMDOX

rttei 1964-65
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Index
Academic Honors, 55
Acceptance Procedures, 73
Arcredilation, 14
Activities 27
Activity Fee, 66
Administrative Staff. 218
\dniission, 71
\dvatued Placement, 73, 89
Advanced Standing, 74
Air Force ROTC, 82, 201
Air Science, 201
\pplii ation
for Admission, 71
for Scholarships, 40
for Work. 38
Applied Music, 85, 165, 209
\r«\i Studies, 106
An, See Visual Arts, 195
Art Treasure Collection, 29
Arts Professional Courses. 94
Associations and Resources, 16
Astronomy, 107
Athletics, 33
Attendance. Chapel and
Convocation, 82
Auditing Classes, 66
\w.irds, 57
Bachelor's Degrees
Requirements for
Arts. 80, 100, 101
F.ducation, 83, 125
Fine Arts. 83, 103
Music, 85, 103
Science, 81, 100, 101
Baptist Scholarships, 42
Bills, Payment of, 67
Biology, 108
Board of Trustees, 215
Board Charges, 67
Books and Supplies, 67
Buildings, 20
Business Council, 17
Business, Major in, 121
Calendars, 7, II
Campus and Buildings, 19
Campus Government, 31
Certificate for Teaching, 83, 125
Chapel Attendance. 82

Chemistry, 114
Choirs, 30
Christian Association, 27
Classical Languages, 118
Class Ranking, 77, 87
College Entrance Examination
Board, 72
Cpllege Union, 22
Combination Courses, 94
Comprehensive Examinations, 89
Computer Center, 16
Conservatory of Music, 15, 205
Control, 15
Convocation, 82
Costs, 65
Counseling Services, 35
Courses of Study, 97
Credits, Transfer of, 78
Cultural Advantages, 29
Dance, Major in, 171, 191
Dean's List, 56
Degree with Honors, 55
Degrees. 79
Denison Scientific
Association, 18
Denison Society of Arts
and 1-ettert, 29
Departmental Courses, 105
Deposits, 68, 72
Directed Study, 90
Dormitories, See Living Units, 24
Drinking, 32
Dropping Courses, 76
Economics, 120
Education, 83, 125
Eligibility Rule, 78
Emeriti Faculty, 219
Endowment, 15
Engineering, 95, 204
English, 129
Enrollment, Summaries of, 213
Examinations
Comprehensive, 89
Entrance. 72
Graduate Record, 88
Excess Hours, 76
Exchange Students, 93
Expenses, 65
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Religion, 98, 180
Religious At livitirv 27
Required Courses. Hi>. ion, KM
Requirements for
Degree*, BO, 100, 101
Research Foundation, 17. 45
Reservations, Cancellation of, bii
Resident c Requirements K7
Resources .mil l-'in.uit ee, 15
Room Rrnt, ho
Room Reservations! 68
Russian, 159
Scholarships, 4<>
ScholaStil Requirements. 86
Science, Degree in, 81
Science, Principles of, 99
s, ientific Asa* Lation, 18
Sr, oudaty School Record. 71
Sclet tiv <• Sen i* t 19
Social Science, l()6
Sociology, 184
Sororities, 25
Spanish, 159
Specified Requirements, an. ion. im
Speech. IHH
Sports, S3
Student F.inploymrni, 37
Studeni Government, 51
Student Teaching, 83. 125
Summaries of Enrollment. 213
Summaries of (icneral
Education, lot), 101

Superior Student, 89
Suspension, 88
Swimming Pool, 23
Teat her Placement, 39
Teaching, Certification
for. 83, 125
Teaching, Preparing
for. 83. 125
Terms of Payment, 67
Theatre Arts. 191
Transcript of Credits, 77
Transdepartrnental Courses, HMi
Transfer Students, 73
Trustees, Board of. 15. 215
Tuition, 65
Tuition Plan, 68
Veterans Counseling, 37
Viola, 212
Violin. 212
VioJjoceuo, 212
Visual Arts, 195
Voice. 210
Washington Semester Plan 91
Wind Instruments. 212
Withdrawal, 68. 76. 87
Women s (Quadrangle. 24
Writing, Major in. 129
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